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ABSTRACT
The exploration and development of oil and gas reserves located in harsh offshore environments
are characterized with high risk. Some of these reserves would be uneconomical if produced using
conventional drilling technology due to increased drilling problems and prolonged non-productive
time. Seeking new ways to reduce drilling cost and minimize risks has led to the development of
Managed Pressure Drilling techniques. Managed pressure drilling methods address the drawbacks
of conventional overbalanced and underbalanced drilling techniques. As managed pressure drilling
techniques are evolving, there are many unanswered questions related to safety and operating
pressure regimes. Quantitative risk assessment techniques are often used to answer these questions.
Quantitative risk assessment is conducted for the various stages of drilling operations – drilling
ahead, tripping operation, casing and cementing. A diagnostic model for analyzing the rotating
control device, the main component of managed pressure drilling techniques, is also studied. The
logic concept of Noisy-OR is explored to capture the unique relationship between casing and
cementing operations in leading to well integrity failure as well as its usage to model the critical
components of constant bottom-hole pressure drilling technique of managed pressure drilling
during tripping operation. Relevant safety functions and inherent safety principles are utilized to
improve well integrity operations. Loss function modelling approach to enable dynamic
consequence analysis is adopted to study blowout risk for real-time decision making. The
aggregation of the blowout loss categories, comprising: production, asset, human health,
environmental response and reputation losses leads to risk estimation using dynamically
determined probability of occurrence. Lastly, various sub-models developed for the stages/suboperations of drilling operations and the consequence modelling approach are integrated for a
holistic risk analysis of drilling operations.
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Chapter 1
1.0
1.1.

Introduction

Overview

Drilling techniques for underground resources have undergone tremendous improvement from the
ancient water and brine wells to the present day directional, horizontal and extended reach wells.
Based on drilling fluid density, oil and gas wells are drilled using one or a combination of three
principal drilling techniques: Conventional Overbalanced Drilling (COBD), Under-Balanced
Drilling (UBD) and Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD). In COBD, the hydrostatic pressure of the
drilling fluid is maintained higher than the formation pore pressure. During dynamic condition,
annular friction pressure which is the pressure due to circulation of drilling fluid is added to the
hydrostatic pressure, increasing the overbalance further. Large amount of drilling mud additives
such as bentonite and barite is used to achieve this overbalance. This method makes well control
easy, simple and less expensive since the chances of a kick is significantly reduced; thus, it allows
an open-to-atmosphere scenario for well drilling. However, it is highly susceptible to lost
circulation, formation damage and reduced rate of penetration (ROP). The drilling mud
deposits/forms mud cake around the walls of the well with some fines migrating into the formation.
This plugs the natural porosity of the well and consequently reduces the reservoir permeability
denoted as skin damage.
UBD involves the drilling of wells with drilling fluids designed to intentionally exert lower
Bottom-Hole Pressure (BHP) than the formation pore pressure. In other words, both static and
dynamic conditions lead to lower effective circulating BHP than the formation pore pressure. Due
to lower BHP than formation pore pressure, kick, an influx of formation fluid into the wellbore, is
expected. Kick when not properly controlled could evolve into a blowout, an uncontrollable flow
1

of formation fluid to the surface. Thus, UBD is often characterized as a high risk drilling technique.
UBD is undertaken to reduce or eliminate lost circulation, formation damage and differential pipe
sticking. By reducing formation damage, i.e. lower skin damage, well productivity is increased.
ROP is increased due to less friction during drilling; bit life is increased, and use of costly mud is
avoided with the use of light fluids. However, it is susceptible to wellbore instability; well control
is complicated, requiring highly skilled personnel (Bennion, et al., 1998a; Bennion, et al., 1998b).
MPD, a derivative of UBD, uses drilling fluid which exerts BHP slightly higher than the formation
pore pressure. The hydrostatic pressure of the mud column might be a little lower than the
formation pore pressure, requiring some amount of surface back pressure to be added to provide
the needed overbalance. It includes techniques known as variants or methods of MPD developed
to solve drilling problems in difficult environments. MPD is used to reduce drilling cost due to
Non-Productive Time (NPT) resulting from correcting drilling problems such as stuck pipe, lost
circulation, and wellbore instability while increasing safety with specialized techniques and
surface equipment. It is used to extend casing point in order to allow larger production tubing and
increase production flow rate. MPD is an adaptive process since the annular wellbore pressure is
varied according to the pressure condition of the well. The basic techniques (variants) of MPD
include Constant Bottom-Hole Pressure (CBHP) drilling, Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling (PMCD)
and Dual Gradient Drilling (DGD) (Haghshenas, et al., 2008). MPD is a middle course between
COBD and UBD and is often used to drill in deep offshore, ultra-deep offshore and High Pressure
and High Temperature (HPHT) formations. It is used to drill safely with total lost returns in highly
fractured and cavernous formations.
Generally, drilling is a hazardous operation, making safety one of the major concerns. Safety of
drilling operations is often characterized in terms of risk as a measure of accident likelihood and
2

magnitude of loss (Khan, 2001). Many rig accidents have occurred during drilling in the past. In
1981, drilling through a shallow gas pocket in the South China Sea by the Petromar V drillship led
to an uncontrolled sub-sea blowout which eventually caused the drillship to capsize. Failure of the
diverter and improper rig selection were among the quoted causal factors to the accident (Simon,
2006). In March 2001, a blowout resulted from an uncontrolled flow from a well after cementing
on Ensco 51 offshore Louisiana. The well flowed for 3 days before being killed leading to the
complete destruction of the derrick and substructure of the rig (Simon, 2006). On the 21st of
August 2009, at the Timor Sea offshore Australia, the Montara wellhead platform experienced a
blowout at the H1 well that was later attributed to a failed casing shoe cementing. The worst of its
kind in the Australian offshore industry led to the spill of about 400 barrels per day for over 10
weeks into the sea until it was killed with heavy mud from a relief well after 4 attempts on
November, 3, 2009. The fortunate part of the accident was the safe evacuation of all 69 personnel
on board; however, the cleanup operation was highly complex, requiring a very large volume of
dispersants and many response teams (Christou & Konstantinidou, 2012; IAT, 2010). About four
months later, on December 23, 2009, Transocean crew narrowly avoided a blowout on the Sedco
711 semi-submersible drilling rig in the Shell North Sea Bardolino field due to a misinterpreted
positive pressure test from a damaged valve at the bottom of a well (Feilden, 2010). Again, four
months later, on April 20, 2010, a blowout (unprecedented in terms of environmental and
economic disaster) occurred in the history of the US oil and gas industry (Harvey, 2010; NOAA,
2015). 11 crew members died and 16 others were injured with the destruction and sinking of the
Deepwater Horizon rig, and a spill of about 4 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico.
Coincidentally, Transocean was involved in the drilling of the well and again, poor casing shoe
cementing and poor interpretation of negative pressure test were identified as some of the
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contributing factors (BOEMRE, 2011; Chief Counsel's Report, 2011). Recently, on January 30,
2014, a loss of well control resulted to a gas leak incident from a shallow gas pocket in the Gulf
of Mexico offshore Louisiana (BSEE, 2014). The proximity of these events and the frequency,
with which incidents occur in the industry, implies the existence of a vacuum in the safety culture.
Risk assessments are often conducted in the design stage of the operation prior to implementation
to reduce design risk. Operational risk is thus, unattended to; hence, the motivation for this
research. This dissertation intends to fill the vacuum existing in the safety and risk assessment of
oil and gas drilling operations. A detailed risk analysis of the operational phases or sub-operations
involved in drilling operations is conducted.

1.2.

Quantitative Risk Assessment Techniques

Risk is defined by Center of Chemical Process safety (CCPS) as a measure of human injury,
environmental damage, or economic loss in terms of both the incident likelihood and the
magnitude of the loss or injury. Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) or risk analysis deals with
quantitative estimate of risk using mathematical techniques based on engineering evaluation for
combining estimates of incident consequences and frequencies (CCPS, 1999). Many techniques
have been developed for quantitative risk analysis; the foremost among the conventional methods
are Fault Tree (FT), Event Tree (ET) and Bow-tie (BT). The results of these analyses are used in
risk assessment to evaluate the safety provided for preventing or mitigating the consequences of
accidents. FT, the most widely used, for example, qualitatively, presents the logical relationship
among the root causes to the top event through the gates. Quantitatively, it presents the magnitude
of a failure if it occurs. However, these conventional risk assessment techniques are known to be
static; failing to capture the variation of risks as operation or changes in the operation take place
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(Wilcox & Ayyub, 2003; Ferdous, et al., 2010; Khakzad, et al., 2012). Besides, conventional risk
assessment techniques make use of generic failure data. This makes them non case-specific and
also, introduces uncertainty into the results. These limitations have led to the development of the
dynamic risk assessment methods. These methods are meant to reassess risk in terms of updating
initial failure probabilities of events (causes) and safety barriers as new information are made
available during a specific operation. Two ways are currently used in revising prior failure
probabilities: (i) Bayesian approaches through which new data in form of likelihood functions are
used to update prior failure rates using Bayes’ theorem (Won & Modarres, 1998; Chen, et al.,
2004; Yi & Bier, 1998; Kalantarnia, et al., 2009). (ii) Non-Bayesian updating approaches in which
new data are supplied by real time monitoring of parameters, inspection of process equipment and
use of physical reliability models (Shalev & Tiran, 2007; Ferdous, et al., 2013; Huang, et al.,
2001; Yang, et al., 2010; Abimbola, et al., 2014).
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical inference technique that has been used in recent time in
risk analysis. A BN is a probabilistic method for reasoning under uncertainty. It is based on Bayes’
theorem which when defined for two events 𝐴 and 𝐵 such that 𝑃(𝐴) ≠ 0 and 𝑃(𝐵) ≠ 0, then

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐵|𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)
(1.1)
𝑃(𝐵)

Equation (1.1) can be extended for 𝑛 mutually exclusive and exhaustive events 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴𝑛 such
that 𝑃(𝐴𝑗 ) ≠ 0 for all 𝑗,

𝑃(𝐴𝑗 |𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐵|𝐴𝑗 )𝑃(𝐴𝑗 )
(1.2)
𝑃(𝐵|𝐴1 )𝑃(𝐴1 ) + 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴2 )𝑃(𝐴2 ) + ⋯ + 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴𝑛 )𝑃(𝐴𝑛 )
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for 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 (Neapolitan, 2004; Jensen & Nielsen, 2007). BN has been used to model complex
dependencies among random variables, proving as a robust and reliable fault detection and risk
analysis tool (Boudali & Dugan, 2005; Meranbod, et al., 2005). It is a directed acyclic graph with
nodes representing random variables and arcs denoting direct causal relationships between
connected nodes. In a BN, nodes without arcs directing into them (i.e. have no parents) are root
nodes and have marginal prior probabilities assigned to them while nodes with arcs directing into
them are intermediate nodes and possess conditional probability tables (Bobbio et al., 2001;
Neapolitan, 2009; Jensen & Nielsen, 2007; Khakzad et al., 2011).

1.3.

Objectives of the Research

The main objective of this research is to develop an integrated tool for the safety and risk analysis
of drilling operations. This main objective is divided into five sub-objectives:


To develop a dynamic risk assessment model based on physical reliability model and
Baye’s theorem for real time risk analysis of drilling operations.



To develop dynamic risk analysis models applicable at different stages of drilling
operations.



To develop a comprehensive consequence model for blowout risk analysis by adopting the
loss function approach.



To develop an integrated tool for risk analysis of drilling operations



To demonstrate the applications of the proposed approach to practical case studies
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1.5.

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is written in manuscript (paper) format. The outlines of the following chapters are
presented below:
Chapter 2 discusses the novelties and contributions of this thesis to the safety and risk analysis of
drilling operations with a drive towards the newly evolving Constant Bottom-Hole Pressure
(CBHP) technique of Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD).
Chapter 3 presents the literature review relevant to the research. This comprises a brief description
of common drilling techniques and risk assessment methods.
Chapter 4 presents the developed physical reliability model for real time prediction of failure
probabilities of critical drilling components based on constant stress and variable stress principles
as well as Bayesian theory approach of updating safety barriers failure probabilities as new
information are available. This chapter is published in the Journal of Loss Prevention in the
Process Industries 2014; 30: 74-85.
Chapter 5 introduces Bow-Tie (BT) models for underbalanced and overbalanced pressure regimes.
The BTs are mapped into Bayesian Networks (BN) to enable dependability and diagnostic
analyses. The RCD is further analyzed to identify its safety critical components. This chapter is
published in the Safety Science Journal 2015; 76:133-144.
Chapter 6 presents the casing and cementing operations models for a detailed safety and risk
analysis. Noisy OR gate is explored to characterize the relationships between casing and cementing
operations. Inherent safety technique and safety functions are applied to the basic events of the
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models to enhance the safety of the operations. This chapter has been published in the Safety
Science Journal; 2016; 84:149-160.
Chapter 7 discusses a comparative analysis of tripping operation in COBD and CBHP technique
of MPD. FT models of the operation are analyzed using BNs to identify the parallels and
superiority of the latter over the former. This chapter is presented and published in: The Proc. Of
the 34th International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering, OMAE201542245, St. John’s NL, Canada.
Chapter 8 introduces the loss functions approach to blowout risk analysis. The consequence model
explores various loss functions to model the identified blowout loss categories. This chapter is
under review for publication in the Journal of Risk Analysis.
Chapter 9 presents the development of an integrated tool for risk analysis of drilling operations.
The different models that have been developed are integrated for a complete analysis and
management of risk during drilling operations. The structure of the model is presented in Fig. 1.1
as an embodiment to a holistic approach to risk analysis of drilling operations. This chapter is “In
Press” with doi: 10.1016/j.psep.2016.04.012 in the Journal of Process Safety and Environmental
Protection.
Chapter 10 is devoted to the summary of the thesis and the conclusions from this research.
Recommendations for future work are provided here.
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Figure 1.1 – Integrated Model for Risk Analysis of Drilling Operations
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Chapter 2
2.0

Novelty and Contribution

The novelties and contributions of this research is in the field of drilling operations safety
improvement. The highlights of the contributions include:


A new physical reliability model for real-time prediction of critical components failure
probabilities. Through this model, the static nature of conventional risk assessment
methods can be relaxed; enabling their application in dynamic risk analysis. This
contribution is demonstrated in Chapter 4.



A new methodology for the safety analysis of Constant Bottom-Hole Pressure (CBHP)
drilling technique of Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD). Bow-tie models for both
underbalanced and overbalanced pressure regimes were developed and mapped into BNs
to conduct predictive as well as diagnostic analyses. This is an advancement into the safety
analysis of evolving techniques of MPD. This contribution is presented in Chapter 5.



An innovative model for the predictive as well as the diagnostic safety analysis of the most
critical component of Managed Pressure Drilling – the Rotating Control Device (RCD).
This contribution is also discussed in Chapter 5.



A new well integrity model for the safety and risk assessment of casing and cementing
operations. This model utilizes a Noisy-OR gate to capture the unique relationships
between casing and cementing operations. This contribution is presented in Chapter 6.



Application of safety functions and inherent safety principles to the causative elements of
the well integrity model. Safety function keywords and inherent safety principles were
suggested to improve the safety of well integrity operations. These techniques were hitherto
limited to chemical process systems. This contribution is discussed in Chapter 6.
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A novel risk-based Bayesian network models for analyzing tripping out operation in
Conventional Over-Balanced Drilling (COBD) method and Constant Bottom-Hole
Pressure (CBHP) technique of MPD. This contribution is discussed in Chapter 7



An innovative loss function modelling approach for blowout risk analysis. Loss functionbased models are developed for the characterization of the loss categories applicable to a
blowout scenario. The standardization of the models enables their applications to any
formation depth without losing the originality of the models. This innovative contribution
is presented in Chapter 8.



An integrated tool for the safety analysis of drilling operations. The various sub-models
that have been developed for the stages/sub-operations of drilling are integrated for a
complete analysis of drilling operations prior to the completion of an oil and gas well. This
contribution is discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 3
3.0
3.1.

Literature Review

Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD)

MPD is defined by the International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC) subcommittee on
Underbalanced Operation and Managed Pressure Drilling (Minerals Management Service, 2008)
as “an adaptive drilling process used to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout
the wellbore.” MPD is an adaptive drilling process such that the drilling plan is adjusted in
conformance to the changing wellbore conditions. In fact, MPD is an overbalanced technique;
hence, it supposedly avoids the flow of formation fluid into the wellbore. It is a closed-loop system
which prevents the well from being open to the atmosphere through using a rotating control device
(RCD); thus, it prevents the escape of poisonous gas to the atmosphere. The closed-system allows
the casing back pressure to be adjusted precisely with a drilling choke when it is applicable to
augment the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid (Smith & Patel, 2012). MPD techniques are
used to reduce loss of circulation or eliminate ballooning experienced in breathing formations,
increase rate of penetration, extend casing points, reduce NPT resulting from stuck pipe and to
safely drill in fractured and cavernous formations with total lost return (Haghshenas, et al., 2008).
Uneconomical conventional overbalanced drilling of reserves could be rendered economical when
drilled with MPD techniques. Further, offshore environments that are too risky to apply
underbalanced drilling due to comparatively lower hydrostatic pressure than formation pore
pressure could be drilled more safely with MPD techniques.
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3.2.

Managed Pressure Drilling Techniques

The improvement of offshore drilling in the oil and gas industry through the introduction of MPD
techniques has been discussed in many literatures (Hannegan, 2005; Malloy, et al., 2009;
Hannegan, 2011; Grayson & Gans, 2012; Hannegan, 2013). Among the available techniques for
MPD, only the most widely used approaches - Constant Bottom-hole Pressure (CBHP) drilling,
Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling (PMCD), and Dual Gradient Drilling (DGD) - are considered in this
study (Haghshenas, et al., 2008):
2.2.1. Constant Bottom-hole Pressure (CBHP) Drilling:
CBHP technique comprises those methods in which the Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) is always
held constant or nearly constant at a specific depth whether the rig pump is on or off. In other
words, the BHP is maintained within the drilling mud window defined by the lower and upper
pressure limits. The lower pressure limit is the pore pressure while the upper limit is the formation
fracture pressure with their difference known as the pressure margin (Fredericks, 2008).
In conventional overbalanced drilling, an open circulation system is employed, and the well is
open to the atmosphere. When the rig pump is off or not circulating the mud, the static BHP is
defined as:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ

(3.1)

where 𝑃ℎ is the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column,
When the rig pump is on and circulating the mud, the dynamic BHP is given by:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ +  𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛

(3.2)
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where 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 is the annular frictional pressure due to circulating drilling fluid when the rig pump is
on.
CBHP techniques use RCD to provide a closed circulating system with a drilling choke to adjust
the back pressure so that the necessary BHP could be achieved under static and dynamic conditions
as given by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), respectively:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ + 𝑃𝑏𝑝

(3.3)

𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ +  𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝑃𝑏𝑝

(3.4)

where 𝑃𝑏𝑝 is the backpressure.
In CBHP techniques, either pressure or flow measurement is used as the primary control. In the
former case (Fredericks, 2008), an automated Dynamic Annular Pressure Control (DAPC) system
is used to maintain the BHP within the drilling mud window. The DAPC system is composed of a
dedicated choke manifold, back pressure pump, integrated pressure manager and a hydraulics
model. When the rig pump is off, such as during tripping (movement of drill string in or out of the
well), pipe connection and when not drilling, 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 0. This drop in BHP is compensated by a
backpressure pump (𝑃𝑏𝑝 in Eq. 3.3) along with the choke and RCD. When the rig pump is on, Eq.
(3.4) is used to determine BHP condition within the drilling mud window. In this method, the
integrated pressure manager compares the formation Pressure measurement While Drilling (PWD)
data with the hydraulics model to provide real time constant BHP. The hydraulics model predicts
the expected BHP and compares it with the prevalent BHP to decide if the BHP needs any
adjustment. However, in the latter case, i.e. when flow measurement is used as primary control
(Catak, 2008), an Intelligent Control Unit (ICU) compares the flow rate out of the well measured
by a flow meter downstream of the RCD with the flow rate into the well determined with the rig
pump strokes to detect kick and manipulate the automatic choke manifold accordingly. In some
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classifications, MPD by Continuous Circulation System (CCS) is considered a CBHP method.
CCS is used to always maintain constant BHP by eliminating changes in BHP during connections
or otherwise. This is ensured through keeping a steady Equivalent Circulating Density (ECD)
(Vogel & Brugman, 2008).
3.2.2. Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling (PMCD):
PMCD is a technique for safe drilling with total lost returns in highly fractured, cavernous or
vugular karstic (carbonate) formations in which the use of lost circulation material is futile. It is
an improvement to mud cap or floating mud cap drilling. Mud cap or floating mud cap drilling is
an open well system in which heavy mud is floated in the annulus at a point that balances the
formation pressure above the fracture or vug taking fluid and drilled cuttings (Moore, 2008).
PMCD is defined by IADC Benny et al., (2013) as “drilling with no returns to surface, where an
annulus fluid column, assisted by surface pressure, is maintained above a formation that is capable
of accepting fluid and cuttings”. The annulus fluid column in PMCD is meant to exert lower
hydrostatic pressure than the formation pore pressure while back pressure provided by the RCD is
used to balance the formation pressure. A sacrificial fluid, usually water or seawater, is run down
the drill string and injected with the drilled cuttings into the exposed fracture or vug. Any influx
of formation fluid including sour gas is forced back or bullheaded into the formation. Thus,
wastage of costly mud is prevented in addition to a safe drilling process (Moore, 2008; Benny, et
al., 2013).
3.2.3. Dual Gradient Drilling (DGD):
DGD comprises those offshore MPD techniques in which two fluids are used to drill a well such
that the lighter fluid - usually seawater - is above the seafloor and the heavier one below the mud
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line in order to widen the narrow mud window and extend casing points. This leads to higher
production rates as a result of larger wellbore compared to wells drilled conventionally, thus,
improving the economy of the well. The techniques include “pump and dump” method in which
the return is dumped to the sea floor, and riser-less mud return method in which well effluent flows
back to the rig through small diameter return lines assisted by a subsea mud-lift pump. DGD
requires less deck space due to the use of small diameter return lines instead of the conventional
risers, enabling the use of smaller floating rigs in deepwater drilling (Cohen, et al., 2008).

3.3.

Quantitative risk assessment techniques

3.3.1. Fault Tree (FT)
Fault tree is a top-down diagnostic technique for identifying ways in which hazards can lead to
accidents. It is a deductive technique which starts with an accident known as the top event or
critical event and works backward toward the various scenarios ending with basic events that can
lead to the top event through intermediate events (Crowl & Louvar, 2002). FT considers binary
state for events and uses logic gates to express the relationships between events. Among the logic
gates used, AND-gates and OR-gates are the most widely used. FT is simple and easy to use; hence,
it is widely used in risk analysis of process system (Khan, 2001)and fault diagnosis (Bartlett, et
al., 2009). FT gives both qualitative and quantitative representation of the modelled accident
scenario. Qualitatively, it indicates the logical relationship among events leading to the top event.
It shows the combination of events that must be present - minimal cut sets- for the top event to
occur. On the other hand, the quantitative representation is achieved by the probability of the top
event obtained from the Boolean algebraic combination of basic events through the intermediates
to the top event.
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However, the use of FT in the analysis of complex systems is marred by a high margin of error.
Its assumption of independent events limits its use in modeling mutually exclusive events,
common cause failures or events in which there are some forms of dependencies between events.
Its use of generic and imprecise data leads to uncertainty in the result of the FTA. In addition, its
binary state limits its application in multi-state events (Bobbio, et al., 2001; Khakzad, et al., 2011).
Consequently, efforts have been made to reduce the uncertainties in FTA through the development
of fuzzy based FT analysis (Ferdous et al. 2009; Markowski et al. 2009) and hybrid FTA (Lin &
Wang 1997).
3.3.2. Event Tree (ET)
Event tree is an inductive technique which begins with an initiating event and works toward
possible final results or end events. It provides, qualitatively, the logical relationship of how a
failure can occur and quantitatively, the probability of occurrence. As with FT, ET is widely used
for its simplicity and easy to use. It is used in safety analysis and accident modeling to determine
possible consequences that can result from the propagation of an accident through the success or
fail states of safety systems. However, it also suffers from the use of generic and imprecise data.
Meel and Seider (2006) advanced the use of ET through the development of plant-specific dynamic
assessment methodology which utilizes accident precursor data to predict the frequencies of endstates abnormal events. In the same vein is the work of Kalantarnia et al. (2009) in which the
posterior failure probabilities of safety barriers is determined by Bayesian updating mechanism.
Further application of ET methodology to process accident modelling and an offshore drilling
accident, utilizing FT principle for safety barriers and Bayesian updating mechanism using
accident precursors was conducted by Rathnayaka et al. (2011, 2013).
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3.3.3. Bow-Tie (BT) approach
Bow-tie is a risk analysis technique which combines an FT and an ET with the top event of the FT
as the initiating event of the ET. It is used to analyze the primary causes and consequences of an
accident. A BT diagram (as shown in Fig. 3.1) presents the logical relationship between the causes,
expressed as basic events (BEs) on one side, through intermediate events (IEs), top event (TE) and
safety barriers (SBs) to the possible consequences (Cs) on the other side. For illustrative purpose,
considering Fig. 3.1, the occurrence probability of end-event 𝐶2 is given by
𝑃(𝐶2 ) = 𝑃(𝑇𝐸). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ). 𝑃(1 − 𝑆𝐵2 )(3.5)
Similarly,
𝑃(𝐶4 ) = 𝑃(𝑇𝐸). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵2 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵3 )(3.6)
where 𝑃(𝑇𝐸) is the probability of top event determined by the Boolean algebraic combination of
the occurrence probabilities of the basic events, 𝑃(𝐵𝐸1 ), 𝑃(𝐵𝐸2 ) … and 𝑃(𝐵𝐸6 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ), 𝑃(𝑆𝐵2 )
and 𝑃(𝑆𝐵3) represent the failure probabilities of the safety barriers 𝑆𝐵1, 𝑆𝐵2 and 𝑆𝐵3 respectively.
Bow-tie combines the advantages of FT and ET with its use found in many fields of science.
Markowski and Kotynia (2011) used BT in a layer of protection analysis to model a complete
accident scenario in a hexane distillation unit. Khakzad et al. (2012) applied BT in risk analysis of
dust explosion accident in a sugar refinery. Forms of BT haven been applied in medical safety risk
analysis (Wierenga, et al., 2009) and analysis of hazard and effects management process of vehicle
operations (Eslinger, et al., 2004). Like its composites FT and ET, BT exhibits similar limitations
and deficiencies of independency assumption and difficulty in its use for complex system analysis.
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Figure 3.1 - A generic bow-tie diagram
Forms of BT have been developed to integrate dynamic risk assessment into conventional static
BT. This includes the incorporation of physical reliability models and Bayesian updating
mechanism for risk analysis of process systems (Khakzad et al. 2012), offshore drilling operations
(Abimbola et al. 2014), and a refinery explosion accident in which fuzzy set and evidence theory
are used to assess uncertainties (Ferdous et al. 2013).
3.3.4. Bayesian Network
Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph in which nodes are random variables and directed
arcs representing probabilistic dependencies and independencies among the variables. Bayesian
network is a probabilistic method of reasoning under uncertainty (Abimbola, et al., 2015b).
Consider, for instance, the Bayesian network in Fig. 3.2 with binary nodes. 𝐴1 is a root node
without arcs directed into it while nodes 𝐴3 and 𝐴5 are leaf nodes without child nodes emanating
from them. The root nodes are assigned with marginal prior probabilities while the intermediate
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and leaf nodes are characterized with conditional probability tables. The states of 𝐴1 are 𝑎1 and 𝑎̅1.
Similarly, for 𝐴2 …𝐴5 . The joint probability distribution, 𝑃, of the Bayesian network is expressed
as Eq. 3.7.
5

𝑃(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 ) =  ∏ 𝑃(𝑎𝑖 |𝑎𝜃(𝑖) ) (3.7)
𝑖

Where 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 are the states of variables 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴5 respectively and 𝜃(𝑖), the parent(s) of
node 𝑖. Further expansion of Eq. 3.7 gives Eq. 3.8.
𝑃(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 ) = 𝑃(𝑎5 |𝑎4 ). 𝑃(𝑎4 |𝑎3 , 𝑎1 ). 𝑃(𝑎3 |𝑎4 , 𝑎2 ). 𝑃(𝑎2 |𝑎1 ). 𝑃(𝑎1 )(3.8)
The directed acyclic graph and the joint probability distribution of the nodes are said to satisfy
Markov condition if each variable, 𝐴𝑖 , in the directed acyclic graph is conditionally independent
of the set of all its non-descendants given its parents (Neapolitan, 2004). For instance, 𝐴3 is
conditionally independent of non-descendants: 𝐴1 and 𝐴5 given its parents: 𝐴2 and𝐴4 .
Mathematically,

this

can

be

written

as:

𝐼𝑃 (𝐴3 , {𝐴1 , 𝐴5 }|{𝐴2 , 𝐴4 }).

Similarly,

for

𝐼𝑃 (𝐴5 , 𝐴4 |{𝐴1 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , 𝐴5 }) in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 - A generic directed acyclic graph

This analysis can be generalized for 𝑛 variables with 𝑘 states, enabling modeling of complex
dependencies among random variables. Bayesian networks are used for both predictive (forward
propagation) and diagnostic (backward propagation) analyses. Marginal prior probabilities of root
nodes and conditional probabilities of intermediate nodes lead to the marginal probabilities of the
intermediate and leaf nodes in predictive analysis; while in diagnostic analysis, node state
instantiation results in updated probabilities of conditionally dependent nodes (Abimbola et al.
2015a).
3.3.5. The Noisy–OR Gate
Noisy-OR gate is a type of canonical interaction used to describe causal relationships among 𝑛
binary variables and their common outcome. The simplifying assumptions are that: each cause is
sufficiently able to lead to the outcome in the absence of other causes except it is inhibited; the
ability of each cause to lead to the outcome is independent of the presence of other causes; and the
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outcome can only occur if at least one of the causes is present and not inhibited (Neapolitan, 2009).
Considering, for instance, node, 𝐴3 , in Fig. 3.2, the outcome of nodes 𝐴2 and 𝐴4 as a Noisy-OR
gate, the above assumptions enable the specification of the entire 4(22 ) conditional probabilities
of 𝐴3 . If
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) =  𝑝2 (3.9)
And
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4 ) =  𝑝4 (3.10)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4 ) = (1 − 𝑝2 )(1 − 𝑝4 )(3.11)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) = 1 − 𝑝2 (3.12)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4 ) = 1 − 𝑝4 (3.13)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) = 1(3.14)
Hence, for 𝑛 causal binary variables 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 , … 𝐿𝑛−1 , 𝐿𝑛 , with an outcome 𝑀, if
̅ , 𝑙𝑛̅ ) =  𝑝𝑗 (3.15)
𝑃(𝑚|𝑙1̅ , 𝑙2̅ , … , 𝑙𝑗 … , 𝑙𝑛−1
For a subset 𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏 of instantiated 𝐿𝑗 𝑠,

𝑃(𝑚|𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏 ) = 1 −

∏ (1 − 𝑝𝑗 ) (3.16)
𝑗:𝐿𝑗 ∈𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏

This reduces the number of conditional probabilities to be specified in completely defining the
conditional probability table. For multi-state variables, a variant of Noisy-OR gate, known as
noisy-max is formed. Considering a situation where there is an outcome even though none of the
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listed causes are present; an extension of the Noisy-OR gate known as leaky Noisy-OR gate is
described. The leaky Noisy-OR gate is used to describe situations where all the applicable causes
are not captured in a model. A background event with a probability, 𝑝0 , is specified such that
(Onisko, et al., 2001; Jensen & Nielsen, 2007),
̅ , 𝑙𝑛̅ ) =  𝑝0 (3.17)
𝑃(𝑚|𝑙1̅ , 𝑙2̅ , … 𝑙𝑛−1
In comparison with the logical OR and AND gates, as shall be seen later in this research, the NoisyOR gate is a middle course among the three gates, avoiding overestimation or underestimation of
top event probabilities.
3.3.6. Mapping of Bow-tie to Bayesian Network
The bow-tie component parts, namely – fault tree and event tree are mapped separately following
the algorithm discussed by Bobbio et al (2001), Bearfield and Marsh (2005) and Khakzad et al.
(2013a). The fault tree graphical structure is transformed into a Bayesian network such that the
basic, intermediate and top or critical events represent the root, intermediate and leaf nodes of the
equivalent Bayesian network respectively. The connectivity in the FT is the same as the linkages
between the nodes of the equivalent Bayesian network. The failure probabilities of the basic events
represents the marginal prior probabilities of the root nodes. The intermediate and leaf nodes are
assigned conditional probability tables whose estimated probabilities are determined based on the
interpretation of the governing logic gates (Bobbio, et al., 2001; Khakzad, et al., 2013a).
Similarly, in mapping event tree into a Bayesian network, the safety barriers are represented with
safety nodes, 𝑆𝐵1,𝑆𝐵2,…𝑆𝐵𝑛 , where 𝑛 represents the number of safety barriers. A safety node,
𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , is linked to the preceding safety node, 𝑆𝐵𝑖 , only if the failure probability of 𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 is
conditionally dependent on the failure probability of 𝑆𝐵𝑖 . In other words, 𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 must be connected
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to

𝑆𝐵𝑖

only

̅̅̅̅𝑖 ).
if𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵𝑖 ) ≠ 𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵

Similarly,

for

𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵𝑖−1) ≠

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵
𝑖−1 ) and so on. This is also applicable to sequentially arranged safety barriers as
discussed in this study. Further, safety nodes are linked to the consequence node only if the
probabilities of the states of the consequence node are conditionally dependent on the success or
failure probability of the safety nodes (Khakzad, et al., 2013a). The failure probabilities of the
safety barriers are used in formulating the conditional probability tables of the safety nodes to
reflect the causal relationships of the safety barriers. A conditional probability table is assigned to
the consequence node which logically follow that of an AND-gate. In the Bayesian network
equivalent of the bow-tie, a new state, a normal or safe state, is added to the consequence node, to
account for the non-occurrence of the top event (Khakzad, et al., 2013a; Abimbola, et al., 2015a).

3.4.

Blowout risk analysis using loss functions

Central to LFs application to quality loss analysis are the pioneering woks of Taguchi (1986, 1989)
in the last three decades, in which he proposed a Quadratic Loss Function (QLF) to quantify losses
to the industry associated with deviations of product quality characteristics from their operational
targets. The Taguchi’s QLF exhibits symmetric and unbounded characteristics. A QLF profile with
a target 𝑇 = 0.5, over a measured parameter range of 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1, is shown in Fig. 3.3 from Eq.
(3.18) (Sun, et al., 1996).
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Figure 3.3 - Loss profiles of different loss functions
𝐿(𝑥) =

𝐾∆
(𝑥 − 𝑇)2 (3.18)
2
∆

A LF value, 𝐾∆ , of 10 is observed for a deviation, ∆ of 0.2. It is apparent from Fig. 3.3 that QLF
is continuously increasing and unbounded. This has, however, limited its application, leading to
the development of various modifications to the original QLF (Ryan, 2011; Berker, 1990; Phadke,
1989). Spiring (1993) proposed an Inverted Normal Loss Function (INLF) in response to the
criticisms of QLF which enabled a user-specified maximum value; hence, a more realistic
quantification of losses due to process deviations from target values. Considering a specified
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maximum, 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 , of 30 and a shape parameter, 𝛾, of ∆/2, the LF profile is as shown in Fig. 3.3
deduced from Eq. (3.19).
1 𝑥−𝑇 2
𝐿(𝑥) = 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 [1 − exp {− (
) }](3.19)
2
𝛾
A special case of INLF known as Spiring Inverted Normal Loss Function (SINLF) for which 𝛾 =
∆/4, is also shown in Fig. 3.3. A comparative analysis between INLF and SINLF showed that the
latter exhibits a more rapid response to changes in the measured parameter than the former. This
is because, about 99.97% of 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 would have been attained for 𝑇 ± ∆ deviations. Furthermore,
a Modified Inverted Normal Loss Function (MINLF) was proposed by Sun et al. (1996) to enable
the specification of user’s perception of attained loss. As shown in Eq. (3.20), this is achieved with
the specification of 𝐾∆ , which is different from the maximum loss, that occurs at a deviation,∆,
from the target. The shape parameter, 𝛾, a function of ∆, defines the slope of the function around
the target value.

𝐿(𝑥) =

𝐾∆
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

1 𝑥−𝑇 2
[1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {− (
) }](3.20)
2
𝛾

Figure 3.20 showed a MINLF profile for 𝐾∆ = 30, ∆= 0.2, 𝛾 = ∆/2. The flexibility of MINLF is
enabled with an application related closely to the Taguchi’s method of QLF. For various values of
𝛾, ranging from ∆/0.1 to ∆/5, the MINLF approximates the QLF to INLF through SINLF. Other
forms of univariate and inverted probability LFs in use include the Inverted Beta Loss Function
(IBLF) (Leung & Spiring, 2002), uniform distribution, Tukey’s Symmetric Lambda distribution,
Laplace distribution and the Inverted Gamma Loss Function (IGLF). The essence of these inverted
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probability LFs is to enable varieties and better representation of actual process losses (Leung &
Spiring, 2004).
In multivariate LFs, more than one variable is used to determine the losses due to deviations from
set-points. Pignatiello (1993) defined a QLF to reflect the predominant notion that every
manufactured product exhibit more than one characteristic by which its overall quality is
determined. On the work of Artiles-Leon (1999), principal component analysis was applied by Ma
and Zhao (2004) for the improvement of multivariate response approach to optimization. These
studies have been in the field of quality engineering. Recently, Zadakbar et al (2014) developed
economic consequence models for process risk analysis. Potential losses were identified with
applicable LFs to represent a comprehensive approach to process accident risk assessment. In the
same vein, Hashemi et al (2014) improved on the work of Chang et al (2011) to apply common
LFs to an operational risk-based analysis of a reactor system.
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Dynamic safety risk analysis of offshore drilling
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Abstract
The exploration and production of oil and gas involve the drilling of wells using either one or a
combination of three drilling techniques based on drilling fluid density - conventional
overbalanced drilling, managed pressure drilling and underbalanced drilling. The conventional
overbalanced drilling involves drilling of wells with mud which exerts higher hydrostatic bottomhole pressure than the formation pore pressure. Unlike the conventional overbalanced drilling,
underbalanced drilling involves designing the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid to be lower
than the pore pressure of the formation being drilled. During circulation, the equivalent circulating
density is used to determine the bottom-hole pressure conditions. Due to lower hydrostatic
pressure, underbalanced drilling portends higher safety risk than its alternatives of conventional
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overbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling. The safety risk includes frequent kicks from
the well and subsequent blowout with potential threat to human, equipment and the environment.
Safety assessment and efficient control of well is critical to ensure a safe drilling operation.
Traditionally, safety assessment is done using static failure probabilities of drilling components
which failed to represent a specific case. However, in this present study, a dynamic safety
assessment approach for is presented. This approach is based on Bow-tie analysis and real time
barriers failure probability assessment of offshore drilling operations involving subsurface
Blowout Preventer. The Bow-tie model is used to represent the potential accident scenarios, their
causes and the associated consequences. Real time predictive models for the failure probabilities
of key barriers are developed and used in conducting dynamic risk assessment of the drilling
operations. Using real time observed data, potential accident probabilities and associated risks are
updated and used for safety assessment. This methodology can be integrated into a real time risk
monitoring device for field application during drilling operations.
Keywords: Dynamic Risk assessment, Drilling techniques, Kick, Blowout, Bow-tie approach,
Predictive probabilistic model

4.1.

Introduction

The exploration and production of oil and gas involve the drilling of wells. Wells are drilled using
either one or a combination of three drilling techniques based on drilling fluid density:
conventional overbalanced drilling (COBD), managed pressure drilling (MPD), and
underbalanced drilling (UBD) (Rehm, 2012). In COBD, the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling
fluid (mud) column in the well is higher than the pore pressure of the formation. It involves the
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use of water based mud, oil based mud or synthetic drilling fluid which contains weighting
materials to keep the bottom-hole pressure (BHP) above the formation pore pressure. This
technique is relatively economical as it requires the least expertise and easiest well control as heavy
mud is used; however, it is susceptible to lost circulation, reduced rate of penetration (ROP) and
formation damage which affects reservoir productivity (Bennion, et al., 1998a).
On the other hand, in UBD, the effective circulating bottom-hole pressure of the drilling fluid is
intentionally designed to be lower than the pressure of the formation being drilled. This technique
leads to a reduction in the possibility of lost circulation and formation damage; an increase in
reservoir productivity (to as much as 60% more than COBD (Gough & Graham, 2008)), ROP, bit
life; an elimination of the need for costly mud systems and disposal of exotic mud with the use of
water and light fluids; a minimization of differential pipe sticking, extensive and expensive
completion and stimulation operations; and enables flow testing while drilling. However, it is
susceptible to well bore instability; suffers from an inability to use conventional measurement
while drilling (MWD) technology; increases the cost of drilling due to the use of more equipment
than conventional overbalanced drilling; requires highly skilled personnel as well control is
complicated; and a carefully developed well plan is required (Bennion, et al., 1998b; Leading Edge
Advantage, 2002). This drilling method is often characterized as high risk drilling.
MPD, a derivative of UBD, has been defined by the International Association of Drilling
Contractors (IADC) (Minerals Management Service, 2008) as "an adaptive drilling process used
to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore. The objectives are to
ascertain the downhole pressure environment limits and to manage the annular pressure profile
accordingly." It reduces lost circulation and formation damage, while increasing ROP. However,
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more equipment, higher expertise for well control and higher risks are involved than conventional
overbalanced drilling (Haghshenas, et al., 2008).
The choice of drilling technique is determined by the formation pressure (abnormally, normally or
sub-normally pressured), nature of reservoir fluid (gas, condensate or black oil), type of well
(exploratory, development, re-entry), formation geology (fractured or unconsolidated reservoirs),
accessibility (onshore or offshore), economics, equipment availability, government policies or
regulations and associated risks. Since most formation and reservoir properties are characterized
with high uncertainty - exploratory and development drilling operations are associated with
various forms of risks which have led to major rig accidents in the past: Ocean Ranger rig accident,
in February, 1982, Deepwater Horizon drilling rig explosion, in April, 2010, Vermillion Oil Rig
380 explosion, in September, 2010 and Chevron Nigeria limited oil rig explosion, in January, 2012
(Arnold & Itkin LLP, 2014)
As drilling is a hazardous operation, safety is one of the major concerns. Safety is often measured
in terms of risk (Khan, 2001). Risk is defined as a measure of accident likelihood and the
magnitude of loss (fatality, environmental damage and/or economic loss). Risk analysis involves
the estimation of accident consequences and frequencies using engineering and mathematical
techniques (Crowl & Louvar, 2002). Various techniques have been developed for quantitative risk
analysis; the foremost among the conventional methods are fault tree and event tree analyses. The
results of these analyses are used in risk assessment to evaluate the safety provided for preventing
or mitigating the consequences of accidents. Conventional risk assessment techniques are known
to be static; failing to capture the variation of risks as operation or changes in the operation take
place (Khakzad, et al., 2012). Besides, conventional risk assessment techniques make use of
generic failure data; making them to be non case-specific and also, introduces uncertainty into the
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results. These limitations have led to the development of dynamic risk assessment method.
Dynamic risk assessment method is meant to reassess risk in terms of updating initial failure
probabilities of events (causes) and safety barriers as new information are made available during
a specific operation. Two ways are currently used in revising prior failure probabilities: (i)
Bayesian approaches through which new data in form of likelihood functions are used to update
prior failure rates using Bayes’ theorem (Meel & Seider, 2006; Kalantarnia, et al., 2009;
Kalantarnia, et al., 2010; Khakzad, et al., 2012). (ii) Non-Bayesian updating approaches in which
new data are supplied by real time monitoring of parameters, inspection of process equipments
and use of physical reliability models (Shalev & Tiran, 2007; Khakzad, et al., 2012; Ferdous, et
al., 2013).
Underbalanced drilling is undertaken to maximize hydrocarbon recovery while minimizing
drilling problems. However, it is associated with safety concerns as a result of the BHP being
always less than the formation pore pressure which increases the possibility of kicks and blowout,
thus, endangers personnel, facilities as well as the environment. There are a few studies on the risk
analysis of overbalanced drilling (Bercha, 1978; Anderson, 1998; Skogdalen & Vinnem, 2012;
Rathnayaka, et al., 2013; Khakzad, et al., 2013a) and modeling of BOP systems (Holland, 1991;
Fowler & Roche, 1994; Holland, 2001). The study of MPD and UBD is limited to Safety and
Operability (SAFOP) analysis (Engevik, 2007).
The present study is aimed at conducting a dynamic quantitative risk assessment of drilling
operations using advanced approach that can use real time data from the operation. The main
objectives of this study are: (i) to develop a detailed quantitative risk analysis model that helps to
assess and update the risk during drilling operation and (ii) to identify most vulnerable causes that
have propensity to cause accident (blowout). Knowing these will help to design blowout
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prevention and mitigation measures. The study is focused on offshore application of three drilling
techniques with subsurface blowout preventer (BOP). A brief description of drilling techniques
and a description of dynamic risk methodology are presented in subsequent sections.

4.2.

Drilling Techniques

4.2.1. Conventional Overbalanced Drilling (COBD)
COBD involves drilling of a well with a drilling mud whose hydrostatic pressure is deliberately
kept higher than the BHP. It is the basis of rotary drilling, thus, the commonest technique in the
oil and gas industry. It is practiced because of its ease of well control, requiring the least planning,
least expensive as the basic equipment of rotary drilling are used and the least number of crew
members of all drilling techniques. The mud composition stabilizes the wellbore and is also
compatible with all types of MWD tools ; however, it has the least rate of penetration due to heavy
mud used and could lead to lost circulation, stuck piping and formation damage (for details, please
see Adams, 1985; Bourgoyne, et al., 1986).
3.2.2. Underbalanced Drilling (UBD)
UBD includes drilling techniques employing appropriate equipment and controls to drill a well at
a wellbore pressure less than the pore pressure in any part of the exposed formations in order to
bring formation fluid to the surface (IADC) (Rehm, 2012). It is classified into two categories based
on the type of drilling fluid: single phase fluids and two-phase (gaseous and compressible) fluids.
The single phase fluid drilling comprises all underbalanced drilling techniques that do not use
compressible gases as drilling fluid. It includes water, oil and additives such as glass beads. Twophase fluid drilling, otherwise known as compressible fluid drilling, utilizes compressible fluids
such as air, mist, foam and aerated mud (Leading Edge Advantage, 2002). Other forms of UBD
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are coiled tubing drilling, liner drilling and casing while drilling. In UBD operation, COBD
equipment are used in addition to specialized facilities which include: rotating control device
(RCD), snubbing unit, drill-string non return valves, compressors for gas generation (if applicable)
and dedicated choke manifold (for details, please see Bennion, et al., 1998a; Bennion et al., 1998b;
Hannegan & Wazner, 2003; Leading Edge Advantage, 2002; Gough & Graham, 2008).
4.2.3. Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD)
MPD like UBD is a closed-loop fluid system requiring some of the UBD’s specialized equipment:
RCD, drill-string non-return valve and a dedicated choke manifold. It uses a single-phase drilling
fluid to produce minimal friction losses. It is also described as near-balanced drilling as the mud
hydrostatic pressure is kept close to the formation pore pressure, hence, it is called a constant
bottom-hole pressure drilling technique. MPD unlike UBD avoids kicks during drilling. It has the
ability to reduce non-productive time, making it a candidate for offshore drilling consideration (for
details, please see Haghshenas, et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2008; Fredericks, 2008; Vogel &
Brugmann, 2008; Rehm, et al., 2008; Smith & Patel, 2012).
4.2.4. Well Control Considerations
Well control operations deal with the procedures to be undertaken when formation fluids start
flowing into the well bore and displacing the drilling fluid. This flow of formation fluids into the
wellbore is called kick while the uncontrolled flow to the surface is known as blowout. In COBD,
the primary well control is the drilling mud. During well control operations, early detection of
kicks is sought. The well is shut in with the blowout preventer (BOP) – first with the annular
preventer, followed by the pipe ram and lastly, with the shear ram in a very dangerous situation.
Depending on the method (Driller’s method or Engineer’s method), kick fluid is circulated to the
surface using Kill mud (heavy mud) to bring the well under control via the kill/choke lines
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(Bourgoyne, et al., 1986). However, in UBD, since less BHP compared to formation pore pressure
is desired; flow of formation fluid into the well is induced. Instead of shutting in the well, the kick
fluid is circulated in a controlled manner with the combination of the rotating control device,
diverter line and the choke system to the surface. Control over too much or too little flow of
formation fluid into the well is done by changing the BHP through increasing or decreasing the
choke pressure, changing the drilling fluid density for single phase flow, changing the liquid to
gas ratio with two-phase fluid and changing the pump rate. The drilled cuttings together with the
formation fluid mix with the drilling fluid and flow via the annulus en route to the surface. The
mixture is separated at the surface into its constituents, i.e. drilling fluid, drilled cuttings, formation
fluids of oil, water and natural gas. The oil is stored temporarily in an atmospheric storage tank
while the natural gas is stored, flared or re-injected into the annulus with the air (or nitrogen) to
lighten the column of fluid (Hannegan & Wanzer, 2003; Gough & Graham, 2008).

4.3.

Dynamic Risk Assessment

Conventional risk assessment methods such as fault tree and event tree analyses have commonly
been used in accident modeling and risk quantification. These methods are simple and provide
quick results and inferences. The combination of fault and event trees forms a Bow- tie (BT) risk
model. A BT model has the top event of the fault tree as the initiating event of the event tree. The
BT diagram presents a logical relationship between the causes (expressed as basic events) to the
consequences through safety barriers. Markowski and Kotynia (2011) used BT in layer of
protection analysis to model a complete accident scenario in a hexane distillation unit. Similarly,
forms of BT have been applied in medical safety risk analysis and hazard and effects management
process of vehicle operations (Wierenga et al., 2009; Eslinger et al., 2004). Due to the limitations
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of conventional risk assessment techniques stated in section 1, recent studies have led to the
development of advanced dynamic risk assessment methods. These dynamic risk assessment
methods are meant to update the initial failure probabilities events (causes) and safety barriers as
new information are available. A few studies are reported using dynamic risk approach in dust
explosion accident (Khakzad, et al., 2012), a Bayesian approach to quantitative risk analysis of
offshore drilling operations (Khakzad, et al., 2013a) and an accident modeling and risk assessment
of a deepwater drilling operation (Rathnayaka, et al., 2013). In this present work, a dynamic bowtie risk model for offshore drilling operations is developed and analyzed for safety critical
operation decision-making.
4.3.1. Bow-Tie Risk Model of Drilling Operations
A bow-tie risk model for offshore application of COBD, UBD and MPD is developed (Figure 4.1).
In the diagram, BE, IE and TE represent the basic event (component or action), intermediate event
and top event respectively of the fault trees of Figures 4.2 and 4.3. TE, SB and C are the initiating
event, safety barrier and consequence of the event tree in Figure 4.4. Only the well section is
modeled in this study, surface facilities are not included. The potential causes of kick are based on
the work of Kato and Adams (1991). The well control mechanism prevents the occurrence of a
kick as in COBD and MPD or mitigates its effects as in UBD. The well control mechanism also
prevents a kick from resulting to a blowout; hence, is placed side by side with kick in the fault tree
in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 - Bow-tie Risk Model for drilling operations.

The collapse of the rig, natural and artificial disasters which can lead to loss of well control are
external to the BOP system. The BOP system prevents or mitigates the effects of the collapse of a
rig, natural and artificial disasters and the eventual loss of primary well control in the circulation
system. The BOP system comprises rotating control device (RCD), the snubbing unit, the diverter
system and the conventional subsea BOP stack. The success of UBD and MPD operation relies on
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the well control mechanism of the RCD with particular emphasis on the seal in conjunction with
a dedicated choke manifold (Hannegan & Wanzer, 2003). The snubbing unit serves as back up for
the RCD. In COBD operation, the diverter system is provided for shallow gas handling to prevent
premature formation fracturing. Ultimately, well control is assured with the conventional subsea
BOP stack.
The BOP stack comprises the lower marine riser package (LMRP), the lower annular preventer
and the ram preventers – upper pipe ram or variable bore ram, middle pipe ram, lower pipe ram,
casing shear ram and blind shear ram. These dictate the general structures of the fault trees in
Figures 4.2 and 4.3. In the formulation of the model, efforts were focused on safety critical
components and actions. In other words, only the fault condition or failure mode of the components
which is critical to the failure of the system and resulting to undesired condition (hydrocarbon
blowout) is studied. Components such as the redundant fail-safe valves connecting the choke and
kill lines to the BOP and the choke and kill lines themselves are not duplicated in the fault tree;
rather, their aggregated failure probabilities are used. The characteristics of the components and
their corresponding probabilities are presented in Table 4.1 (Bercha, 1978; OREDA, 2002).
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Figure 4.2 - Fault Tree Model for Drilling Operations.
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Figure 4.3 - Fault Tree Model for Drilling operations Continued.
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Table 4.1 - Basic events and their probabilities (Bercha, 1978; OREDA, 2002)
Basic event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Description
Abnormal pressured zone
Swabbing
Gas cut mud
Inadequate hole fill up
Bad cementing
Gas pocket/shallow gas
Stuck pipe
Drillpipe failure
Insufficient ECD
Loss circulation
Poor design
Storm/Hurricane
Ice
War/Vandalism
Collision of ships
Operator error (positioning)
Dynamic positioning failure
Primary power failure
Secondary power failure
Casing failure
Drill pipe failure
Choke/kill lines failure
ESD valve failure
Fail safe valves failure
Operator error (mud engineering)
Choke manifold failure
Drill pipe non-return valve failure
Riser connector failure
Riser stand failure
Telescopic joint failure
Wave motion compensator failure
Tensioner failure
Automatic fill up valve failure
Pit level indicator failure
Pump stroke failure
Mud flow indicator failure
Main pump failure
Backup pump failure
Wellhead housing damage
Wellhead connector failure

Probability
1.50E-01
5.40E-02
3.00E-05
2.00E-03
1.00E-03
3.00E-05
1.00E-03
5.00E-05
5.00E-02
2.70E-03
5.00E-04
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
2.00E-03
5.00E-04
5.00E-04
5.00E-04
6.40E-04
5.00E-04
3.60E-04
1.30E-04
2.20E-04
1.00E-03
4.51E-03
1.30E-04
1.00E-04
1.00E-04
1.00E-04
1.00E-04
1.00E-04
1.00E-05
2.00E-04
2.00E-04
2.00E-04
4.30E-03
4.30E-03
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Primary RCD seal failure
Backup RCD seal failure
Diverter system failure
Snubbing unit failure
Operator error (BOP)
Primary accumulators failure
Backup accumulators failure
Lower annular preventer failure
Upper/Variable pipe ram failure
Middle pipe ram failure
Lower pipe ram failure
Blind shear ram failure
Casing shear ram failure
Upper annular preventer failure
Upper flexible joint failure
Lower flexible joint failure
LMRP connector failure
Main control system failure
Acoustic backup control system failure

6.70E-03
6.70E-03
3.60E-03
4.30E-03
2.00E-03
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
2.60E-04
2.50E-05
2.50E-05
2.50E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-06
2.60E-04
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
2.52E-02
2.52E-02

The event tree (Figure 4.4) part of the Bow-Tie model comprises of three safety barriers, namely:
Ignition Prevention Barrier (IPB), Escalation Prevention Barrier (EPB) and Damage Control &
Emergency Management Barrier (DC&EMB). The IPB includes means for preventing ignition by
sparks, friction, impact or hot surface which include hydrocarbon detection and alarm system, hot
surface shields, sparks and friction inhibitors. EPB comprises fire and gas detection, suppression
and alarm system, automatic sprinkler system and onsite fire extinguishers. DC&EMB involves
external intervention such as firefighting service to reduce and control the damage resulting from
the escalating fire and explosions. Also, it includes training of crew members on emergency
response procedures and provision of facilities for safe escape and evacuation from the site
(Rathnayaka, et al., 2011).
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The success of IPB prevents blowout from resulting to a primary vapor cloud explosion or pool
fire. However, a minor to significant vapor cloud/oil spill to the marine environment is experienced
depending on the duration. Vapor cloud explosion/pool fire occurs if the IPB fails, leading to a
significant pollution to the environment with minor injuries to personnel. Secondary explosions
and fire occur as a result of the failure of IPB and EPB. A significant damage to the rig and the
environment is recorded with life threatening injuries to a few deaths. Finally, event leads to a
catastrophe characterized with a severe damage to the well, rig, long term environmental damage
as a result of prolonged oil spill and multiple fatalities. Though consequence severity levels and
their corresponding loss values are case specific and vary among companies; a summary of the
consequence severities and their loss values used in this study is presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 - Consequence severity levels and loss values
Event

Severity
level

Description

Loss value (M
USD)

Vapor cloud/oil spill

1

Minor to significant vapor
cloud/oil spill

100

VCE/pool fire occurs due to
ignition, significant pollution to
the environment, minor injury to
personnel

200

Multiple explosions occur with
prolonged fire, major damage to
rig, environment, life threatening
injuries to a few fatalities

750

Vapor cloud
2
explosion (VCE)/pool
fire
Secondary
explosion/fire

3
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Catastrophe

Hydrocarbon
Blowout

4

Ignition Prevention
Barrier (IPB)

Continuous fire with severe
damage to well, rig, environment,
multiple fatalities

Escalation
Prevention Barrier
(EPB)

5000

Damage Control and
Emergency Management
Barrier (DC&EMB)

Consequence

Vapor Cloud/
Oil Spill

Vapor Cloud
Explosion/Pool fire

Secondary
Explosion/Fire

Catastrophe

Figure 4.4 - Event Tree Model for Consequence Analysis

4.3.2. Predictive Probabilistic Model
Drilling equipment are often rated by their working pressures. The components such as the rotating
control device (RCD), choke manifold, BOP, valves, choke and kill lines, snubbing unit and
diverter system are designated with their working pressure ratings which signify the pressures
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beyond which they are bound to fail. The real time predictive failure probabilities of these
components are modeled using physical reliability model of constant strength and random stress
of exponential distributions (Ebeling, 1997). The strength, k, represents the working pressure
rating of the component while the stress, 𝜎, is the formation pressure present during drilling. The
component fails when the load (stress) is greater than its strength. Mathematically,
the failure probability of the component (PC) is given as:
∞

𝑃(𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 𝑃(𝜎 > 𝑘) =  ∫𝑘 𝑓𝜎 (𝜎)𝑑𝜎

(4.1)

Thus, for exponential stress distribution:
∞

𝑃(𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) = ∫𝑘 𝜆exp(−𝜆𝜎) 𝑑𝜎 = exp(−𝜆𝑘)

(4.2)

The mean of exponential distribution is given as:
𝐸(𝜎) = 1/𝜆

(4.3)

𝑃(𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) = exp(−𝑘/𝐸(𝜎))

(4.4)

Where 𝐸(𝜎)is the expected value of the measured formation pressure. The formation pressure is
measured using mud pulse telemetry tool in COBD and MPD and electromagnetic telemetry tool
in UBD or other logging while drilling (LWD)/measurement while drilling (MWD) tools. The
components highlighted above are at a true vertical height h (ft) from the bottom hole, thus, Eq.
4.4 becomes:
𝑃(𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) = exp(−𝑘/(𝐸(𝜎) − 0.052 ∗ 𝐸𝐶𝐷 ∗ ℎ))

(4.5)

where 𝐸𝐶𝐷(𝑝𝑝𝑔) is the equivalent circulating density of the mud comprising the mud hydrostatic
pressure and the frictional pressure loss in the annulus. k and𝐸(𝜎) are both in psi. 𝐸(𝜎)can also
be expressed as a function of h as
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𝐸(𝜎) = 0.433ℎ

(4.6)

for fresh water formation fluid or as
𝐸(𝜎) = 0.465ℎ

(4.7)

for salt water formation fluid (Adams, 1985; Bourgoyne, et al., 1986).
The failure probabilities of the safety barriers (SB) of the event tree are updated by Bayes’s theorem
(Eq. 4.8) with the accident precursor data (APD) gathered as the drilling operation progresses,
leading to posterior failure probabilities (Bedford & Cooke, 2001)
𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖 ⁄𝐴𝑃𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝑖 )𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖 )⁄∑ 𝑃(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝑖 )𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖 )

(4.8)

where 𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖 ) is the prior failure probability of 𝑆𝐵𝑖 , 𝑃(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝑖 ) is the likelihood function
derived from the accident precursor data and∑ 𝑃(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝑖 )𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖 ), is the normalizing factor.
Thus, the occurrence frequencies of the various consequences of the event tree are updated through
Bayes theorem.
4.3.3. Bow-Tie Model Analysis
The Bow-tie model analysis follows the algorithm shown in Figure 4.5. The components
applicable to the drilling technique are identified. The prior failure probabilities of these
components and that of the safety barriers are determined. These are used to compute the
probabilities of blowout occurring and subsequently, the prior frequencies of the consequences.
As drilling progresses, failure probabilities of components are updated using Equation 5. In
addition, accident precursor data are collected and used to update the probabilities of the safety
barriers. Both are used to obtain the posterior (updated) frequencies of the consequences. These
are compared with the threshold frequency of end event(s) set by established literature/industry
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values/based on experience. Drilling operation is continued if the posterior frequencies are less
than the threshold frequency; otherwise, drilling is halted, a review of component capacities or
pressure ratings and necessary modifications are made before drilling operation progresses. In this
way, safety is ensured, unnecessary downtime and accidents are prevented.

Figure 4.5 - Bow-tie analysis algorithm

A comparison is made between COBD and UBD considering the following conditions:
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permeability of the formation is sufficiently high



the reservoir is sufficiently pressured as to support hydrocarbon influx into the well (kick)
and the subsequent blowout if all the relevant barriers fail



for COBD, rotating control device (RCD), dedicated choke manifold and snubbing unit are
not used.

With the probabilities presented in Table 4.1, the occurrence probability of a blowout for COBD
is estimated as 7.97E-04. For UBD operation, the probability of a blowout is estimated as 5.70E03 as a result of insufficient ECD. It is noticed that the chance of having a blowout is increased by
a factor of 7 in UBD operation as opposed to COBD.
Furthermore, in the course of drilling, the primary well control (drilling mud) is relied on for
COBD while the functions of RCD and the choke manifold together with the drilling fluid of
insufficient mud weight are employed to provide primary well control for UBD operation. The
well is then not shut in with the BOP except when well control is in danger; thus, the functions of
the BOP for both techniques and the snubbing unit are relaxed. Under this condition, occurrence
probability of a blowout for COBD is estimated as 1.50E-02 while for UBD, the occurrence
probability is estimated as 5.80E-03. It is observed that the occurrence probability of a blowout in
COBD almost tripled that of UBD. This shows the importance of RCD in assuring the safe
operation of UBD. RCD has been identified critical to ensure the success of UBD (Hannegan &
Wanzer, 2003). It is worth mentioning that seals are critical elements of RCD, thus, must be best
designed and maintained.
The failure probability of RCD seals with a redundant pair arrangement in the above analysis is
6.70E-03. Assuming a salt water formation and using Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7), a well depth of 4000 ft
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should not be exceeded for gasified drilling fluid of density 4 ppg and a well depth of 20000 ft for
water drilling mud could be achieved while keeping the failure probability of RCD below 6.70E03 as shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.6. This behavior of water drilling mud is supported by the
observations in MPD where the density of the drilling fluid is kept as close as possible to the
formation pressure. However, with the modern formation pressure measurement while drilling
tools, precise stress determination is ensured. The prior failure probabilities of the safety barriers
are listed in Table 4.4. A set of accident precursor data from a UBD operation is presented in Table
4.5. These are the cumulative number of abnormal events that were observed over the period of 24
hours towards the major accident (catastrophe). For example, the cumulative number of vapor
cloud/oil spill end event at the 22nd hour is 13 as shown in Table 4.5. The accident precursor data
are used to update the failure probabilities of the safety barriers - Ignition Prevention Barrier (IPB),
Escalation Prevention Barrier (EPB) and Damage Control and Emergency Management Barrier
(DC&EMB).

Table 4.3 - Failure probabilities of the RCD with water and gasified fluid drilling mud
Depth,
h(ft)
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000

Stress, E(𝛔),
(psi)
232.5
465
697.5
930
1162.5
1395
1627.5
1860
2092.5
2325
2557.5
2790

Strength, k,
(psi)
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

Failure probabilities
Water
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0

Gasified fluid
≈0
≈0
2.33E-06
5.96E-05
4.17E-04
1.53E-03
3.85E-03
7.72E-03
1.33E-02
2.04E-02
2.91E-02
3.91E-02
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6500
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
9500
10000
10500
11000
11500
12000
12500
13000
13500
14000
14500
15000
15500
16000
16500
17000
17500
18000
18500
19000
19500
20000

3022.5
3255
3487.5
3720
3952.5
4185
4417.5
4650
4882.5
5115
5347.5
5580
5812.5
6045
6277.5
6510
6742.5
6975
7207.5
7440
7672.5
7905
8137.5
8370
8602.5
8835
9067.5
9300

5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
2.64E-08
6.62E-08
1.51E-07
3.20E-07
6.31E-07
1.17E-06
2.07E-06
3.50E-06
5.67E-06
8.88E-06
1.34E-05
1.98E-05
2.84E-05
3.98E-05
5.46E-05
7.36E-05
9.73E-05
1.27E-04
1.63E-04
2.06E-04
2.57E-04
3.18E-04
3.89E-04

5.01E-02
6.21E-02
7.47E-02
8.79E-02
1.01E-01
1.15E-01
1.29E-01
1.43E-01
1.57E-01
1.71E-01
1.84E-01
1.98E-01
2.11E-01
2.24E-01
2.37E-01
2.49E-01
2.61E-01
2.73E-01
2.85E-01
2.96E-01
3.08E-01
3.18E-01
3.29E-01
3.39E-01
3.49E-01
3.59E-01
3.69E-01
3.78E-01

Table 4.4 - Prior failure probabilities of the safety barriers
Safety Barrier, 𝑆𝐵𝑖

Ignition
Prevention
Barrier (IPB)

Escalation
Prevention Barrier
(EPB)

Damage Control and
Emergency
Management Barrier
(DC&EMB)

Failure probability,𝑝(𝑆𝐵𝑖 )

2.72E-02

8.60E-03

1.50E-03
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Table 4.5 - Accident precursor data (cumulative) from a UBD operation over a period of 24
hours towards the major accident (catastrophe)
Hour

Vapor
cloud/Oil spill

VCE /Pool fire

Secondary Explosion/
Fire

Catastrophe

1

1

-

-

-

2

1

-

-

-

3

2

1

-

-

4

2

1

-

-

5

2

1

-

-

6

3

1

-

-

7

3

1

-

-

8

4

1

-

-

9

5

2

-

-

10

6

2

-

-

11

6

2

-

-

12

7

2

-

-

13

7

2

-

-

14

8

2

-

-

15

9

2

-

-

16

10

3

-

-

17

10

3

-

-

18

11

3

-

-

19

11

3

-

-

20

11

3

-

-
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21

12

4

-

-

22

13

5

1

-

23

14

6

2

-

24

15

7

3

1

The prior occurrence frequencies of the consequences with a blowout probability estimated as
5.80E-03 are presented in Table 4.6. The updated failure probabilities of safety barriers are shown
in Table 4.7 (bold and italic) using Eq. 4.8. For illustration purpose, at the 22nd hour, for IPB, the
likelihood function is determined by the ratio of the number of failures (5+1) to the total number
of abnormal events (successes and failures, 13+5+1) at that instant. That is,
𝑝(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 ) = 6⁄19 = 0.3158
The posterior probability of IPB at the 22nd hour is calculated as:
𝑝(𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 ⁄𝐴𝑃𝐷) =  𝑝(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 )𝑝(𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 )⁄∑(𝑝(𝐴𝑃𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 )𝑝(𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 ))
𝑝(𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑃𝐵 ⁄𝐴𝑃𝐷) = (0.3158)(2.72E − 02)⁄((0.3158)(2.72E − 02) + (. 6842)(. 9728))
= 1.27E − 02
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Failure probability
(gasified fluid drilling)

Failure probability
(water drilling )

Gasified fluid drilling

4.00E-01

4.50E-04
4.00E-04

3.50E-01

3.50E-04

3.00E-01

3.00E-04
2.50E-01
2.50E-04
2.00E-01
2.00E-04
1.50E-01
1.50E-04
1.00E-01

1.00E-04

5.00E-02

5.00E-05

0.00E+00

0.00E+00
500

5500

10500

15500

Depth (ft)

Figure 4.6 - Failure probabilities of RCD as a function of depth and mud density.

Table 4.6 - Prior occurrence probabilities of consequences
Vapor cloud/ oil spill

VCE/Pool
fire

Secondary explosion/Fire

Catastrophe

5.64E-03

1.56E-04

1.35E-06

2.04E-09
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Table 4.7 - Posterior (updated) failure probabilities of safety barriers
Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

IPB
2.72E-02
2.72E-02
1.38E-02
1.38E-02
1.38E-02
9.23E-03
9.23E-03
6.94E-03
1.11E-02
9.23E-03
9.23E-03
7.93E-03
7.93E-03
6.94E-03
6.18E-03
8.32E-03
8.32E-03
7.57E-03
7.57E-03
7.57E-03
9.23E-03
1.27E-02
1.57E-02
2.01E-02

EPB
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
8.60E-03
1.73E-03
2.88E-03
4.93E-03

DC&EMB
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
1.50E-03
5.01E-04

The posterior failure probabilities of the safety barriers and the probability of blowout are used to
determine occurrence frequencies or probabilities of end events by event tree analysis and
presented in Table 4.8. The posterior occurrence frequency of vapor cloud/oil spill for a blowout
probability of 5.80E-03 at the 22nd hour is: 5.80𝐸 − 03 ∗ (1 − 1.27E − 02) = 5.73E − 03
The risk value of vapor cloud/oil spill is then: 5.73E − 03 ∗ 100,000,000 = $573,000
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Table 4.8 - Occurrence frequencies of consequences/end events
Hour
1

Vapor Cloud/Oil spill
5.64E-03

VCE/pool fire
1.56E-04

Sec. Explosion/Fire
1.35E-06

Catastrophe
2.04E-09

2

5.64E-03

1.56E-04

1.35E-06

2.04E-09

3

5.72E-03

7.93E-05

6.87E-07

1.03E-09

4

5.72E-03

7.93E-05

6.87E-07

1.03E-09

5

5.72E-03

7.93E-05

6.87E-07

1.03E-09

6

5.75E-03

5.31E-05

4.60E-07

6.91E-10

7

5.75E-03

5.31E-05

4.60E-07

6.91E-10

8

5.76E-03

3.99E-05

3.46E-07

5.19E-10

9

5.74E-03

6.36E-05

5.51E-07

8.28E-10

10

5.75E-03

5.31E-05

4.60E-07

6.91E-10

11

5.75E-03

5.31E-05

4.60E-07

6.91E-10

12

5.75E-03

4.56E-05

3.95E-07

5.93E-10

13

5.75E-03

4.56E-05

3.95E-07

5.93E-10

14

5.76E-03

3.99E-05

3.46E-07

5.19E-10

15

5.76E-03

3.55E-05

3.08E-07

4.62E-10

16

5.75E-03

4.78E-05

4.14E-07

6.22E-10

17

5.75E-03

4.78E-05

4.14E-07

6.22E-10

18

5.76E-03

4.35E-05

3.77E-07

5.66E-10

19

5.76E-03

4.35E-05

3.77E-07

5.66E-10

20

5.76E-03

4.35E-05

3.77E-07

5.66E-10

21

5.75E-03

5.31E-05

4.60E-07

6.91E-10

22

5.73E-03

7.38E-05

1.28E-07

1.92E-10
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23

5.71E-03

9.09E-05

2.63E-07

3.94E-10

24

5.68E-03

1.16E-04

5.75E-07

2.88E-10

For other abnormal events that were not observed during the period of the investigation, the prior
estimates of the failure probabilities of the corresponding safety barriers are used for event tree
analysis. A closer look at the occurrence frequency profiles of the end events (Fig. 4.7) reveals a
progressive increase in the occurrence frequency of VCE/pool fire the failure (in consonance with
a decreasing trend in the frequency of VC/oil spill event of lesser severity) after the 21st hour.
Occurrence
frequency (VC)

VC/oil spill
VCE/pool fire

Occurrence
frequency (VCE)

5.78E-03

1.80E-04

5.76E-03

1.60E-04
1.40E-04

5.74E-03

1.20E-04
5.72E-03
1.00E-04
5.70E-03
8.00E-05
5.68E-03
6.00E-05
5.66E-03

4.00E-05

5.64E-03

2.00E-05

5.62E-03

0.00E+00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

Figure 4.7 - Occurrence frequency profiles for VC/oil spill and VCE/pool fire end
events
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This is due to a reduction in the effectiveness or failure of the IPB as discussed in Section 3.3.1. If
the threshold frequency for VCE/pool fire event had been set at a value of 8.00E-05, the drilling
operation would have been halted at the 22nd hour and a review of the operation carried out. This
would have prevented the catastrophic event that was likely at the 24th hour. This is corroborated
by an increase in the frequencies of secondary explosion/fire and catastrophic events at the 22nd
hour (Fig. 3.8). A decrease in the frequency of the catastrophic event after the 23rd hour is due to
insufficient data at the 24th hour. A similar explanation holds for the risk profiles presented in
Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 from Table 3.9.

Occurrence
frequency (Sec.
Explosion/fire)

Sec. Explosion/fire

Catastrophe

1.60E-06

Occurrence
frequency
(catastrophe)
2.50E-09

1.40E-06
2.00E-09
1.20E-06
1.00E-06

1.50E-09

8.00E-07
1.00E-09

6.00E-07
4.00E-07

5.00E-10
2.00E-07
0.00E+00

0.00E+00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

Figure 4.8 - Occurrence frequency profiles for Sec. explosion/fire and Catastrophe
consequences
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Vapor cloud/oil spill risk value ($)
VCE/pool fire risk value ($)

Risk value (VC) ($)

Risk value (VCE) ($)

578,000.00

35,000.00

576,000.00

30,000.00

574,000.00
25,000.00

572,000.00
20,000.00
570,000.00
15,000.00
568,000.00

10,000.00
566,000.00

5,000.00

564,000.00

562,000.00

0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

Figure 4.9 - Risk profiles for VC/oil spill and VCE/ pool fire consequences
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Risk value (Sec.
Explosion) ($)

Risk value
(Catastrophe) ($)

Sec. explosion/fire risk value ($)
Catastrophe risk value ($)

1,200.00

12.00

1,000.00

10.00

800.00

8.00

600.00

6.00

400.00

4.00

200.00

2.00

0.00

0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

Figure 4.10 - Risk profiles for Sec. explosion/fire and Catastrophe consequences

Table 4.9 - Risk Profile of the end events in USD over the 24-hour period
Hour
1

Vapor cloud/oil
spill risk value ($)
564,224.00

VCE/pool fire
risk value ($)
31,280.65

Sec. explosion/fire
risk value ($)
1,016.03

Catastrophe
risk value ($)
10.18

2

564,224.00

31,280.65

1,016.03

10.18

3

572,003.24

15,855.97

515.02

5.16
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4

572,003.24

15,855.97

515.02

5.16

5

572,003.24

15,855.97

515.02

5.16

6

574,644.22

10,619.45

344.93

3.45

7

574,644.22

10,619.45

344.93

3.45

8

575,973.87

7,983.02

259.30

2.60

9

573,584.91

12,719.85

413.15

4.14

10

574,644.22

10,619.45

344.93

3.45

11

574,644.22

10,619.45

344.93

3.45

12

575,403.26

9,114.41

296.04

2.96

13

575,403.26

9,114.41

296.04

2.96

14

575,973.87

7,983.02

259.30

2.60

15

576,418.45

7,101.49

230.66

2.31

16

575,175.34

9,566.34

310.72

3.11

17

575,175.34

9,566.34

310.72

3.11

18

575,610.62

8,703.25

282.69

2.83

19

575,610.62

8,703.25

282.69

2.83

20

575,610.62

8,703.25

282.69

2.83

21

574,644.22

10,619.45

344.93

3.45

22

572,610.54

14,753.32

95.84

0.96

23

570,878.82

18,189.77

196.94

1.97

24

568,346.41

23,192.23

430.89

1.44
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4.4.

Conclusion

This study has proposed a bow-tie model for real time risk analysis of drilling operations. The
bow-tie, qualitatively, illustrates the logical relationships between the components of the drilling
operations and the consequences through the safety barriers. Quantitatively, it links the failure
probabilities of the components and the safety barriers to the frequencies of the consequences. A
predictive failure probabilistic model also has been proposed for determining failure probabilities
of basic components of during drilling operations. The dynamic model is capable of updating the
failure probabilities of the components of the bow-tie, thus, overcoming the static nature of
common risk assessment techniques. This study has identified key components of drilling
operations as shown in the fault trees.
Different drilling techniques such as COBD and UBD are compared. In COBD, the components
are the drilling mud, riser and its components, choke and kill lines, failsafe valves, and the BOP.
While in UBD, in addition to those listed for COBD, the most important component is RCD.
Others are a dedicated choke manifold, drill-pipe non return valve and snubbing unit.
A well designed RCD capable of withstanding prevailing pressures will ensure safe application of
UBD in harsh environments. The results from the comparative analysis of COBD and UBD shows
that if the RCD is well designed and selected UBD could be made safer than COBD as the
occurrence probability of COBD tripled that of UBD during drilling.
The event tree is updated through Bayes theorem by utilizing the accident precursors information
collected during the drilling operation. The threshold frequency of the end event(s) determined
is/are compared with the posterior frequencies to determine whether to continue drilling or review
the existing condition to avoid accident. Thus, the drilling operation is effectively managed, non-
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productive time is minimized and accidents could be prevented. Through a case study, it was
clearly shown that by using accident precursors in risk updating, the drilling operation would have
been halted at the 22nd hour, thus, preventing the catastrophic event that was likely to occur at the
24th hour. This methodology can be integrated into a real time risk monitoring device for field
application during drilling operations.
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Chapter 5
5.0

Safety and Risk Analysis of Managed Pressure Drilling Operation
Using Bayesian Network

Preface
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and analysis. I have prepared the first draft of the manuscript and subsequently revised the
manuscript, based on the feedback from Co-authors and also peer review process. As Co-author,
Faisal Khan assisted in developing the concept and testing the model, reviewed and corrected the
model and results. He also contributed in reviewing and revising the manuscript. As Co-authors,
Nima Khakzad and Stephen Butt, contributed through support in developing the model, testing,
reviewing and revising the manuscript.

Abstract
The exploration and development of oil and gas resources located in extreme and harsh offshore
environments are characterized with high safety risk and drilling cost. Some of these resources
would be either uneconomical if extracted using conventional overbalanced drilling due to
increased drilling problems and prolonged non-productive time, or too risky to adopt
underbalanced drilling technique. Seeking new ways to reduce drilling cost and minimize risks has
led to the development of managed pressure drilling techniques. Managed pressure drilling
methods address the drawbacks of conventional overbalanced and underbalanced drilling
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techniques. As managed pressure drilling techniques are evolving, there are many unanswered
questions related to safety and operating pressure regime. This study investigates the safety and
operational issues of constant bottom-hole pressure drilling techniques which are used in managed
pressure drilling compared to conventional overbalanced drilling. The study first uses bow-tie
models to map safety challenges and operating pressure regimes in constant bottom-hole pressure
drilling techniques. Due to the difficulties in modeling dependencies and updating the belief on
the operational data, the bow-ties are mapped into Bayesian networks. The Bayesian networks are
thoroughly analyzed to assess the safety critical elements of constant bottom-hole pressure drilling
techniques and their safe operating pressure regime.
Keywords: Managed pressure drilling, Rotating control device, Bayesian network analysis, Bowtie approach, Blowout prevention, Lost circulation

5.1.

Introduction

In the quest to reduce Non-Productive Time (NPT) and drilling cost in fractured and narrow mud
pressure window environments, a set of drilling techniques known as Managed Pressure Drilling
(MPD) has been developed. MPD is defined by the International Association of Drilling
Contractors (IADC) subcommittee on Underbalanced Operation and Managed Pressure Drilling
(Minerals Management Service, 2008) as “an adaptive drilling process used to precisely control
the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore.” MPD is an adaptive drilling process such
that the drilling plan is adjusted in conformance to the changing wellbore conditions. In fact, MPD
is an overbalanced technique; hence, it supposedly avoids the flow of formation fluid into the
wellbore. It is a closed-loop system which prevents the well from being open to the atmosphere
through using a rotating control device (RCD). The closed-system allows the casing back pressure
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to be adjusted precisely with a drilling choke when it is applicable to augment the hydrostatic
pressure of the drilling fluid (Smith & Patel, 2012). An added benefit of the closed-loop circulation
is that potentially dangerous gases are prevented from escaping on the rig, a drawback of
conventional drilling. MPD techniques are used to reduce NPT resulting from correcting drilling
problems; extend casing points; increase the rate of penetration; safely drill in fractured and
cavernous formations with total lost return; limit loss of circulation; and eliminate lost circulation
– kick sequence (Haghshenas, et al., 2008).
Uneconomical conventional overbalanced drilling of reserves could be rendered economical when
drilled with MPD techniques. Further, offshore environments that are too risky to apply
underbalanced drilling due to comparatively lower hydrostatic pressure than formation pore
pressure could be drilled safer with MPD techniques.
Generally, a drilling operation comprises several sub-operations and/or stages. These suboperations include: drilling ahead, tripping, static condition, casing and cementing (Arild, et al.,
2009). During drilling ahead, the formation is disintegrated by the cutting action of the drill bit.
The drilling fluid carries the cuttings up to the surface as drilling progresses. This sub-operation
constitutes the major portion of the productive time of the drilling operations. A well (Figure 5.1)
is drilled in a form resembling an inverted telescope with the larger size at the top. First, the
conductor hole is drilled very shallow so that the conductor casing can be installed to stabilize
earth near the top of the well and facilitate the drilling of the surface hole. The surface hole is
drilled to the base of the fresh water zone or aquifer for the surface casing to establish a seal across
the fresh water zone or aquifer when cemented. This may be followed by an intermediate hole for
the intermediate casing to help stabilize the formations and isolate abnormally pressured zones.
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Lastly, the production hole for the production casing is drilled across the productive interval of the
formation.

Figure 5.1 - A typical well profile (Hossain & Al-Majed, 2015)
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Tripping operation involves the running of a drill string out of the well and then into the well to
continue the drilling operation. This is done for example to replace a dull drill bit, make or break
a drill string connection and to install or repair a bottom hole assembly. Moving the drill string out
of the well can give rise to a swabbing effect in which the BHP would be reduced equivalent to
the volume of the drill-string. On the contrary, when the drill string is running into the well, a
surging effect would occur in which the BHP would increase equivalent to the volume of the drill
string. Static condition is a stage in which there is no circulation of the mud and the drilling has
been stopped in the well. The rig pump is off and the BHP is either balanced only by the hydrostatic
pressure of the mud column or supplemented by some backpressure. Casing operation is the
running of casings into an open hole. Each casing size is run in succession into the open hole.
Casings include: conductor casing, surface casing, intermediate casing and production casing. The
conductor casing is the outermost casing. It may be cemented or driven into the formation. The
surface casing is run in the surface hole and cemented back to the surface to protect the aquifer.
The intermediate casings are used to cover up problem prone portion of the well en route to the
reservoir. The production casing or liner is the pipe that is cemented across the productive interval
of the reservoir. The production casing is perforated during completion operation to allow the flow
of formation fluid to the surface. Cementing operations involve the operations of mixing cement
slurry with additives to achieve a desired property and the pumping of the slurry into the annulus
between the casing and the open hole through the internal diameter of the casings. The cement
when set holds the casings in place and prevents the well permanently from collapsing. A well is
cased and cemented in succession. The general sequence involves conductor casing, surface
casing, the intermediate casing, and lastly, the production casing or liner, depending on the well
design. This study is limited to drilling ahead, static and tripping sub-operations of drilling for both
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Constant Bottom Hole Pressure (CBHP) drilling method of MPD and Conventional OverBalanced Drilling (COBD). Other sub-operations of casing and cementing are considered in
further studies.
Safety of drilling operations is often characterized in terms of risk as a measure of accident
likelihood and magnitude of loss (Khan, 2001). Many authors have studied conventional
overbalanced drilling technique and assessed the risk of well control events using quantitative risk
analysis methods such as fault tree (FT) (Bercha, 1978; Pitblado, et al., 2010), event tree (ET)
(Rathnayaka, et al., 2013), bow-tie (BT) (Khakzad, et al., 2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2014) and
Bayesian Network (BN) (Khakzad, et al., 2013b). Khakzad et al. (2013b) developed a BT model
to identify root causes of kicks in offshore overbalanced drilling and the failures of safety barriers
which allow a kick to develop into a blowout. This study converted BT into BN to model common
cause failures and capture dependencies among contributing factors of kicks and blowouts.
Grayson and Gans (2012) applied a FT to model blowout in MPD and compared the result with
that of the conventional overbalanced drilling (COBD) analysis conducted by Pitblado et al.
(2010). Although FT and other conventional risk analysis techniques have been widely used in the
field of drilling safety, their accuracy have been always questioned due to the assumption of
independency inherent in them. Further, the results of such study cannot be easily updated given
change in environmental and operational conditions of the system of interest (Khakzad, et al.,
2011). These limitations can be relaxed to a great extent in BN, making it a more sophisticated
tool for probabilistic risk analysis. However, the use of BN in risk analysis of MPD is yet to be
explored. This study is aimed at comparing CBHP, as a technique used in MPD and COBD from
a safety and operating regime perspective. CBHP technique is used as an alternative to COBD as
they have similar applications. Other MPD techniques such as pressurized mud cap drilling and
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dual gradient drilling as discussed in Section 2 are case specific with different applications. To
this end, the authors have used BN to model possible unwanted situations (accident scenarios) to
do a detailed risk assessment. This helps to identify the critical contributing factors, analyzing
them in detail provides deeper understanding of the efficacy of relevant safety measures and well
control.
A brief description of various MPD techniques is presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 reviews the
fundamentals of BN. The newly developed BN models and their analyses are discussed in detail
in section 5.4. Section 5.5 provides the conclusion of the study.

5.2.

Managed Pressure Drilling Techniques

The improvement of offshore drilling for oil and gas through the introduction of MPD techniques
has been discussed in many publications (Hannegan, 2005; Malloy, et al., 2009; Hannegan, 2011;
Grayson & Gans, 2012; Hannegan, 2013). Among the available techniques for MPD, the most
widely used approaches include Constant Bottom-hole Pressure (CBHP) drilling, Pressurized Mud
Cap Drilling (PMCD), and Dual Gradient Drilling (DGD) (Haghshenas, et al., 2008). These are
considered in the present study.
5.2.1. Constant Bottom-hole Pressure (CBHP) Drilling:
CBHP technique comprises those methods in which the Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) is held
constant or nearly constant at a specific depth whether the rig pump is on or off. In other words,
the BHP is maintained within the drilling mud window defined by the lower and upper pressure
limits. The lower pressure limit is the pore pressure while the upper limit is the formation fracture
pressure with their difference known as the pressure margin (Fredericks, 2008).
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In conventional overbalanced drilling, an open circulation system is employed, and the well is
open to the atmosphere. When the rig pump is off or not circulating the mud, the static BHP is
defined as:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ

(5.1)

where 𝑃ℎ is the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column,
When the rig pump is on and circulating the mud, the dynamic BHP is given by:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ +  𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛

(5.2)

where 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 is the annular frictional pressure due to circulating drilling fluid when the rig pump is
on.
CBHP techniques use the RCD to provide a closed circulating system with a drilling choke to
adjust the back pressure so that the necessary BHP could be achieved under static and dynamic
conditions as given by Equations (5.3) and (5.4), respectively:
𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ + 𝑃𝑏𝑝

(5.3)

𝐵𝐻𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ +  𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝑃𝑏𝑝

(5.4)

where 𝑃𝑏𝑝 is the backpressure.
In CBHP techniques, either pressure or flow measurement is used as the primary control. In the
former case (Fredericks, 2008), an automated Dynamic Annular Pressure Control (DAPC) system
is used to maintain the BHP within the drilling mud window. The DAPC system comprises: a
dedicated choke manifold, back pressure pump, integrated pressure manager and a hydraulics
model. When the rig pump is off, such as during tripping (movement of drill string in or out of the
well), pipe connection and when not drilling, 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 0. This drop in BHP is compensated by a
backpressure pump (𝑃𝑏𝑝 in Equation 4.3) along with the choke and RCD. When the rig pump is
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on, Equation (5.4) is used to determine BHP condition within the drilling mud window. In this
method, the integrated pressure manager compares the formation Pressure measurement While
Drilling (PWD) data with the hydraulics model to provide real time constant BHP. The hydraulics
model predicts the expected BHP and compares it with the prevalent BHP to decide if the BHP
needs any adjustment. However, in the latter case, i.e. when flow measurement is used as primary
control (Catak, 2008), an Intelligent Control Unit (ICU) compares the flow rate out of the well
measured by a flow meter downstream the RCD with the flow rate into the well (determined from
the rig pump stroke count) to detect kicks and manipulate the automatic choke manifold
accordingly. In some classifications, MPD by Continuous Circulation System (CCS) is considered
a CBHP method. CCS is used to maintain constant BHP by eliminating changes in BHP during
connections or otherwise. It is ensured by maintaining a steady Equivalent Circulating Density
(ECD) (Vogel & Brugman, 2008).
5.2.2. Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling (PMCD):
PMCD is a technique for safe drilling with total lost returns in highly fractured, cavernous or
vugular karstic (carbonate) formations. These formations are such that the use of lost circulation
material to enable safe drilling has proven to be ineffective. PMCD is an improvement to mud cap
or floating mud cap drilling. Mud cap or floating mud cap drilling is an open well system in which
heavy mud is floated in the annulus at a point that balances the formation pressure above the
fracture or vug taking fluid and drilled cuttings (Moore, 2008). PMCD is defined by the IADC
(Benny, et al., 2013) as “drilling with no returns to surface, where an annulus fluid column, assisted
by surface pressure, is maintained above a formation that is capable of accepting fluid and
cuttings”. The annulus fluid column in PMCD is meant to exert lower hydrostatic pressure than
the formation pore pressure while back pressure provided by the RCD is used to balance the
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formation pressure. A sacrificial fluid, usually water or seawater is run down the drill string and
injected with the drilled cuttings into the exposed fracture or vug. Any influx of formation fluid
including sour gas is forced back or bullheaded into the formation. Thus, wastage of costly mud is
prevented in addition to a safe drilling process (Moore, 2008; Benny, et al., 2013).
5.2.3. Dual Gradient Drilling (DGD):
DGD comprises those offshore MPD techniques in which two fluids are used to drill a well such
that the lighter fluid - usually seawater - is above the seafloor and the heavier one below the mud
line in order to widen the narrow mud window and extend casing points. This leads to
comparatively larger wellbore, resulting to higher production; thus, improving the economy of the
well. The techniques include “pump and dump” method in which the return is dumped to the sea
floor, and riser-less mud return method in which well effluent flows back to the rig through small
diameter return lines assisted by a subsea mud-lift pump. DGD requires less deck space due to the
use of small diameter return lines instead of the conventional risers, enabling the use of smaller
floating rigs in deep-water drilling (Cohen, et al., 2008).

5.3.

Bayesian Network

Bayesian network (BN) is a widely used probabilistic method for reasoning under uncertainty. The
uncertainty is due to the difficulty in modelling all the different conditions and exceptions that
characterize a finite set of observations. A BN is based on a well-defined Bayes theorem
represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with nodes representing random variables and
arcs denoting direct causal relationships between connected nodes. In a BN, for example, as shown
in Figure 5.2, nodes without arcs directing into them – have no parents – are root nodes (𝑌1 and
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𝑌2 ), have marginal prior probabilities assigned to them while nodes with arcs directing into them
are intermediate nodes (𝑌3 , 𝑌4 , 𝑌5 and 𝑌6 ), possessing Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs). The
node such as, 𝑌7 , which has no children is a leaf node (Jensen & Nielsen, 2007). Considering the
DAG of Figure 5.2, the joint probability distribution of the BN is the product of the conditional
probability distributions of the variables𝑌1 =  𝑦1 , 𝑌2 =  𝑦2 , … , 𝑌7 =  𝑦7 .
7

𝑃(𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦7 ) =  ∏ 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 |𝑦∅(𝑖) ) (5.5)
𝑖=1

Where ∅(𝑖) in equation (5.5) are the parents of node 𝑖 in the DAG and 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦7 are the states
of variables𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , … , 𝑌7. Thus, equation (5.6) gives the joint probability distribution of the BN
in Figure 5.2.
𝑃(𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦7 ) = 𝑃(𝑦7 |𝑦6 )𝑃(𝑦6 |𝑦4 , 𝑦5 )𝑃(𝑦4 |𝑦3 )𝑃(𝑦5 |𝑦3 )𝑃(𝑦3 |𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )𝑃(𝑦1 )𝑃(𝑦2 ) (4.6)
The conditional probability distributions such as 𝑃(𝑦4 |𝑦3 ) can be obtained by Equation (5.7)

𝑃(𝑦4 |𝑦3 ) =

𝑃(𝑦4 , 𝑦3 )
(5.7)
𝑃(𝑦3 )

This can be generalized for 𝑛continuous or discrete variables with 𝑘states. This enables the
modeling of complex dependencies among random variables. Thus, making BN a robust and
reliable fault detection and risk analysis tool. It also enables the modeling of multi state discrete
variables of interest which are often difficult with other conventional Quantitative Risk Analysis
(QRA) techniques such as fault tree (FT). Beside the graphical representation which relates the
conditional dependencies among variables; the BN enables probabilistic inference which is the
drawing of conclusions based on observations in the model (Wiegerinck, et al., 2010).
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Figure 5.2 - A typical Bayesian network

A BN can be used to perform both forward and backward analysis. In forward analysis, the
marginal probabilities of intermediate and leaf nodes are computed on the basis of marginal prior
probabilities of root nodes and conditional probabilities of intermediate nodes. In the backward
analysis, however, the states of some nodes are instantiated and the updated probabilities of
conditionally dependent nodes are calculated (Bobbio, et al., 2001; Khakzad, et al., 2013a). The
forward propagation is also known as predictive analysis while the backward propagation is
referred as diagnostic analysis.
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5.4.

Model Formulation and Analysis

5.4.1. Model formulation
The drilling sub-operations of drilling ahead, static and tripping operations are analyzed for CBHP
techniques in MPD. The CBHP techniques are modeled considering pressure and flow
measurements as primary controls and are based on equipment configurations of

Fredericks

(2008) and Catak (2008). BTs are developed for possible BHP conditions (Fredericks, 2008) as
shown in Equation (5.8) representing - underbalanced, normal (or near-balanced) and
overbalanced scenarios of CBHP techniques. The FT part of the BT is an extension of the FT of
Grayson and Gans (2012) for MPD and also based on the findings by Izon et al. (2007) and Rehm
et al. (2008) (Rehm, et al., 2008). The mapping of the BTs into BNs follows the algorithm proposed
by Khakzad et al. (2013a).
𝑃𝑝 < 𝑃𝑤𝑏𝑠 < 𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝑃𝑑𝑠 ≤ 𝑃𝑙𝑠 ≤ 𝑃𝑓

(5.8)

where 𝑃𝑝 , is the pore pressure, 𝑃𝑤𝑏𝑠 , is the wellbore stability pressure, 𝑃𝑑𝑠 , is the differential
sticking pressure, 𝑃𝑙𝑠 , the lost circulation pressure and 𝑃𝑓 , the fracture pressure. The Left Hand
Side (LHS) of BHP, the lower bound, comprising the pore pressure and wellbore instability defines
the underbalanced drilling scenario while the Right Hand Side (RHS) of BHP, the upper bound,
consisting of the differential sticking pressure, lost circulation pressure and fracture pressure
describes the possible pressure regimes in the overbalanced scenario. The underbalanced drilling
scenario often lead to wellbore instability for an unconsolidated or weak formation, a kick which
can culminate to a blowout and other escalated consequences depicted in Figure 5.3. This arises
from an underbalanced scenario created as a result of an insufficient mud weight, unexpected pore
pressure, swabbing, lost circulation, ballooning effect or gas cut mud in conjunction with a failure
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of the MPD system in preventing the underbalance. The unexpected pore pressure can be caused
by the presence of a shallow gas (or liquid) or abnormal pressured zone. The pore pressure could
be identified in situ by the MPD system. Similarly, the fracture gradient can be identified by the
MPD system to prevent loss of circulation. The MPD system comprises MPD control system,
MPD system hardware, power supply and the operator. The MPD system hardware includes the
RCD; rig pump; CBHP tools of PWD tool, DAPC choke manifold, DAPC pump for CBHP by
pressure measurement; and flow meter and rig choke manifold for CBHP by flow measurement.
To forestall the occurrence of the consequences of the underbalanced scenario, four safety barriers
have been considered: MPD system, blowout preventer (BOP), ignition prevention barrier, and
external intervention barrier. The MPD system prevents the occurrence of wellbore collapse and a
kick. Upon the failure of the MPD system, the BOP is relied on for the well control. Total well
control failure occurs as a result of the failure of the BOP. Fire and explosions are prevented by
the installation of ignition prevention barriers such as hot surface shields, sparks and friction
inhibitors and hydrocarbon detection and alarm system. External intervention barrier mitigates the
ensuing fire and explosions that occur due to the failure of the ignition prevention barrier. The
external prevention barrier includes fire-fighting mechanisms both on site and external, evacuation
of personnel, drilling of relief well to stop the blowout, etc. (Abimbola, et al., 2014). For the
overbalanced drilling scenario, it is assumed that there are no overlaps in the pressures of the RHS
of BHP in Equation (5.8) to allow for distinct or separate consequences. The overbalanced drilling
condition (Figure 5.4) could lead to differential pipe sticking or stuck-pipe, lost circulation and
fractured formation. The time spent in remedying these consequences constitutes part of the NonProductive Time (NPT). As lost circulation can occur before fracturing a formation, the rate of
loss of circulation is increased in a fractured formation. Central to both scenarios is the normal or
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near balanced pressure condition defined as BHP in Equation (5.8). The overbalanced scenario can
be caused by surging effect due to excessive running speed during tripping in or high pump
pressure; excessive mud weight or back pressure from Formation Integrity Test (FIT) or Leak off
Test (LOT). MPD system is the only available barrier that can effectively manage the BHP to
prevent differential pipe sticking or stuck pipe, lost circulation and fractured formation.
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5.4.2. Analysis of Models
The BT for underbalanced drilling scenario is presented in Figure 5.3 while Figure 5.5 shows the
equivalent BN. The BNs in this study are analyzed using GeNIe 2.0 software developed by the
Decision

System

Laboratory

of

the

University

of

Pittsburgh

and

available

at

http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/. The assigned occurrence frequencies of basic events/actions and
probabilities of failure on demand for the equipment and the safety barriers presented in Tables
5.1 and 5.2 are sourced from Torstad (2010), Grayson and Gans (2012), Khakzad et al. (2013b)
and Abimbola et al. (2014). To facilitate the dependency modeling of the consequence node to the
top event, a new state - near balanced condition - is added to the consequence node to account for
the non-occurrence of the top event (i.e. Pore Pressure (PP) > BHP).

Figure 5.5 - Bayesian Network for Underbalanced Drilling Scenario
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Table 5.1 - Probability of failure on Demand of Components and Frequency of
Occurrence of Actions/Events (Torstad, 2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012; Khakzad, et al.,
2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2014)
Event Description

Prior
Probability
(Pi)

Posterior
Ratio
Probability
(Pp/ Pi)
(Pp)

1

Insufficient mud weight

5.00E-02

4.18E-01

8.36

2

Ballooning

2.00E-02

1.67E-01

8.35

3

Gas cut mud

3.00E-05

2.51E-04

8.37

4

Swabbing

5.00E-02

4.53E-01

9.06

5

Operator failure to follow procedure (MPD)

1.00E-03

1.23E-02

12.30

6

MPD control system failure (MPD)

1.00E-04

1.23E-03

12.30

7

Shallow gas/Abnormal pressured zone

2.69E-01

2.08E-01

1.01

8

Loss of circulation

2.70E-02

2.72E-02

1.01

9

Primary power supply failure

2.50E-02

3.19E-02

1.28

10

Backup power supply failure

2.50E-02

3.19E-02

1.28

11

Operator failure to follow procedure (PP)

1.00E-03

2.68E-03

2.68

12

MPD control system failure (PP)

1.00E-04

2.68E-04

2.68

13

Operator failure to follow procedure (FG)

1.00E-03

2.68E-03

2.68

14

MPD control system failure (FG)

1.00E-04

2.68E-04

2.68
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15

RCD failure

4.00E-02

4.91E-01

12.30

16

Rig pump failure

4.00E-02

4.91E-01

12.30

17

PWD tool failure

1.10E-04

1.39E-04

1.26

18

DAPC choke manifold failure

2.50E-02

3.16E-02

1.26

19

DAPC pump failure

4.00E-02

5.06E-02

1.27

20

Flow meter failure

1.10E-04

1.88E-04

1.71

21

Rig choke failure

2.50E-02

4.23E-02

1.69

Table 5.2 - Safety Barriers Probabilities of Failure on Demand (Torstad, 2010;
Grayson & Gans, 2012; Abimbola, et al., 2014)
Barrier

Description

Failure Probability

1

MPD system

8.14E-02

2

Blowout preventer (BOP)

7.00E-04

3

Ignition prevention

1.07E-02

4

External intervention (fire-fighting, 2.71E-02
evacuation, drilling of relief well
etc.)
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By forward propagation, the frequency of occurrence of an underbalanced condition (the top event)
is estimated as 9.75E-03. The detailed results are presented in Table 5.3. It is to be noted that the
frequency of occurrence of a blowout in this case study, i.e. 4.96E-07, is of the same order of
magnitude as that of Grayson and Gans (2012), i.e. 3.46E-07. Assuming a blowout occurrence
(Fig. 5.6) by instantiating the consequence node to blowout state, a backward propagation is
conducted showing that the MPD system and the BOP would have failed as a result of an
underbalanced condition. The main contributing factors identified are the MPD hardware system
failure comprising the RCD, the rig pump, the MPD control system and operator error. The
posterior probabilities of these contributing factors are more than 12 times as much as their prior
probabilities (5th column of Table 5.1). The underbalanced condition is due to swabbing effect,
gas cut mud, insufficient mud weight and wellbore ballooning. It is worth noting that the effects
of presence of shallow gas/abnormal pressured zones and lost circulation which would have been
dominating as other factors in causing the underbalanced condition are suppressed by effective
determination of pore pressure (PP) and fracture gradient (FG) respectively as shown in the BT of
Figure 5.3.
Considering the failure of RCD, the frequency of occurrence of a kick increases to 9.73E-03 while
that of a blowout to 6.09E-06. In this situation, the primary well control element is only the drilling
mud. This situation is similar to conventional overbalanced drilling. This blowout frequency is of
the same order of magnitude as that calculated by Khakzad et al. (2013b) for conventional
overbalanced drilling, i.e. 2.55E-06. This highlights the safety critical nature of RCD for the
success of MPD.
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Table 5.3 - Underbalanced Scenario Predictive Frequency of Occurrence
End Event

Description

Predictive Occurrence frequency

1

Near balanced Condition

9.90E-01

2

Wellbore collapse

8.96E-03

3

Kick

7.93E-04

4

Blowout

4.96E-07

5

Explosions, fire, major injury to few 5.78E-08
deaths, minimal environmental pollution

6

Catastrophe (loss of rig, fatalities, major 1.61E-09
environmental damage)
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Figure 5.6 - Blowout Scenario Diagnostic Analysis

Considering an exceedingly overbalanced MPD scenario, the BT and the corresponding BN are
presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.7 respectively. The occurrence frequencies of basic events/actions
and the probabilities of failure on demand of equipment used in the analysis are listed in Table 5.4.
The failure probability of the MPD system safety barrier, in this case, is the same as that in Table
5.2. The end events occurrence frequencies are presented in Table 5.5. A closer look into a lost
circulation scenario (Fig. 5.8) showed that the MPD system would have failed to prevent the
overbalanced condition of the drilling operation from causing damage to the well. Similarly, the
key elements in this case are the RCD, the rig pump, the MPD control system and the operator’s
poor handling of the drilling operation. The significance of these factors may be gauged by the
fact that the posterior probabilities increased by multiple factors (5th column, Table 5.4). The
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overbalanced causal factors as shown in the BT of Fig. 5.4 are the surging effects of tripping into
the well and high pump pressure as well as excessive back pressure as a result of FIT or LOT.

Figure 5.7 - Bayesian Network of Overbalanced Scenario of CBHP techniques
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Table 5.4 - Probability of failure on Demand of Components and Frequency of
Occurrence of Actions/Events for Overbalanced Scenario (Torstad, 2010; Grayson &
Gans, 2012; Khakzad, et al., 2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2014)
Event Description

Prior
Probability (Pi)

Posterior
Probability (Pp)

Ratio
(Pp/ Pi)

1

Tripping in

5.40E-02

1.18E-01

2.19

2

Excessive mud weight

5.00E-02

1.09E-01

2.18

3

High pump pressure

2.00E-01

4.36E-01

2.18

4

Operator

follow 1.00E-03

1.23E-02

12.30

failure

to

procedure
5

MPD control system failure

1.00E-04

1.23E-03

12.30

6

Formation Integrity Test (FIT)

5.00E-02

1.09E-01

2.18

7

Leak off Test (LOT)

2.07E-01

4.52E-01

2.18

8

Primary power supply failure

2.50E-02

3.19E-02

1.28

9

Backup power supply failure

2.50E-02

3.19E-02

1.28

10

RCD failure

4.00E-02

4.91E-01

12.30

11

Rig pump failure

4.00E-02

4.91E-01

12.30

12

PWD tool failure

1.10E-04

1.39E-04

1.26

13

DAPC choke manifold failure

2.50E-02

3.16E-02

1.26
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14

DAPC pump failure

4.00E-02

5.06E-02

1.27

15

Flow meter failure

1.10E-04

1.88E-04

1.71

16

Rig choke manifold failure

2.50E-02

4.26E-02

1.70

Table 5.5 - Overbalanced Scenario Predictive Frequency of Occurrence
End Event

Description

Predictive Occurrence frequency

1

Near balanced Condition

9.63E-01

2

Differential sticking/Stuck pipe

3.43E-02

3

Lost circulation

2.79E-03

4

Fractured formation

2.48E-04
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Figure 5.8 - Lost circulation Scenario of Overbalanced Condition of CBHP Techniques

In the above scenarios investigated, the critical roles of RCD, rig pump, MPD control system and
proper handling of the drilling operation to the success of CBHP techniques of MPD are
highlighted. The rig pump failure probability can be reduced by running pumps in parallel and
providing backups. MPD control systems are becoming more sophisticated and reliable in recent
time. Relevant and adequate training should be provided to drilling personnel to reduce errors
during drilling. To examine the RCD components, an FT model of an RCD with dual elastomeric
sealing elements, which is typical of offshore application, is presented in Fig. 5.9. The
nomenclature of the parts of the RCD modeled is based on Weatherford Model 7875 BelowTension-Ring RCD (Weatherford, 2012) and Pruitt RCD (Pruitt, 2012). An RCD is made up of
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two principal parts: the bearing assembly and the bowl. The bearing assembly houses dual
elastomeric sealing elements, RCD component, upper pot, upper pot lid and a top drive guide. The
bowl has at its top edge a latching assembly which clamps the bearing assembly to the lower part
(bowl). The operation of the latching assembly with a locking mechanism is controlled via a
hydraulic power unit. Well effluent flowing into the lower pot of the bowl is stripped off the drill
string through a flow line flange to a separator. The bowl has a bottom flange by which the RCD
is attached to the top of an annular BOP or a riser. The probabilities of failure on demand of the
component parts are presented in Table 5.6. Most of these failure probabilities are based on expert
judgment. The predictive analysis resulted in a failure probability of 4.40E-02 for RCD in
consonance with that calculated in the predictive analysis of the underbalanced scenario of CBHP
techniques discussed earlier. Further diagnostic analysis (Figure 5.10) reveals that about 93% of
the failure is due to the bearing assembly, 91% of which is attributed to the seal failure, pointing
to the critical role of the sealing elements in the safe operation of the RCD and MPD. Following
in the order of importance, is the bowl failure with latching assembly and the locking mechanism
as the main contributors. The operation of the latching assembly is influenced by the latching
mechanism and the hydraulic power unit. This shows that the most probable explanation for the
failure of an RCD would be the failure of the bearing assembly, particularly, the seal failure.
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Figure 5.9 - FT model of an offshore RCD

Table 5.6 - RCD Components Probabilities of failure on Demand
Component

Description

Prior
(Pi)

Probability Posterior
probability (Pp)

1

Top drive guide failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

2

Upper pot lid failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

3

Upper pot failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

4

RCD component failure

1.00E-03

2.27E-02

5

Lower pot failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04
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6

Top flange failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

7

Flow line flange failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

8

Bottom flange failure

1.00E-05

2.27E-04

9

Lower seal failure

2.00E-01

9.24E-01

10

Upper seal failure

2.00E-01

9.24E-01

11

Control system failure

1.00E-04

2.27E-03

12

Hydraulic power unit failure

1.00E-03

2.27E-02

13

Latching mechanism failure

1.00E-03

2.27E-02

14

Locking mechanism failure

1.00E-03

2.27E-02
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Figure 5.10 - Diagnostic analysis of RCD failure

5.5.

Conclusion

This study presents a risk assessment methodology based on BN for analyzing the safety critical
components and consequences of possible pressure regimes in CBHP techniques of MPD. Based
on the pressure regimes, different scenarios - underbalanced, overbalanced and normal or near
balanced conditions were defined and investigated in detail for potential unwanted conditions. The
bow-tie models were developed and mapped into BNs to conduct predictive as well as diagnostic
analyses. In each scenario, the safety critical components and events relevant to the success of
CBHP techniques were identified by estimating their posterior probabilities. These include the
RCD, the rig pump, the MPD control system, and proper handling of the drilling operation by the
drilling crew (human factor). The RCD, as the most important critical component, was further
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analyzed to identify the most probable explanation of its failure, leading to the bearing assembly
at the seal failure. It was concluded that the sealing elements need to be improved to further
enhance the performance of the RCD and subsequently, the CBHP techniques. Further research is
needed in studying risks associated with casing and cementing operations, riser system operation
and dynamic positioning of Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit (MODU) for deep-water applications.
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BHP = Bottom Hole Pressure
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DAPC = Dynamic Annular Pressure Control
DGD = Dual Gradient Drilling
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ET = Event Tree
FG = Fracture Gradient
FIT = Formation Integrity Test
FT = Fault Tree
IADC = International Association of Drilling Contractors
ICU = Intelligent Control Unit
LHS = Left Hand Side
LOT = Leak off Test
MODU = Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit
MPD = Managed Pressure Drilling
NPT = Non Productive Time
PMCD = Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling
PP = Pore Pressure
PWD = Pressure measurement While Drilling
QRA = Quantitative Risk Analysis
RHS = Right Hand Side
RCD = Rotating Control Device
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Chapter 6
6.0

Risk-based safety analysis of well integrity operations
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revising the manuscript.

Abstract
Assurance of well integrity is critical and important in all stages of operation of oil and gas
reservoirs. In this study, well integrity is modeled during casing and cementing operations. Two
different approaches are adapted to model potential failure scenarios. The first approach analyzes
failure scenarios using Bow-Tie model, which offers a better visual representation of the logical
relationships among the contributing factors through Boolean gates. The second approach takes
advantage of Bayesian network, both to model conditional dependencies and to perform
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probability updating. The analysis identified Managed Pressure Drilling system, logging tool,
slurry formulation, casing design, casing handling and running method, surge and swab pressures
as critical elements of the well integrity model. A diagnostic analysis on the slurry formulation
further identified pilot test(s) and the interpretation of the test(s) as key elements to ensuring
integrity of cementing operation. Relevant safety functions and inherent safety principles to
improve well integrity operations are also explored.
Keywords: Well integrity, Cementing, Blowout, Managed pressure drilling, Bayesian network
analysis, Inherent safety techniques

6.1.

Introduction

Well integrity relies on the application of technical, operational and organizational techniques to
reduce the risk of uncontrolled release of formation fluids throughout the entire life cycle of a well
(NORSOK, 2004). The operations of well integrity during drilling operations include the casing
and cementing of drilled wellbore. Studies conducted by Danenberger (1993) and Izon et al. (2007)
on blowouts in the Outer Continental Shelf of the U.S between 1971 and 2006 (Fig. 6.1) identified
casing failure and cementing as prominent contributing factors. Most of the investigatory reports
on the causes of Macondo well blowout on April 20, 2010 attribute failures in the cementing
operations to the accident (DHSG, 2011; CCR, 2011; BOEMRE, 2011; BP, 2010). The study of
some of the factors which influence drilling ahead operations can be found in Abimbola et al.
(2014, 2015a). Safety and risk analysis of casing and cementing operations are studied in the
present work. Safety analysis of process systems and the assessment of their risks are often
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quantified using quantitative risk analysis techniques. Quantitative risk analysis has been
expressed as the systematic identification and quantification of hazards to predict their effects on
the individuals, property or environment (Skogdalen & Vinnem 2012). Among the quantitative
risk analysis tools, those commonly used are: fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, bow-tie,
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Bayesian network. Fault tree analysis is widely
recommended for its simple and effective approach in estimating the frequency or probability of
critical events in a deductive process (Deshpande, 2011; Eskesen, et al., 2004). However, it is
incapable of handling multi-state variables and conditional dependencies, and performing
probability updating as new information or evidence becomes available (Khakzad, et al., 2011).

Figure 6.1 – Factors contributing to blowouts, (a) 1971 – 1991 (b) 1992 – 2006
(Danenberger, 1993; Izon, et al., 2007)
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Event tree analysis and bow-tie have also been identified with similar characteristics (Ferdous, et
al., 2009; Ferdous, et al., 2012). Consequently, variants of these methods have been developed that
can be updated, such as the use of evidence theory to update the reliability data of rare events
(Curcuru, et al., 2012); use of fuzzy based reliability approaches for fault tree analysis (Purba,
2014); event tree analysis (Ferdous, et al., 2009) and the resulting bow-tie (Ferdous, et al., 2012;
Ferdous, et al., 2013). Recently, fault tree and bow-tie based models have been mapped into
Bayesian network in dynamic risk analysis for dependability analysis and ease of updating
mechanism (Khakzad, et al., 2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2015a). Further discussions on quantitative
risk analysis in modeling accident scenarios and applicable quantitative risk analysis tools can be
found in Khakzad, et al. (2012) and Rathnayaka, et al. (2013). This part of the dissertation aims
to achieve two main objectives. The first is to model and analyze casing and cementing operations
as part of well integrity operations. From the analysis, safety critical elements of the operations
will be identified. The second is to demonstrate the application of safety functions and inherent
safety techniques to the well integrity operations in order to improve the reliability of the
operations. The critical nature of cementing operation towards ensuring the integrity of the well is
discussed in Section 6.2. Safety analysis techniques and the methodology adopted for this study
are presented in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents the models of this study while the analysis is
detailed in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 is devoted to the conclusion from the study.

6.2.

Critical Nature of Cementing Operation

During casing and cementing operations, liners are used for isolation of lost circulation and
abnormally pressured zones so as to permit drilling ahead (drilling liner); covering up worn out or
damaged section of an existing casing or liner (stub liner); and casing-off of the production interval
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of a well (production liner). It is very difficult, in practice, to obtain a good cement job on a liner.
This is because of the small annular clearance between the liner and the open hole section; leading
to difficulty in running (due to surge pressure) and centralizing the liner in the narrow open hole
section across the producing zone; difficulty in achieving a good cement placement in the small
annular clearance; and high tendency of lost circulation problems due to high pressure drop when
circulating around the liner. The cement slurry for this section is often prone to contamination by
the drilling mud; and there is often a difficulty in achieving an adequate liner movement for good
cement placement. Thus, there is the need to investigate the critical nature of casing and cementing
operations of the production zone.

6.3.

Safety Analysis Techniques

6.3.1. Bow-Tie (BT)
Bow-tie is a risk analysis technique which combines a fault tree (FT) and an event tree (ET) with
the top event of the FT as the initiating event of the ET. It is used to analyze the primary causes
and consequences of an accident. A BT diagram (as shown in Fig. 6.2) presents the logical
relationship between the causes, expressed as basic events (BEs) on one side, through intermediate
events (IEs), top event (TE) and safety barriers (SBs) to the possible consequences (Cs) on the
other side. For illustrative purpose, considering Fig. 6.2, the occurrence probability of end-event
𝐶2 is given by
𝑃(𝐶2 ) = 𝑃(𝑇𝐸). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ). 𝑃(1 − 𝑆𝐵2 )(6.1)
Similarly,
𝑃(𝐶4 ) = 𝑃(𝑇𝐸). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵2 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵3 )(6.2)
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where 𝑃(𝑇𝐸) is the probability of top event determined by the Boolean algebraic combination of
the occurrence probabilities of the basic events, 𝑃(𝐵𝐸1 ), 𝑃(𝐵𝐸2 ) … and 𝑃(𝐵𝐸6 ). 𝑃(𝑆𝐵1 ), 𝑃(𝑆𝐵2 )
and 𝑃(𝑆𝐵3) represent the failure probabilities of the safety barriers 𝑆𝐵1, 𝑆𝐵2 and 𝑆𝐵3 respectively.
Bow-tie combines the advantages of FT and ET with its use found in many fields of science.
Markowski and Kotynia (2011) used BT in a layer of protection analysis to model a complete
accident scenario in a hexane distillation unit. Khakzad et al. (2012) applied BT in risk analysis of
dust explosion accident in a sugar refinery. Forms of BT haven been applied in medical safety risk
analysis (Wierenga, et al., 2009) and analysis of hazard and effects management process of vehicle
operations (Eslinger, et al., 2004). Like its composites FT and ET, BT exhibits similar limitations
and deficiencies of independency assumption and difficulty in its use for complex system analysis.

BE1

Top/Initiating
Event

SB1

SB2

SB3

IE1

BE2

C1
BE3

C2
TE

IE2

BE4

C3
BE5
IE3

BE6

C4

Figure 6.2 - A generic bow-tie diagram
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Forms of BT have been developed to integrate dynamic risk assessment into conventional static
BT. This includes the incorporation of physical reliability models and Bayesian updating
mechanism for risk analysis of process systems (Khakzad et al. 2012), offshore drilling operations
(Abimbola et al. 2014), and a refinery explosion accident in which fuzzy set and evidence theory
are used to assess uncertainties (Ferdous et al. 2013).
6.3.2 Bayesian Network
Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph in which nodes are random variables and directed
arcs representing probabilistic dependencies and independencies among the variables. Bayesian
network is a probabilistic method of reasoning under uncertainty (Abimbola, et al., 2015b).
Consider, for instance, the Bayesian network in Fig. 6.3 with binary nodes. 𝐴1 is a root node
without arcs directed into it while nodes 𝐴3 and 𝐴5 are leaf nodes without child nodes emanating
from them. The root nodes are assigned with marginal prior probabilities while the intermediate
and leaf nodes are characterized with conditional probability tables. The states of 𝐴1 are 𝑎1 and 𝑎̅1.
Similarly, for 𝐴2 …𝐴5 . The joint probability distribution, 𝑃, of the Bayesian network is expressed
as Eq.6.3.
5

𝑃(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 ) =  ∏ 𝑃(𝑎𝑖 |𝑎𝜃(𝑖) ) … … … … … … … … … … … (6.3)
𝑖

Where 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 are the states of variables 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴5 respectively and 𝜃(𝑖), the parent(s) of
node 𝑖. Further expansion of Eq. 6.3 gives Eq. 6.4.
𝑃(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎5 ) = 𝑃(𝑎5 |𝑎4 ). 𝑃(𝑎4 |𝑎3 , 𝑎1). 𝑃(𝑎3 |𝑎4 , 𝑎2 ). 𝑃(𝑎2 |𝑎1 ). 𝑃(𝑎1 ) … … … … … (6.4)
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The directed acyclic graph and the joint probability distribution of the nodes are said to satisfy
Markov condition if each variable, 𝐴𝑖 , in the directed acyclic graph is conditionally independent
of the set of all its non-descendants given its parents (Neapolitan, 2004). For instance, 𝐴3 is
conditionally independent of non-descendants: 𝐴1 and 𝐴5 given its parents: 𝐴2 and𝐴4 .
Mathematically,

this

can

be

written

as:

𝐼𝑃 (𝐴3 , {𝐴1 , 𝐴5 }|{𝐴2 , 𝐴4 }).

Similarly

for

𝐼𝑃 (𝐴5 , {𝐴1 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , 𝐴5 }|𝐴4 ) in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3 – A generic directed acyclic graph

This analysis can be generalized for 𝑛 variables with 𝑘 states, enabling modeling of complex
dependencies among random variables. Bayesian networks are used for both predictive (forward
propagation) and diagnostic (backward propagation) analyses. Marginal prior probabilities of root
nodes and conditional probabilities of intermediate nodes lead to the marginal probabilities of the
intermediate and leaf nodes in predictive analysis; while in diagnostic analysis, node state
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instantiation results in updated probabilities of conditionally dependent nodes (Abimbola et al.
2015a).
6.3.3. The Noisy–OR Gate
Noisy-OR gate is a type of canonical interaction used to describe causal relationships among 𝑛
binary variables and their common outcome. The simplifying assumptions are that: each cause is
sufficiently able to lead to the outcome in the absence of other causes except it is inhibited; the
ability of each cause to lead to the outcome is independent of the presence of other causes; and the
outcome can only occur if at least one of the causes is present and not inhibited (Neapolitan, 2009).
Considering, for instance, node, 𝐴3 , in Fig. 6.3, the outcome of nodes 𝐴2 and 𝐴4 as a Noisy-OR
gate, the above assumptions enable the specification of the entire 4(22 ) conditional probabilities
of 𝐴3 . If
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) =  𝑝2 … … … … … … … … … … … … … . (6.5)
And
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4 ) =  𝑝4 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … (6.6)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4) = (1 − 𝑝2 )(1 − 𝑝4 ) … … … … … … … (6.7)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) = 1 − 𝑝2 … … … … … … … …(6.8)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎4 ) = 1 − 𝑝4 … … … … … … … … . (6.9)
𝑃(𝐴3 = 𝑎̅3 |𝐴2 = 𝑎̅2 , 𝐴4 = 𝑎̅4 ) = 1 … … … … … … … … …(6.10)
Hence, for 𝑛 causal binary variables 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 , … 𝐿𝑛−1 , 𝐿𝑛 , with an outcome 𝑀, if
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̅ , 𝑙𝑛̅ ) =  𝑝𝑗 … … … … … … … … … . . (6.11)
𝑃(𝑚|𝑙1̅ , 𝑙2̅ , … , 𝑙𝑗 … , 𝑙𝑛−1
For a subset 𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏 of instantiated 𝐿𝑗 𝑠,

𝑃(𝑚|𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏 ) = 1 −

∏ (1 − 𝑝𝑗 ) … … … … … … … … … … . . (6.12)
𝑗:𝐿𝑗 ∈𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏

This reduces the number of conditional probabilities to be specified in completely defining the
conditional probability table. For multi-state variables, a variant of Noisy-OR gate, known as
noisy-max is formed. Considering a situation where there is an outcome even though none of the
listed causes are present; an extension of the Noisy-OR gate known as leaky Noisy-OR gate is
described. The leaky Noisy-OR gate is used to describe situations where all the applicable causes
are not captured in a model. A background event with a probability, 𝑝0 , is specified such that
(Onisko, et al., 2001; Jensen & Nielsen, 2007),
̅ , 𝑙𝑛̅ ) =  𝑝0 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . (6.13)
𝑃(𝑚|𝑙1̅ , 𝑙2̅ , … 𝑙𝑛−1
In comparison with the logical OR and AND gates, as shall be seen later in this study, the NoisyOR gate is a middle course among the three gates, avoiding overestimation or underestimation of
top event probabilities.
6.3.4. Mapping of Bow-tie to Bayesian Network
The bow-tie component parts, namely – fault tree and event tree are mapped separately following
the algorithm discussed by Bobbio et al (2001), Bearfield and Marsh (2005) and Khakzad et al.
(2013a). The fault tree graphical structure is transformed into a Bayesian network such that the
basic, intermediate and top or critical events represent the root, intermediate and leaf nodes of the
equivalent Bayesian network respectively. The connectivity in the FT is the same as the linkages
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between the nodes of the equivalent Bayesian network. The failure probabilities of the basic events
represents the marginal prior probabilities of the root nodes. The intermediate and leaf nodes are
assigned conditional probability tables whose estimated probabilities are determined based on the
interpretation of the governing logic gates (Bobbio, et al., 2001; Khakzad, et al., 2013a).
Similarly, in mapping event tree into a Bayesian network, the safety barriers are represented with
safety nodes, 𝑆𝐵1,𝑆𝐵2,…𝑆𝐵𝑛 , where 𝑛 represents the number of safety barriers. A safety node,
𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , is linked to the preceding safety node, 𝑆𝐵𝑖 , only if the failure probability of 𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 is
conditionally dependent on the failure probability of 𝑆𝐵𝑖 . In other words, 𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 must be connected
to

𝑆𝐵𝑖

only

̅̅̅̅𝑖 ).
if𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵𝑖 ) ≠ 𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵

Similarly,

for

𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵𝑖−1) ≠

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃(𝑆𝐵𝑖+1 , |𝑆𝐵
𝑖−1 ) and so on. This is also applicable to sequentially arranged safety barriers as
discussed in this study. Further, safety nodes are linked to the consequence node only if the
probabilities of the states of the consequence node are conditionally dependent on the success or
failure probability of the safety nodes (Khakzad, et al., 2013a). The failure probabilities of the
safety barriers are used in formulating the conditional probability tables of the safety nodes to
reflect the causal relationships of the safety barriers. A conditional probability table is assigned to
the consequence node which logically follow that of an AND-gate. In the Bayesian network
equivalent of the bow-tie, a new state, a normal or safe state, is added to the consequence node, to
account for the non-occurrence of the top event (Khakzad, et al., 2013a; Abimbola, et al., 2015a).

6.4.

Model Description

Well integrity operations, in this study, are limited to the integrity and satisfactory performance of
both casing and cementing operations of a well. Part of the assumptions of this study is that a
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hydrocarbon bearing zone, with sufficient reservoir pressure to support the flow of hydrocarbon
to the surface if a well integrity operation failure results, is encountered. It is to be noted that, in
practice, well integrity failures are mostly characterized with cementing failures compared to
failures in the casing operations. This is because the well is overbalanced with the primary well
control element (heavy mud for conventional technique or light drilling fluid with some backpressure for CBHP technique). Cementing operation partly involves the displacement of the
primary well control element (mud) with pre-flush and spacer that can exert less bottom hole
pressure than the primary well control element; making it (cementing operation) a more critical
process. Besides, some defects in the casing operation such as the creation of lost circulation zone
as a result of a surge pressure are remedied with a good cementing operation; thus, requiring that
most failures in the casing operation need to be complemented by a failure in the cementing
operation in order to result to well integrity failures. However, a failure in cementing operation
alone is enough to give rise to a well integrity failure. For example, a poor cement job around the
casing shoe in the reservoir region implies a higher probability of reservoir fluid influx regardless
of the integrity of the casing operation. Hence, a Noisy-OR (N-OR) gate, with a conditional
probability table presented in Table 6.1, is applicable to the model herein discussed. The choice
of 𝑃𝛼 in Table 6.1 is based on the belief to which casing operation contributes to the well integrity
failure. For instance, let well integrity (WI) failure be denoted as:
̅̅̅̅). Similarly, for casing (CAS) failure and
𝑃(𝑊𝐼 = 𝑌𝑒𝑠) = 𝑃(𝑊𝐼)𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑃(𝑊𝐼 = 𝑁𝑜) = 𝑃(𝑊𝐼
cementing (CEM) failure. Assuming, 𝑃(𝐶𝐴𝑆)  = 𝑥 and 𝑃(𝐶𝐸𝑀) = 𝑦,
̅̅̅̅̅̅)
𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = 𝑃(𝑊𝐼|𝐶𝐴𝑆, 𝐶𝐸𝑀)𝑃(𝐶𝐴𝑆)𝑃(𝐶𝐸𝑀) + 𝑃(𝑊𝐼|𝐶𝐴𝑆, ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝐸𝑀 )𝑃(𝐶𝐴𝑆)𝑃(𝐶𝐸𝑀
̅̅̅̅̅, 𝐶𝐸𝑀)𝑃(𝐶𝐴𝑆
̅̅̅̅̅)𝑃(𝐶𝐸𝑀) + 𝑃(𝑊𝐼|𝐶𝐴𝑆
̅̅̅̅̅, ̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅) … … … (6.14)
+ 𝑃(𝑊𝐼|𝐶𝐴𝑆
𝐶𝐸𝑀 )𝑃(𝐶𝐴𝑆
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Thus, from Table 6.1,
𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = (1)(𝑥)(𝑦) + (𝑃𝛼 )(𝑥)(1 − 𝑦) + (1)(1 − 𝑥)𝑦 + (0)(1 − 𝑥)(1 − 𝑦) … … (6.15)
𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = 𝑥𝑃𝛼 − 𝑥𝑦𝑃𝛼 + 𝑦 … … … … … … … … … … (6.16)
̅̅̅̅ ) = 1 − 𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = 1 + 𝑥𝑦𝑃𝛼 − 𝑥𝑃𝛼 − 𝑦 … … … … … … … … … … … . (6.17)
𝑃(𝑊𝐼

Table 6.1 - Noisy-OR gate conditional probability table for well integrity failure node
𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒇𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒖𝒓𝒆
𝑪𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒇𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒖𝒓𝒆
𝒀𝒆𝒔
𝑵𝒐

𝒀𝒆𝒔
𝒀𝒆𝒔
1
0

𝑵𝒐
𝑵𝒐
𝑃𝛼
1 − 𝑃𝛼

𝒀𝒆𝒔
1
0

𝑵𝒐
0
1

This gives a value between that of an OR gate (maximum) and an AND gate (minimum) due to
the non-zero value of 𝑃𝛼 : 0 < 𝑃𝛼 < 1. This implies an optimum representation of the well integrity
operations. For 𝑥 = 0.5 and 𝑦 = 0.4,
𝑂𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑃𝛼 = 1 ∶ 𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = (0.5) − (0.5)(0.4) + (0.4) = 0.7
𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑦 − 𝑂𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑃𝛼 = 0.6 ∶ 𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = (0.5)(0.6) − (0.5)(0.4)(0.6) + (0.4) = 0.58
𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒:𝑃(𝑊𝐼) = (0.5)(0.4) = 0.2
The casing failure occurs when both there is a failure in the casing string and the casing evaluation
method fails to detect the failure as shown in Fig. 6.4. The casing components include: casing
sealing assembly and casing hanger/spool of the wellhead and casing coupling. Unlike the casing
collapse failure which can occur during casing operation as a result of lateral formation stress, due
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to caving-in or well collapse; the burst of the casing is not considered as it often occurs over the
life of the well (long term failure) and not during the process of casing operation. Casing evaluation
methods entail the use of logs such as casing inspection logs and pressure tests (positive and
negative pressure tests) to identify failures in the operation. Depending on the appropriate
mechanism, a log, pressure tests or the combination of logs and pressure tests are deployed to
evaluate the casing operation. The running of casing in and out of the well can produce surge
pressure which causes lost circulation and fractured formation, and swab pressure which leads to
a kick respectively at the bottom-hole. Constant Bottom Hole Pressure (CBHP) technique of
Managed Pressure Drilling helps to maintain the wellbore pressure within the narrow mud window
(Tian, et al., 2009; Crespo, et al., December 2012). Managed pressure drilling system is a system
of devices used to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore. It
includes for constant bottom hole pressure drilling technique of MPD, a combination of rotating
control device and a dedicated choke manifold in addition to a back pressure pump, integrated
pressure manager, separator and flow lines (Fredericks, 2008; Torstad, 2010; Beltran, et al., 2010;
Abimbola, et al., 2015a).
Considering the cementing operation, a failure in the cementing job (Fig. 6.5) is as a result of a
zonal isolation failure and the inability to detect the fault with the cement evaluation techniques.
Zonal isolation is a measure of the effectiveness of the hydraulic barrier created between casing
and the formation. This is further characterized as formation – cement and cement – casing bonds,
and a measure of cement placement. Formation-cement-casing bond could fail by cement slurry
contamination, inadequate mud cake removal and cement shrinkage. Incomplete cement
placement can result from either insufficient cement height placement or inadequate cement
placement. The low top of cement (TOC) could be caused by pumping insufficient cement slurry
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volume, u-tubing effect as a result of failure of the float collar valve and the float shoe, wrong or
no placement of wiper plugs (top and bottom plugs) or by cement slurry loss to natural or induced
fractures. The TOC is detected with the use of either a temperature log or radioactive tracers. It is
worth mentioning that the temperature log is run few hours after cement placement to determine
the TOC. As such, it is not for the overall cementing evaluation. This determines its localized
position in the insufficient cement height placement section in the fault tree model. The poor
cement placement often emanates from existence of mud channels from inadequate mud removal,
cement slurry filtration loss or from cementing equipment failure. The cement evaluation
techniques include: Cement Bond Log/Variable Density Log (CBL/VDL), Ultrasonic Imaging
Tool (USIT) and pressure tests (positive and negative or inflow tests).
Further diagnosis of cement slurry contamination reveals formation fluid and drilling mud as
potential contaminants. This could result from defective cementing techniques, poor slurry
formulation or an error in the execution of the cementing job. Similar explanation holds for whole
cement slurry loss and cement slurry filtration loss. The failure of cementing equipment is centered
on the failure of the key components and/or events such as pumping system failure, MPD system
failure or operator error during cementing job execution.
The fault trees (Fig. 6.4 with transfer 1 (TR1) gate and Fig. 6.5 with transfer 2 (TR2) gate) are
linked to the event tree through a Noisy-OR gate in order to form a bow-tie, representative of the
well integrity accident model shown in Fig. 6.6. The safety barrier elements of the event tree
comprises the blowout preventer, the ignition prevention and mitigation barriers such as hot
surface shields, insulation, spark inhibitors, fire and gas detection system, and automatic
sprinklers. External intervention includes: firefighting operation, personnel evacuation, and the
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implementation of blowout contingency plan of vertical intervention and the drilling of a relief
well.

6.5.

Model Analysis

In this study, both float collar and float shoe are presumably installed as is currently the best
practice in the industry. Also, the possible logs that could be run during casing and cementing are
included in the analysis even though all might not be adopted for a specific scenario. In order to
overcome the limitations inherent in the conventional methods of fault tree and event tree, such as
enabling dependability and diagnostic analyses, (Khakzad, et al., 2012; Khakzad, et al., 2013b;
Abimbola, et al., 2015a), the fault trees (Figs. 6.4 and 6.5) and the bow-tie (Fig. 6.6) are mapped
into a Bayesian network and analyzed. The mapping algorithm has been explained in Section
6.3.4.
Discussions on the fundamentals and advantages of Bayesian network over other conventional
methods can be found in Pearl (1988), Jensen and Nielsen (2007), and Khakzad et al. (2011). The
Bayesian networks in this study are analyzed using GeNIe 2.0 software developed by the Decision
System Laboratory of the University of Pittsburgh and available at http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/. The
assigned occurrence/failure probabilities for the basic events and the safety barriers presented in
Table 6.2 are determined over the period of the operation (Torstad, 2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012;
Khakzad, et al., 2013a; Abimbola, et al., 2014; Rathnayaka, et al., 2013).
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Table 6.2 - Event Description and Probability (Torstad, 2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012;
Khakzad, et al., 2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2014; Rathnayaka, et al., 2013)
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Event Description
Swab pressure
Surge pressure
MPD system failure
Poor design - wrong selection of component
Poor handling/running method
Logging tool failure (casing inspection log)
Inaccurate interpretation of log
Pressure Tests failure
Inaccurate interpretation of test results
No/inadequate number of scratchers

Prior Probability
1.00E-02
5.39E-02
1.10E-03
1.00E-02
3.30E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
2.50E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-04
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Inadequate use of pre-flush/spacer
Poor slurry formulation
Insufficient cement slurry volume calculation
Logging tool failure (Temp/Radioactive tracer)
Inaccurate interpretation of log (Temp/Radioactive tracer)
Tool failure (USIT)
Inaccurate interpretation of result (USIT)
Logging tool failure (CBL/VDL)
Inaccurate interpretation of log (CBL/VDL)
Formation fluid (contaminating cement slurry)
Drilling mud (contaminating cement slurry)
Operator error during casing operation
Wrong/no placement of wiper plugs
No/failure of float collar
No/failure of float shoe
No/inadequate number of centralizers
Pumping system failure
Permeable formation
Defective cementing technique
Natural fractures
Induced fractures
Wrong cement type
Incorrect amount of dry cement
Incorrect amount of mix-water
Wrong additive(s)
Wrong volume of addtive(s)
Pilot Tests failure
Inaccurate intepretation of pilot test result
Blowout Preventer (BOP)
Ignition Prevention and Mitigation
External Intervention (fire fighting, evacuation, relief well)
Operator error during cementing operation

3.30E-02
2.00E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
2.00E-01
1.00E-01
1.50E-02
1.00E-04
2.50E-03
2.50E-03
1.00E-03
4.00E-02
1.00E-01
6.66E-02
1.50E-04
1.50E-03
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
2.50E-02
1.00E-02
7.00E-04
1.07E-02
2.71E-02
1.50E-02

To minimize the effects of generic data used in this analysis, a ratio of posterior probabilities to
prior probabilities is determined. Thus, emphasis is laid on the order of magnitude and not on the
generic probability values. A validation of this approach is presented in Appendix 6-A. Further,
in facilitating the dependency modeling of the consequence node to the top event, a new state –
normal condition - is added to the consequence node to account for the non-occurrence of the top
event (i.e. well integrity failure). Running the Bayesian network in Fig. 6.7, the well integrity prior
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failure probability is 6.920E-05 resulting from a casing failure probability of 8.60E-05 and a
cementing failure probability of 3.61E-07. These give the prior probabilities of the consequences
as shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 - Consequence occurrence probabilities
Consequence
Normal condition
Kick
Blowout
Explosions/fire
Catastrophe

Probability
9.99E-01
6.92E-05
4.33E-08
5.04E-09
1.40E-10

In line with the definition of the Noisy-OR gate, a casing operation failure could lead to an 80%
probability of well integrity failure, resulting in increased posterior probabilities, for instance, of
the kick and the blowout by a factor of about 11,569. A failure in the cementing operation certainly
leads to a well integrity failure, with the occurrence probabilities of the consequences increased
by a factor of about 14,462, confirming that even though the correctness of the casing operation is
indispensable, absolute attention should be paid to the details of a cementing job; thus, validating
the model.
A diagnostic analysis of model shows that a blowout scenario would have been caused by a well
integrity failure due to the blowout preventer failure. A well integrity failure would require an
increased posterior failure probability of 5.22E-03 in the cementing process (by a factor of 14,460),
coupled with over 99% failure in the casing operation.
This would have been contributed by about 81.9% of casing running effects and 18.9% failure in
the casing string. The posterior (diagnostic) probabilities of the critical basic events are presented
in Table 6.4. It is observed that the causal factors of highest importance can be ranked as: managed
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pressure drilling system failure, logging tool failure and the interpretation of logs, poor slurry
formulation, pressure test failure and its interpretation, poor casing design, handling and running
method, surge and swab pressures. The main advantage of the managed pressure drilling system
is to neutralize the effects of surge and swab that are prevalent during the operations; hence, highly
critical to the success of the operations.
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Figure 6.7 – The equivalent BN model of well integrity operations during drilling
operations
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Table 6.4 – Diagnostic analysis of critical elements
Event
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
16
17
18
19
22
26
27
29
42

Event Description

Swab pressures
Surge pressure
MPD system failure
Poor design - wrong selection of component
Poor handling/running method
Logging tool failure (casing inspection log)
Inaccurate interpretation of log
Pressure Tests failure
Inaccurate interpretation of test results
Inadequate use of pre-flush/spacer
Poor slurry formulation
Tool failure (USIT)
Inaccurate interpretation of result (USIT)
Logging tool failure (CBL/VDL)
Inaccurate interpretation of log (CBL/VDL)
Operator error during casing operation
No/inadequate number of centralizers
Pumping system failure
Defective cementing technique
Operator error during cementing operation

Prior
Probability
(𝑷𝒊 )
1.00E-02
5.39E-02
1.10E-03
1.00E-02
3.30E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
2.50E-02
1.00E-02
3.30E-02
2.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.50E-02
1.00E-03
4.00E-02
6.66E-02
1.50E-02

Posterior
Probability
(𝑷𝒇 )
1.29E-01
6.96E-01
8.07E-01
5.23E-02
1.73E-01
1.80E-02
1.80E-01
1.60E-01
6.38E-02
3.36E-02
2.11E-01
1.47E-03
1.47E-02
1.47E-03
1.47E-02
1.58E-02
1.06E-03
4.22E-02
6.90E-02
1.58E-02

Ratio
𝑷𝒇
( )
𝑷𝒊
1.29
1.29
733.64
5.23
5.24
18
18
6.4
6.38
1.02
10.55
1.47
1.47
1.47
1.47
1.05
1.06
1.06
1.04
1.05

A sensitivity analysis on the well integrity failure highlighted the managed pressure drilling system
as the most important element to the prevention of well integrity failure. To a lesser degree are
surge and swab pressures, logging tool and the pressure tests. From a measure of the strength of
influence, it was identified that the slurry formulation and casing eccentricity exerted the most
influence to the critical event. Casing eccentricity is avoided by adequate use of centralizers.
Another sensitivity analysis on cementing operation highlighted: CBL/VDL, USIT, Pressure tests,
managed pressure drilling system, poor slurry formulation, operator error, inadequate use of
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centralizers, pumping system, and inadequate use of pre-flush/spacer as the most important basic
events.
Considering a further analysis of poor cement formulation, a sub model is developed (Fig. 6.8)
and analyzed with its Bayesian network equivalence. A sensitivity analysis showed an average
value of 1.7% for the root causes of cement slurry design and an average value of 1.6% for pilot
test(s) root causes. Another measure of the strength of influence identified pilot test failure and the
inaccurate interpretation of the test results as key elements to ensuring a successful cement slurry
formulation.
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Figure 6.8 – Cement slurry formulation sub-model

Safety functions and inherent safety principles are applied to the models presented. These are
implemented in the model by applying them to the basic events of the fault trees and safety barriers
of the event tree as presented in Table 6.5. This approach is indispensable to ensure success in the
design and execution of drilling liner, production liner or production casing. A review of safety
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functions and inherent safety techniques can be found elsewhere (Khan & Amyotte, 2003; Khan
& Amyotte, 2004; Khan & Amyotte, 2005; Kletz & Amyotte, 2010; Srinivasan & Natarajan, 2012;
Rathnayaka, et al., 2014; de Dianous & Fievez, 2006; Delvosalle, et al., 2006).

Table 6.5 – Aggregated basic events and safety barriers description and potential
safety measures to reduce operation failure probabilities
Event Description
1
Swab pressure

Safety function
Prevent driller’s error through
training (Prevent)

Inherent safety principle
Provide running speed
monitoring mechanism
(simplification)
Provide running speed
monitoring mechanism
(simplification)
Substitute system control
devices with high safety
instrumented level (SIL)
instrument (substitution)

2

Surge pressure

Prevent driller’s error through
training (Prevent)

3

MPD system failure

Prevent system failure through
preventive maintenance
(Prevent)

4

Poor design - wrong
selection of
component

Avoid design error by foolproofing (Avoid)

5

Poor handling/running Prevent operator error through
method
training (Prevent)

6

Logging tool failure

Prevent tool failure through
preventive maintenance
(Prevent)

Substitute tool with highly
advanced and sophisticated
device (substitution)

7

Inaccurate
interpretation of log

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

Simplify logs for easy
interpretation
(simplification)

8

Pressure Tests failure

9

Inaccurate
interpretation of test
results

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)
Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

Simplify logs for easy
interpretation
(simplification)
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10

No/inadequate
number of scratchers

Prevent the use of inadequate
number of scratchers through
supervision before casing
running (Prevent)

11

Inadequate use of preflush/spacer

Avoid design error in pre-flush
and spacer volume calculation
and limit the effects of error by
introducing error margin in
cement slurry design (Avoid,
Limit)

12

Poor slurry
formulation

Avoid design error in cement
slurry formulation (Avoid)

13

Insufficient cement
slurry volume
calculation

Avoid design error in cement
slurry volume determination
(Avoid)

14

Logging tool failure
(Temp/Radioactive
tracer)

Prevent tool failure through
preventive maintenance
(Prevent)

Substitute tool with highly
advanced and sophisticated
device (substitution)

15

Inaccurate
interpretation of log
(Temp/Radioactive
tracer)

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

Simplify logs for easy
interpretation
(simplification)

16

Tool failure (USIT)

Prevent tool failure through
preventive maintenance
(Prevent)

Substitute tool with highly
advanced and sophisticated
device (substitution)

17

Inaccurate
interpretation of result
(USIT)
Logging tool failure
(CBL/VDL)

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

18

19

20

Inaccurate
interpretation of log
(CBL/VDL)
Formation fluid
(contaminating
cement slurry)

Moderate the effects of
error in pre-flush and spacer
volume determination by
incorporating tolerance in
volume determination and
cement slurry design
(moderation, simplification)
Limit the effects of error in
slurry design by
incorporating error
tolerance in the formulation
(moderation, simplification)

Simplify results for easy
interpretation
(simplification)
Prevent tool failure through
Substitute tool with highly
preventive maintenance
advanced and sophisticated
(Prevent)
device (substitution)
Prevent operator error through Simplify logs for easy
training (Prevent)
interpretation
(simplification)
Avoid cement slurry
Limit the effects of error in
contamination through efficient slurry design by
cementing practice; prevent
incorporating error
operator error through training;
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21

Drilling mud
(contaminating
cement slurry)

22

Operator error during
casing

23

Wrong/no placement
of wiper plugs
No/failure of float
collar

24

limit effects of contamination
by introducing tolerance and
additives in slurry design
(Avoid, Prevent, Limit)
Avoid cement slurry
contamination through efficient
cementing practice; prevent
operator error through training;
limit effects of contamination
by introducing tolerance in
slurry design (Avoid, Prevent,
Limit)
Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

26

No/inadequate
Prevent the use of inadequate
number of centralizers number of centralizers through
supervision before casing
running (Prevent)
Pumping system
Reduce failure by providing
failure
adequate redundancy (Reduce)

Permeable formation

29

Defective cementing
technique

30

Natural fractures

Limit the effects of operator
error through checks, design
fool proofing, advancement
in control system
(moderation)

Substitute equipment with
highly reliable float collar
(substitution)
Substitute equipment with
highly reliable float shoe
(substitution)

No/failure of float
shoe

28

Limit the effects of error in
slurry design by
incorporating error
tolerance in the formulation
(moderation, simplification)

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

25

27

tolerance in the formulation
(moderation, simplification)

Substitute equipment with
advanced, sophisticated and
highly reliable
pumps(substitution)

Reduce the effect of permeable
formation by incorporating
additives in the slurry
formulation (Reduce)
Avoid the use of defective
cementing technique through
reviewing and training of
operators (Avoid)
Reduce the effect of presence
of natural fractures by
incorporating additives in the
slurry formulation (Reduce)
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31

Induced fractures

Prevent induced fractures by
conducting proper casing
running and cementing
operations; reduce the effect of
induced fractures by
incorporating additives in the
slurry formulation (Prevent,
Reduce)

32

Blowout preventer

Prevent blowout preventer
failure through preventive
maintenance; reduce failure by
providing adequate redundancy
onsite; Avoid premature failure
by detecting malfunction
through testing (Prevent,
Reduce, Avoid)

33

Ignition Prevention
and Mitigation Barrier

34

External Intervention
(fire fighting,
evacuation, relief
well)

42

Operator error during
cementing

Prevent operator error through
training (Prevent)

Substitute the equipment
with newer highly advanced
and reliable blowout
preventer; substitute the
control system with
controllers with higher
safety instrumented levels
(substitution)
Substitution: substitute
safety barrier with highly
reliable and advanced
devices
Moderation: install fire walls
and ignition inhibitors around
sources of ignition
Simplification: simplify the
understanding and operation
of critical devices on
location
Substitution: substitute
safety barrier devices with
highly reliable and
advanced instruments with
controllers of higher safety
instrumented levels
Moderation: install
automatic sprinklers on
location
Simplification: simplify
evacuation procedures while
decongesting egress routes
Limit the effects of operator
error through checks, design
fool proofing, advancement
in control system
(moderation)
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6.6.

Conclusion

This part of the dissertation presents a bow-tie model for analyzing the integrity of casing and
cementing operations of a well. A Noisy-OR gate is used for linking casing and cementing
operations to the well integrity top event. The bow-tie model is mapped into a Bayesian network
to allow updating mechanism and for dependency modeling which are parts of the limitations of
the conventional risk assessment methods. To minimize the effects of generic data used in this
analysis, emphasis is placed on the ratio of posterior probabilities to prior probabilities in the
discussion of the analysis. The order of magnitude of the posterior probabilities of the causal
factors identified managed pressure drilling system, logging tool, slurry design or formulation,
casing design, casing handling and running method, surge and swab pressures as critical elements
of the well integrity model. Sensitivity analysis and influence diagram of the model further tailored
the success of the cementing operation to the optimal performance of pumping system, adequate
use of centralizers, pre-flush and spacer, CBL/VDL, pressure tests and absence of operator error.
A diagnostic or backward analysis on slurry formulation highlighted pilot test and interpretation
of the test as key steps to a successful cement slurry formulation in addition to accurate selection
of cement type (or class), additive(s) and determination of their volumes and mix-water volume
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calculation. Further improvements to the operations are suggested through the implementation of
safety functions and inherent safety principles on the basic events and safety barriers of the models.
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Appendix 6-A
The above methodology of the ratios is compared with Birnbaum importance measures (Birnbaum,
1969). Birnbaum importance measure is defined by a measure of a change in the system reliability
with respect to a change in component reliability. It presents the contribution of the component
reliability to the system reliability. Birnbaum importance measure 𝐵𝐼𝑖 ,is expressed as:

𝐵𝐼𝑖 =

𝑑𝑅𝑠
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝐴 − 1)
𝑑𝑅𝑖

Where 𝑑𝑅𝑠 , is the change in the system reliability due to a change in reliability, 𝑑𝑅𝑖 , of component
𝑖. For independent component states, a partial derivative is obtained (Aven & Nokland, 2010). In
this study, 𝐵𝐼𝑖 is conducted on failure probabilities for selected components as shown in Table 6,
since failure probability = 1 – reliability. Studies on other importance measures, such as
improvement potential, risk achievement worth (RAW), risk reduction worth (RRW), FusellVesely and criticality importance factor, can be found elsewhere (Cheok, et al., 1998; Borgonovo,
et al., 2003; Aven & Nokland, 2010; Si, et al., 2013).
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Table 6.6 – Comparison of ratio of posterior probability to prior probability with
Birnbaum importance measure
Component, 𝒊

MPD system
failure
Logging tool
failure
Inaccurate int.
of log

Component
Probability
Initial
Final

Well integrity
failure probability
Initial
Final

𝑩𝑰𝒊

𝑩𝑰𝒊𝟏
𝑩𝑰𝒊𝟐

𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐, 𝑹
𝑷𝒇
( )
𝑷𝒊

1.10E-03

1.00E-04

6.92E-05

1.85E-05

5.07E-02

41.54

733.64

40.76

1.00E-03

1.00E-04

6.92E-05

6.81E-05

1.22E-03

1.03

18

1

1.00E-02

1.00E-03

6.92E-05

1.19E-03

1.19E-03

18

Chapter 7
7.0

𝑹𝟏
𝑹𝟐

Failure analysis of the tripping operation and its impact on well
control

Preface
A version of this chapter has been presented and published in the Proceedings of ASME 34th
Internal Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering (OMAE2015-42245). I am the
primary author. Along with Co-author, Faisal Khan, I developed the conceptual model and
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subsequently translated this to the numerical model. I have carried out most of the data collection
and analysis. I have prepared the first draft of the manuscript and subsequently revised the
manuscript, based on the feedback from Co-authors and also peer review process. As Co-author,
Faisal Khan assisted in developing the concept and testing the model, reviewed and corrected the
model and results. He also contributed in reviewing and revising the manuscript. As Co-authors,
Vikram Garaniya and Stephen Butt, contributed through support in developing the model, testing,
reviewing and revising the manuscript.

Abstract
As the cost of drilling and completion of offshore well is soaring, efforts are required for better
well planning. Safety is to be given the highest priority over all other aspects of well planning.
Among different element of drilling, well control is one of the most critical components for the
safety of the operation, employees and the environment. Primary well control is ensured by
keeping the hydrostatic pressure of the mud above the pore pressure across an open hole section.
A loss of well control implies an influx of formation fluid into the wellbore which can culminate
to a blowout if uncontrollable. Among the factors that contribute to a blowout are: stuck pipe,
casing failure, swabbing, cementing, equipment failure and drilling into other well. Swabbing
often occurs during tripping out of an open hole. In this study, investigations of the effects of
tripping operation on primary well control are conducted. Failure scenarios of tripping operations
in conventional overbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling are studied using fault tree
analysis. These scenarios are subsequently mapped into Bayesian Networks to overcome fault tree
modelling limitations such as dependability assessment and common cause failure. The analysis
of the BN models identified RCD failure, BHP reduction due to insufficient mud density and lost
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circulation, DAPC integrated control system, DAPC choke manifold, DAPC back pressure pump,
and human error as critical elements in the loss of well control through tripping out operation.

7.1.

Introduction

Well control deals with all activities that are directed towards the prevention of influx of formation
fluid into the well and the attendant management of the formation fluid in case of influx by
monitoring and maintaining the bottom hole pressure of the drilling fluid. The prevention of influx
is achieved by primary well control while the management of an influx is conducted with
secondary well control procedures. In Conventional Over-Balanced Drilling (COBD), primary
well control is achieved with the Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) exerted by the hydrostatic pressure
of the heavy drilling mud during static condition, with an additional annular frictional pressure
during dynamic condition or mud circulation. Generally, the mud system is exposed to atmospheric
condition. However, in Constant Bottom-Hole Pressure (CBHP) technique of Managed Pressure
Drilling (MPD), BHP is determined by the hydrostatic pressure of the mud in addition to a surface
backpressure during static condition, besides the annular frictional pressure during dynamic
conditions. The backpressure is controlled with the choke manifold through the closed system
provided with a Rotating Control Device (RCD). The loss of primary well control often leads to a
kick – the influx of formation fluid into the wellbore - which if not controlled by secondary well
control could lead to a blowout – the uncontrolled flow of formation fluid through the wellbore to
the surface - and other associated severe consequences such as fire and explosions, rig collapse,
personnel injuries, fatalities and environmental damage. Danenberger (1993) conducted a study of
87 blowouts in the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) of the US between 1971 and 1991. Out of the
87 blowouts, most of which had more than one contributing factors, 21 were due to swabbing and
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fractured formation, 16 were caused by equipment failures and cementing, 5 were caused by a
casing failure and drilling into other well, and 3 were due to a stuck pipe. Another study by Izon
et al. (2007) on well incidents in the OCS of the US identified 39 blowouts between 1992 and 2006
reported the following common causes: cementing (46%), equipment failure (13%), swabbing
(13%), stuck pipe (10%) and drilling into other well (3%). Apparently, swabbing was prominent
amongst all the identified causal factors. Swabbing is the lifting of well fluids while tripping the
drill string out of the wellbore. This creates a vacuum (an underbalanced condition) known as
swabbing effect translated into a pressure decrease referred to as swab pressure in the wellbore
leading to the influx of formation fluid. Conversely, the running in of drill string creates a pressure
increase known as surge pressure. Well drilling involves a multiple number of tripping operations.
Tripping operation is arguably the most frequent operation in well drilling. In this study, a
comparative analysis of tripping out operation in COBD and CBHP techniques is conducted. The
CBHP technique is one of the variants of MPD techniques. This aim of the study is to identify
critical safety elements of the operation which can enhance the safety of the operation. Fault Trees
(FTs) of tripping out operation for the above mentioned two techniques are developed. To enable
conditional dependability and diagnostic analyses, the FTs are mapped into Bayesian Networks
(BNs). This study is limited to the effect of tripping out of the well for both COBD and CBHP
technique. Further discussions on COBD technique and MPD techniques can be found in the
literatures (Bommer, 2008; Bourgoyne, et al., 1986; Beltran, et al., 2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012;
Rehm, et al., 2008; Skalle, 2014). The remainder of the part of the dissertation is organized as
follows. Section 7.2 discusses tripping operations in COBD and CBHP technique. In Section 7.3,
a brief description of BN is presented. The description of the models and their analyses are
presented in Section 7.4 while Section 7.5 is devoted to conclusion from the work.
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7.2.

Tripping operation

Tripping operation is the running of a drill string into and out of a well. The making of a round
trip or simply a trip is described as the pulling of a drill string at a particular depth out and then,
running it into the well back to the initial depth. The running in of drill string is known as tripping
in while the pulling of the drill string is referred to as tripping out. Tripping operation is often done
to replace a worn out drill bit; damaged drill pipe; install or replace damaged bottom hole assembly
such as Measurement While Drilling (MWD), Logging While Drilling (LWD) tools, directional
drilling tool; conduct drill stem testing; and for wiper tripping – an abbreviated tripping in the open
hole section of a troublesome zone (Schlumberger, 2014).
In COBD, when tripping out of the well, for example, to replace a worn out (or dull) drill bit, pipe
connections are usually broken in stands and placed in the fingerboard. The volume of mud in the
wellbore falls by an amount equal to the product of the annular capacity and the length of the
drillstring pulled out. The volume reduction is replaced by an equal volume of mud from a trip
tank. The active mud system is bypassed during tripping operation due to its large cross sectional
area which hinders accurate volume monitoring. The trip tank gives a finer volume resolution due
to its smaller cross sectional area compared to the mud pit tank. Any discrepancies between the
volume pulled out and the volume replaced signal an abnormal condition. If less volume is required
to replace the pulled volume; then, there could have been an influx of formation fluid. Conversely,
if more volume is required to replace the pulled volume; then, a lost circulation could have
occurred. Similarly, during tripping into the well, the drillstring displaces mud volume equal to
the product of the annular capacity and the length of the drillstring (Bommer, 2008; Skalle, 2014;
Tuset, 2014). For CBHP technique, the running of the drillstring is under pressure through an
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activated annular seal of the RCD by stripping operation (Skalle, 2014; Beltran, et al., 2010). A
safety measure against swabbing is to add a trip margin to the mud weight.

7.3.

Bayesian Network

Bayesian network (BN) is a widely used probabilistic method for reasoning under uncertainty. The
uncertainty is due to the difficulty in modelling all the different conditions and exceptions that
characterize a finite set of observations. A BN is based on a well-defined Bayes theorem
represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with nodes representing random variables and
arcs denoting direct causal relationships between connected nodes. In a BN shown in Fig. 7.1,
nodes without arcs directing into them – have no parents – are root nodes (𝑋1and 𝑋2 ), with the
marginal prior probabilities assigned to them while the nodes with arcs directing into them are
intermediate nodes (𝑋3, 𝑋4 and 𝑋5) and possess Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs). The node
such as, 𝑋6, which has no children is a leaf node (Jensen & Nielsen, 2007). Considering the DAG
of Fig. 7.1, the joint probability distribution of the BN is the product of the conditional probability
distributions of the variables𝑋1 =  𝑥1 , 𝑋2 =  𝑥2 , … , 𝑋6 =  𝑥6 .
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Figure 7.1 – A Typical Bayesian Network

6

𝑃(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥6 ) =  ∏ 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 |𝑥∅(𝑖) ) (7.1)
𝑖=1

Where ∅(𝑖) in Eq. (7.1) are the parents of node 𝑖 in the DAG and 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , …,are the states of
variables𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋6. Thus, Eq. (7.2) gives the joint probability distribution of the BN in Fig.
7.1.
𝑃(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥6 ) = 𝑃(𝑥6 |𝑥4 , 𝑥5 )𝑃(𝑥4 |𝑥3 )𝑃(𝑥5 |𝑥3 )𝑃(𝑥3 |𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )𝑃(𝑥1 )𝑃(𝑥2 ) (7.2)
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The conditional probability distributions such as 𝑃(𝑥4 |𝑥3 ) can be obtained by (Eq. (7.3))

𝑃(𝑥4 |𝑥3 ) =

𝑃(𝑥4 , 𝑥3 )
(7.3)
𝑃(𝑥3 )

This can be generalized for 𝑛continuous or discrete variables with 𝑘states. This enables the
modeling of complex dependencies among random variables. Thus, making BN a robust and
reliable fault detection and risk analysis tool. It also enables the modeling of multi state discrete
variables of interest which are often difficult with other conventional Quantitative Risk Analysis
(QRA) techniques such as fault tree (FT). Beside the graphical representation which relates the
conditional dependencies among variables; the BN enables probabilistic inference which is the
drawing of conclusions based on observations in the model (Wiegerinck, et al., 2010).
A BN can be used to perform both forward and backward analysis. In forward analysis, the
marginal probabilities of intermediate and leaf nodes are computed on the basis of marginal prior
probabilities of root nodes and conditional probabilities of intermediate nodes. In the backward
analysis, however, the states of some nodes are instantiated and the updated probabilities of
conditionally dependent nodes are calculated (Bobbio, et al., 2001; Khakzad, et al., 2013a). The
forward propagation is also known as predictive analysis while the backward propagation is
referred as diagnostic analysis.

7.4.

Model Formulation and Analysis

7.4.1 Model Description
The COBD tripping-out model presented is an improvement to that developed by (Tuset, 2014)
simulated in DrillSIM-6000 module. Preliminary assumptions used in this drilling scenario are:
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The rig pump failure in the model represents a pump system in which there are backups;
hence, the failure probability is an aggregated failure probability of the system. Similarly,
for the trip tank whereby two are usually provided and the valves.



The drill bit is at the bottom of the wellbore.



The failure to respond to the alarms is an aggregated failure of all the responsible personnel.



The target depth does not include shallow formations in which a shallow kick is envisaged.



An automated system is chosen for the CBHP technique of MPD.

The failure of primary well control during tripping out of hole can be due to a reduction in the
BHP below the pore pressure as a result of insufficient mud density, loss of mud column height or
swabbing effect as depicted in Fig. 7.2. Mud column height can be lost by loss of circulation caused
due to surging during tripping into the well, or failure of the trip tank system to ensure that the
wellbore is filled during pulling out of open hole (POOH). This could be due to no output from
the pump and the driller’s failure to stop tripping operation. The potential causes of no output from
the pump include: pump failure, no input of mud to the pump and failure to start the pump. The
failure to open valve(s) before POOH and not refilling trip tank during POOH are the potential
causes of no input to the pump. On the other hand, swabbing effect could be due to calculated
pulling speed exceeding actual maximum pulling speed or the driller, erratically, pulls too fast
such that the pore pressure margin is exceeded. For CBHP technique (Fig. 7.3), in addition to the
provisions of COBD, an MPD system, comprising mainly an RCD, dedicated choke manifold,
backpressure pump and a Dynamic Annular Pressure Control (DAPC) integrated control system
are included (Fredericks, 2008).
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Figure 7.2 - Conventional drilling tripping operation
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Figure 7.3 - MPD tripping operation
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To better model the MPD system and capture the uniqueness of the critical MPD equipment, a
noisy OR gate is adopted. This is because of the order of importance that characterizes the
equipment. The failure of the RCD, for instance, absolutely leads to the MPD system; whereas,
the failure of the back pressure pump do not lead to the failure of the MPD system. However, the
efficiency of the system is compromised when the backpressure pump is needed. This uniqueness
is lacking in the common conventional logic gates. The composition of the conditional probability
table of the noisy OR gate is based on expert judgment. These fault tree models are mapped into
BNs as discussed in (Abimbola, et al., 2015a).
7.4.2 Results and Discussions
The BNs in this study are analyzed using GeNIe 2.0 software developed by the Decision System
Laboratory of the University of Pittsburgh. The occurrence/failure probabilities for the basic events
presented in Table 7.1 are sourced from a number of references (Crowl & Louvar, 2002; Torstad,
2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012; Gould, et al., 2012; Khakzad, et al., 2013b; Abimbola, et al., 2014;
Abimbola, et al., 2015a).
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Table 7.1 - Occurrence/failure probabilities of basic events (Crowl & Louvar, 2002;
Torstad, 2010; Grayson & Gans, 2012; Gould, et al., 2012; Khakzad, et al., 2013b;
Abimbola, et al., 2014; Abimbola, et al., 2015a)
Event Event Description

Prior

Post Probability, Ratio =

Probability, 𝑷𝒊

𝑷𝒇

𝑷𝒇
𝑷𝒊

1

Bottom hole pressure falls below
pore pressure due to Insufficient
mud density

5.00E-02

6.61E-01

13.22

2

Lost circulation due to surging
caused by lowering of drill-string
with BHP exceeding fracture
pressure margin

2.70E-02

3.57E-01

13.22

3

Calculated pulling speed higher
than actual max pulling speed

6.50E-02

6.50E-02

1.00

4

Operator pulls too fast to save
time

6.50E-02

6.50E-02

1.00

5

Operator fails to continuously
monitor pulling speed

2.00E-04

2.10E-04

1.05

6

Pump failure

4.00E-02

4.00E-02

1.00

7

Fail to start pump

9.10E-02

9.10E-02

1.00

8

Fail to notice no flow from flow
return meter

2.00E-04

2.00E-04

1.00

9

Fail to notice stable fluid level in
trip tank during POOH

2.00E-04

2.00E-04

1.00

10

Fail to open valve before starting
POOH

6.50E-02

6.50E-02

1.00
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11

Low-level alarm does not trip
before trip tank is empty

4.00E-02

4.00E-02

1.00

12

Fail to respond to low-level alarm

9.10E-02

9.10E-02

1.00

13

RCD failure

4.00E-02

5.47E-01

13.68

14

DAPC choke manifold failure

2.50E-02

2.10E-01

8.40

15

DAPC Pump failure

1.00E-01

3.30E-01

3.30

16

DAPC Integrated control system
failure

1.00E-04

1.10E-03

11.00

The probability of primary well control failure, by forward propagation, in COBD and CBHP
technique are 7.57E-02 and 5.54E-03 respectively. Apparently, the CBHP technique is about 13.66
times safer than COBD method. Considering the fact that a tripping out of well is undertaken in a
COBD method, by firstly, ensuring that there is a no flow condition in the well for a minimum of
15 minutes before the tripping out operation (Tuset, 2014), the probability of primary well control
is reduced to 2.70E-02. This still makes the CBHP technique, safer by an order of about 4.87. This
illustrates the outperformance of CBHP technique over the COBD method. Considering an RCD
failure scenario (Fig. 7.4), the probability of a primary well control failure in the CBHP technique
is increased to 7.57E-02, equaling that of the COBD as discussed earlier. This is due to the failure
of the MPD system as a result of the failure of the RCD, reducing the system to that of a COBD
method.
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Figure 7.4 - RCD failure scenario in CBHP technique

Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis on the primary well control failure node, identified BHP
reduction by insufficient mud density and lost circulation as the most critical elements; in addition
to RCD failure, choke manifold, DAPC integrated control system and DAPC backpressure pump
for COBD and CBHP techniques respectively. Considering a diagnostic analysis for both
techniques, the posterior failure probabilities are presented in Table 7.1. Based on the ratio of the
probabilities (5th column, Table 7.1), a methodology which has been validated in Abimbola et al
(2016a), the order of importance of the basic elements are: RCD failure, BHP reduction due to
insufficient mud density and lost circulation, DAPC integrated control system and choke manifold,
and DAPC back pressure pump.
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7.5.

Conclusion

This study presents a comparative analysis of both COBD and CBHP technique of MPD
considering the effect of tripping out of the well on primary well control. FT models of the
operation in the two techniques are developed and mapped into BNs to enable dependability and
diagnostic analysis. The CBHP technique is found to be safer in the two scenarios, compared.
Further diagnostic analysis of the models identified RCD failure, BHP reduction due to insufficient
mud density and lost circulation, DAPC integrated control system, DAPC choke manifold, DAPC
back pressure pump, and human error as critical elements of the operation.
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Chapter 8
8.0

Dynamic Blowout Risk Analysis using Loss Functions

Preface
A version of this chapter has been submitted for review in the Journal of Risk Analysis. I am the
primary author. Along with Co-author, Faisal Khan, I developed the conceptual model and
subsequently translated this to the numerical model. I have carried out most of the data collection
and analysis. I have prepared the first draft of the manuscript and subsequently revised the
manuscript, based on the feedback from Co-authors and also peer review process. As Co-author,
Faisal Khan assisted in developing the concept and testing the model, reviewed and corrected the
model and results. He also contributed in reviewing and revising the manuscript.

Abstract
Most risk analysis approaches are static; failing to capture evolving conditions. Blowout, the most
feared accident during a drilling operation, is a complex and dynamic event. The traditional risk
analysis methods are useful in the early design stage of drilling operation while falling short during
evolving operational decision-making. A new dynamic risk analysis approach is presented to
capture evolving situations through dynamic probability and consequence models. The dynamic
consequence models are developed in terms of loss functions. These models are subsequently
integrated with the dynamic probability to estimate operational risk, providing a real-time risk
analysis. The real-time evolving situation is considered dependent on the changing bottom-hole
pressure as drilling progresses. The application of the methodology and models are demonstrated
with a case study of an offshore drilling operation evolving to a blowout.
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Keywords: Blowout risk analysis, Dynamic risk analysis, Bottom-hole pressure, Loss functions,
Equivalent Circulating Density

8.1.

Introduction

The traditional risk analysis approach consists of the likelihood of blowout and its associated
losses. This is generally conducted during the early stage of design. Accordingly, safety measures
are designed so that these probabilities can be minimized to an acceptable level. This approach has
been widely tested and used in the industry. However, it has been observed that this does not
always work, as this is a design risk whereas the concerns of drilling operation well control are
actually operational risk. In operational risk, both the probability of a blowout and the
consequences are dependent on time as well as the changing operational condition. Consequently,
for safe operation, operational risk needs to be identified, assessed and minimized as the drilling
proceeds (Meel & Seider, 2006). There have been sufficient contributions made in order to
quantify the probability of a blowout as being time and situation-dependent so that it becomes
dynamic and operational. However, the second part which is equally important, the consequence,
is often considered as empirical constant values, which provide erroneous risk estimations. This
work undertakes an approach to better define the consequences as situation and time dependent.
Loss functions (LFs) modelling approach is adopted as a mechanism to develop these consequence
models. This is the first work to investigate the use of LFs towards quantification of drilling
operational risk.
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Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) is the systematic identification and quantification of hazards to
predict their effects on the individuals, property or environment (Aven, 2010; Skogdalen &
Vinnem, 2012). QRA comprises hazard identification, probability assessment, consequence
analysis and risk determination. Hazard identification involves the use of techniques such as
process hazard checklist, hazard surveys, hazard identification (HAZID), hazard and operability
(HAZOP), safety reviews, what-if analysis, fault tree, failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
to identify hazards in a process. Probability assessment entails the determination of the failure
probability or frequency of occurrence of a failure in an operation. QRA tools of Fault Tree (FT),
Event Tree (ET), Bow-Tie (BT), and Bayesian Networks (BN) are often used to model an accident
scenario in a process. QRA is transformed into Dynamic Risk Analysis (DRA) when QRA changes
with time. Case-specific data are used to update the generic data used in risk assessment during
the design phase of the system (Khakzad et al., 2012). Vandenbussche et al. (2012) developed a
well-specific blowout risk assessment methodology for determining the blowout probability by
considering the flow rates and duration of the blowout as well as risk factors such as pressure
margins, permeability, pore pressure, drilling crew experience, cement performance and logging
runs in adjusting the blowout probability to reflect the existing well condition. However, the
methodology is limited in application as it is based on blowout statistics in the Gulf of Mexico and
North Sea. Blowout software such as BlowFlow (Arild et al., 2008; Karlsen & Ford, 2014) has
also been developed for a risk-based evaluation of a blowout scenario in determining blowout
flowrates, volumes and durations.

Probabilistic models for analysing blowout using the

conventional overbalanced drilling technique (Berg Andersen, 1998; Khakzad et al., 2013;
Rathnayaka et al., 2013; Abimbola et al., 2014) and the constant bottom-hole pressure (CBHP)
technique of managed pressure drilling (MPD) (Abimbola et al., 2015a) have been developed in
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recent years. Apparently, there exists minimal work on the consequence analysis of a blowout.
Current literature addresses well killing decision trees (Adams et al., 1993; Lage et al., 2013), relief
well drilling (Rygg et al., 1992; Al-murri et al., 2012; Al-saleh et al., 2014) and spill response
(Etkin, 2000, 2001, 2004). Worth et al. (2008) conducted a comparative blowout risk assessment
for Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) pilot wells in Venezuela. These wells were
characterized with different completion patterns in which 3 consequence measures of life safety,
environmental and economic costs were considered in their risk assessment. However, this study
is case-specific to heavy oils while failing to capture other loss categories discussed in this study.

8.2.

Consequence modelling using loss function (LF)

Central to LFs application to quality loss analysis are the pioneering woks of Taguchi (1986, 1989)
in the last three decades, in which he proposed a Quadratic Loss Function (QLF) to quantify losses
to the industry associated with deviations of product quality characteristics from their operational
targets. The Taguchi’s QLF exhibits symmetric and unbounded characteristics. A QLF profile with
a target 𝑇 = 0.5, over a measured parameter range of 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1, is shown in Fig. 8.1 from Eq.
(8.1) (Sun, et al., 1996).
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Figure 8.1 – Loss profiles of different loss functions

𝐿(𝑥) =

𝐾∆
(𝑥 − 𝑇)2 (8.1)
∆2

A LF value, 𝐾∆ , of 10 is observed for a deviation, ∆ of 0.2. It is apparent from Fig. 8.1 that QLF
is continuously increasing and unbounded. This has, however, limited its application, leading to
the development of various modifications to the original QLF (Ryan, 2011; Berker, 1990; Phadke,
1989). Spiring (1993) proposed an Inverted Normal Loss Function (INLF) in response to the
criticisms of QLF which enabled a user-specified maximum value; hence, a more realistic
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quantification of losses due to process deviations from target values. Considering a specified
maximum, 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 , of 30 and a shape parameter, 𝛾, of ∆/2, the LF profile is as shown in Fig. 8.1
deduced from Eq. (8.2).
1 𝑥−𝑇 2
𝐿(𝑥) = 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 [1 − exp {− (
) }](8.2)
2
𝛾
A special case of INLF known as Spiring Inverted Normal Loss Function (SINLF) for which 𝛾 =
∆/4, is also shown in Fig. 8.1. A comparative analysis between INLF and SINLF showed that the latter
exhibits a more rapid response to changes in the measured parameter than the former. This is because, about
99.97% of 𝐾𝑀𝐴𝑋 would have been attained for 𝑇 ± ∆ deviations. Furthermore, a Modified Inverted

Normal Loss Function (MINLF) was proposed by Sun et al. (1996) to enable the specification of
user’s perception of attained loss. As shown in Eq. (8.3), this is achieved with the specification of
𝐾∆ , which is different from the maximum loss, that occurs at a deviation, ∆, from the target. The
shape parameter, 𝛾, a function of ∆, defines the slope of the function around the target value.

𝐿(𝑥) =

𝐾∆
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

1 𝑥−𝑇 2
[1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {− (
) }](8.3)
2
𝛾

Figure 8.1 showed a MINLF profile for 𝐾∆ = 30, ∆= 0.2, 𝛾 = ∆/2. The flexibility of MINLF is
enabled with an application related closely to the Taguchi’s method of QLF. For various values of
𝛾, ranging from ∆/0.1 to ∆/5, the MINLF approximates the QLF to INLF through SINLF. Other forms

of univariate and inverted probability LFs in use include the Inverted Beta Loss Function (IBLF)
(Leung & Spiring, 2002), uniform distribution, Tukey’s Symmetric Lambda distribution, Laplace
distribution and the Inverted Gamma Loss Function (IGLF). The essence of these inverted
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probability LFs is to enable varieties and better representation of actual process losses (Leung &
Spiring, 2004).
In multivariate LFs, more than one variable is used to determine the losses due to deviations from
set-points. Pignatiello (1993) defined a QLF to reflect the predominant notion that every
manufactured product exhibit more than one characteristic by which its overall quality is
determined. On the work of Artiles-Leon (1999), principal component analysis was applied by Ma
and Zhao (2004) for the improvement of multivariate response approach to optimization. These
studies have been in the field of quality engineering. Recently, Zadakbar et al. (2014) developed
economic consequence models for process risk analysis. Potential losses were identified with
applicable LFs to represent a comprehensive approach to process accident risk assessment. In the
same vein, Hashemi et al. (2014) improved on the work of Chang et al. (2011) to apply common
LFs to an operational risk-based analysis of a reactor system.

8.3.

Blowout Risk Analysis

The algorithm for the proposed blowout risk analysis is presented in Fig. 8.2. The steps in the
flowchart are explained as follows:
8.3.1. Determination of Blowout Frequency (probability), 𝑃𝑏𝑙 : This involves the
determination of blowout frequency or probability using quantitative risk analysis
techniques of fault tree (FT), event tree (ET), bow-tie (BT) or Bayesian network (BN). On
the use of FT, Bercha (1978) was among the pioneering authors that modelled the
occurrence of blowout during overbalanced drilling for both offshore and artificial island
locations in the Beaufort arctic region. Berg Andersen (1998) analyzed a kick scenario
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while having the drill bit at the bottom-hole, from which low equivalent circulating density
and loss of mud to external environment and formation were identified as the probable
causative elements. In using FT, Torstad (2010) developed a relational hierarchy of events
for QRA of well control in conventional overbalanced drilling. Grayson and Gans, (2012)
improved on the existing FT of conventional overbalanced drilling, developed by DNV, to
model a closed loop scenario applicable to MPD while conducting a comparative analysis
between the former and the latter. On the other hand, Rathnayaka et al. (2013) extended
the application of an event tree in modelling the blowout of the Macondo well in the Gulf
of Mexico. Bow-tie models were developed by Khakzad et al. (2013) and Abimbola et al.
(2014) for blowout analysis considering various possible consequences. Recently, BN has
been used for blowout analysis for both conventional overbalanced drilling condition
(Khakzad et al. 2013) and MPD (Abimbola et al. 2015a). Since the focus of this study is
on the consequence analysis, readers are referred to the aforementioned resources for
further study.
8.3.2. Identification of the applicable loss categories: The applicable loss categories to the
blowout scenario are identified and listed as in Fig. 8.3. The categories are: production loss,
asset loss, human health loss, environmental response loss and company reputation loss.
8.3.3. Determine the applicable loss functions for the loss categories: The LF that best
represents each loss category is determined and assigned. This assignment is done based
on pre-informed knowledge of the loss categories from the industry field experience and
extensive literature review.
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8.3.3.1.

Production Loss (L1 ): This comprises losses incurred from the spilled oil,
liberated natural gas and associated time wasted until the well killing operation is
successful. These are designated as lost product cost and Non Productive Time
(NPT) cost respectively. The expected production LF is modeled with the MINLF
due to its flexibility, enabling the application of a specific loss scenario. The
MINLF reduces to either a QLF or an INLF depending on the characteristics of the
shape parameter. The expected MINLF is characterized with a mean and variance
in addition to the deviation, target and shape parameters. This enables the use of
probability distributions that best represent the parameters, rather than the use of
exact numbers that do not reflect the reality. The expected production loss is
expressed as Eq. (8.4).

𝐿1 =

𝐾∆
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

[1 −

𝛾
√𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

(𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 − 𝜌𝐹 )2
}](8.4)
2(𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2 )

Where, 𝐾∆ , the production loss at a known negative pressure gradient deviation,∆,
from the formation pore pressure gradient equivalent is represented as:
𝑡

𝐾∆ = ∫{(𝑞𝑜 − 𝑞𝑜𝑟 )𝑃𝑟𝑜 + 𝑞𝑔 𝑃𝑟𝑔 + 𝐶𝑅 }𝑑𝑡 (8.5)
0

𝑞𝑔 =

𝐺𝑂𝑅𝑞𝑜
(8.6)
1000

𝜌𝐹 and 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 are the pressure gradient equivalents of formation pore pressure (FPP),
the target value and the drilling fluid BHP, in 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡 respectively.
∆ = The specified negative pressure gradient deviation of 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 from 𝜌𝐹 .
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𝛾 = The shape parameter, which is a function of ∆. This is equal to ∆/4, for SINLF
and ∆/0.1, for QLF (Sun, et al., 1996).
𝜎 2 = The variance of the mean BHP gradient.
It must be stated that the preference of pressure gradient over absolute pressure
values in field units is to enable the standardization of the governing factor, the
absolute bottom hole pressure of the mud during static condition or the Equivalent
Circulating Density (ECD) of the mud which determines the dynamic pressure
characteristics of the wellbore in relation to the formation pore pressure. However,
the models in this study may be modified to represent absolute pressure values and
tailored to specific applications as desired.
Considering the ECD of the mud as the determinant of the dynamic condition of
the wellbore during drilling operations. The ECD is given by Eq. (8.7),

𝑀𝐷𝑑 =

𝐴𝑃𝐿
+ 𝑀𝑊𝑠 (8.7)
0.052 ∗ 𝐷

By converting 𝑀𝐷𝑑 in 𝑝𝑝𝑔 to 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡, Eq (8.7) is multiplied by the conversion
factor, 0.052.

𝜌𝐸𝐶𝐷 =

𝐴𝑃𝐿
+ 0.052𝑀𝑊𝑠 (8.8)
𝐷

where
𝑀𝐷𝑑 = Equivalent circulating density in 𝑝𝑝𝑔
𝐴𝑃𝐿 = Annular Pressure Loss in 𝑝𝑠𝑖
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𝐷= True vertical depth in 𝑓𝑡
𝑀𝑊𝑠 = the current Mud Weight in 𝑝𝑝𝑔
𝜌𝐸𝐶𝐷 = Equivalent circulating density in 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡
Consequently, 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 may be substituted with 𝜌𝐸𝐶𝐷 for real time analysis of the models

in this study.
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Figure 8.2 – Blowout dynamic risk analysis methodology
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Figure 8.3 – Loss categories identified related to drilling operations
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Where 𝑞𝑜 , is the blowout oil flow rate in (𝑠𝑡𝑏/𝑑𝑎𝑦); 𝑃𝑟𝑜 , is the price of a barrel of
oil ($/𝑠𝑡𝑏); 𝑞𝑔 , is the blowout gas flow rate (𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑓/𝑑𝑎𝑦); 𝑃𝑟𝑔 , is the price of gas
($/𝑀𝑐𝑓); 𝐺𝑂𝑅, is the gas oil ratio (𝑠𝑐𝑓/𝑠𝑡𝑏); 𝐶𝑅 , is the fixed operating cost of a
rig ($/𝑑𝑎𝑦); and 𝑞𝑜𝑟 , is the recovery rate of spilled oil (𝑠𝑡𝑏/𝑑𝑎𝑦), (if mechanical
recovery method is used as a remediation technique) (Ahmed & Mckinney, 2005).
It is very difficult to precisely determine either the oil or gas flow rate during a
blowout. This is because the control over the wellhead pressure is lost, which exerts
influence over the flowing BHP with which the reservoir drawdown is determined.
Under these conditions, the oil and gas flow rates are usually determined with high
uncertainties. In addition, the flow rates decline with time due to depletion of the
reservoir as the reservoir pressure falls rapidly. For instance, Hsieh (2010) in a
reservoir depletion simulation study conducted for the M56 reservoir, bearing the
Macondo well during the Deepwater Horizon blowout, argued that the initial
reservoir pressure and oil flowrate were 11,850 psi and 63,600 stb/day and
decreased to 9,400 psi and 52,600 stb/day respectively prior to shutting in the well
on the 86th day of oil discharge. Consequently, a suitable production decline
analysis model (exponential, harmonic or hyperbolic) (Guo, et al., 2007) that better
characterize the blowout scenario should be adopted; rather than assuming a steady
reservoir pressure and flowrate. However, this is also difficult in practice as no
production data usually exists before the occurrence of a blowout during the drilling
and cementing of a well. Hence a simulated flow analysis is often the norm in the
industry.
8.3.3.2.

Asset Loss (L2 ): This includes the loss incurred as a result of the damage to a
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well, rig and rig equipment as a result of wellbore collapse, kick or blowout. These
are due to negative pressure deviations from the formation pore pressure (that is,
underbalance). On the other hand, a positive pressure deviation leads to differential
pipe sticking, lost circulation or fractured formation (that is, overbalance). Due to
the asymmetric nature of the losses for the deviations with different maxima from
the formation pore pressure target value; an IBLF model results to a better
description of the scenario (Leung & Spiring, 2002). A typical beta function is
shown in Eq. (8.9).
𝑓(𝑥) =

1
𝑥 𝛼−1 (1 − 𝑥)𝛽−1 (8.9)
𝐵(𝛼, 𝛽)

𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑇)
) 𝑖𝑓0 < 𝑥 < 𝑇
𝑚1
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑇) = 
(8.10)
𝜋2 (𝑥, 𝑇)
𝐾2 (1 −
) 𝑖𝑓𝑇 < 𝑥 < 1
𝑚2
{
𝐾1 (1 −

Where 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 in Eq. (8.10) are maximum losses on either side of the target with
𝑚1 and 𝑚2 as their respective suprema. Further expansion of Eq. (8.10).
𝐾1 〈1 − 𝐶1 [𝑥(1 − 𝑥)(1−𝑇)⁄𝑇 ](𝛼1 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓0 < 𝑥 < 𝑇
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑇) =  { 𝐾2 〈1 − 𝐶2 [𝑥(1 − 𝑥)(1−𝑇)⁄𝑇 ](𝛼2 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝑇 < 𝑥 < 1
𝐶1 = [𝑇(1 − 𝑇)(1−𝑇)⁄𝑇 ]
𝛼1 − 1 =

(1−𝛼1 )

,𝐶2 = [𝑇(1 − 𝑇)(1−𝑇)⁄𝑇 ]

𝑇(𝛽1 − 1)
𝑇(𝛽2 − 1)
,𝛼2 − 1 =
1−𝑇
1−𝑇

(1−𝛼2 )

(8.11)

}

Considering a formation pore pressure as the target by which the BHP is
determined, 𝐾1 represents the maximum loss due to wellbore collapse, kick or
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blowout. On the other hand, 𝐾2 is the maximum loss due to differential pipe
sticking, lost circulation or fractured formation. 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 , are the shape parameters
for the underbalance and overbalance regimes respectively. Considering these
parameters, the asset loss is best represented by Eq. (8.12).
𝐾1 〈1 − 𝐶1 [𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ](𝛼1 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓0 < 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝜌𝐹
𝐿2 =  {𝐾2 〈1 − 𝐶2 [𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ](𝛼2 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝜌𝐹 < 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 1
𝐶1 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹 )⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(1−𝛼1 )

,

𝐶2 = [𝜌𝐹 𝑃𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(1−𝛼2 )

(8.12)
}

As IBLF is scale invariant under a linear transformation, Eq. (8.12) can be easily
represented as in Eq. (8.13).
𝐾1 〈1 − 𝐶1 [𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝑃𝐹)⁄𝑃𝐹 ](𝛼1 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝑃𝐴𝐼𝑅 < 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝑃𝐹
𝐿2 =  { 𝐾2 〈1 − 𝐶2 [𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝑃𝐹)⁄𝑃𝐹 ](𝛼2 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝑃𝐹 < 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝑃𝑂𝑉
𝐶1 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹 )⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(𝛼1 −1)

,

𝐶2 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(𝛼2 −1)



(8.13)
}

𝑃𝐴𝐼𝑅 is the BHP of air; 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 , is the BHP; 𝑃𝐹 , is the formation pore pressure (FPP);
𝑃𝑂𝑉 , is the overburden stress in field units.

8.3.3.3.

Human Health Loss (L3 ): This comprises the loss incurred as a result of
insurance and civil claims from injuries and fatalities occurring on the rig due to
the blowout accident. Zadakbar et al (2014) proposed a step (instant) function for
quantifying losses due to injuries and fatalities from explosions and fire. Insurance
and civil claims from injuries are classified into: individual minor injuries;
individual major non-recoverable injuries and small group minor injuries; and large
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group major non-recoverable injuries. In this scenario, the losses representing
injuries and fatalities are segmented into the pressure drawdown – the difference
between FPP and BHP - represented by the pressure gradients of the FPP and the
BHP within which they occur.
𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹1 + 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹1 ,𝜌𝐹 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 𝜌𝐹1
𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹2 + 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹2  ,𝜌𝐹1 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 𝜌𝐹2 
𝐿3 =
⋮⋮,⋮
{ 𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹𝑛 + 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹𝑛 ,𝜌𝐹𝑛 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 0

(8.14)

Where𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹𝑛 , and 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹𝑛 , are the cumulative losses due to injury and fatalities
respectively from the beginning of the blowout incident to the pressure drawdown.
The pressure drawdown is ascertained by the difference of the absolute pressure
equivalents of the pressure gradients.
Alternatively, considering Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
and Fatal Accident Rate (FAR) methodologies (Crowl & Louvar, 2002) are used
for the prediction of the number of injuries and fatalities respectively. Finally, the
human health loss may be determined as:

𝐿3 =  𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑗 + 𝐿𝑓𝑎𝑡 (8.15)
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑗 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑗 𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔 (8.16)
𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑗 =

𝑅𝐼 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠
(8.17)
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑
And
𝐿𝑓𝑎𝑡 =  𝑁𝑓𝑎𝑡 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔 (8.18)

𝑁𝑓𝑎𝑡 =

𝐹𝐴𝑅 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠
(8.19)
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑
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𝐹𝐴𝑅 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
(8.20)
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠

Where 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑗 , is the loss due to injuries; 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑗 , is the number of injuries; 𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔 ; is the
average civil claim per injured person; 𝑅𝐼, Rate of injury occurrence; 𝐿𝑓𝑎𝑡 , the loss
due to fatalities; 𝑁𝑓𝑎𝑡 , is the number of fatalities and 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔 , is the average civil claim
per death.
8.3.3.4.

Environment Response Loss (L4 ): It is the loss incurred in cleaning up the
environment of spilled oil in addition to the fine levied on the company by the
regulators. Etkin (2000) presented a cleanup cost estimation technique that takes
into consideration many factors such as oil type, shoreline oil, location type, spill
size, cleanup strategy and regional cost differences into the overall spill response
cost estimation. The model is expressed as Eq. (8.21).
𝐶𝑒𝑖 =  𝐶𝑛 𝑟𝑖 𝐼𝑖 𝑡𝑖 𝑜𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝑠𝑖 𝐴𝑖 (8.21)
Where 𝐶𝑒𝑖 , is the estimated total response cost for scenario, 𝑖; 𝐶𝑛 , the general cost
per unit spilled in nation, 𝑛; 𝑟𝑖 , regional location modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝐼𝑖 ,
local location modifier for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑡𝑖 , oil type modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑜𝑖 ,
shoreline oiling modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑚𝑖 , cleanup methodology modifier
factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑠𝑖 , spill size modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖, and 𝐴𝑖 , specified
spill amount for scenario,𝑖. 𝐴𝑖 is expressed with a MINLF as in Eq. (8.22).

𝐴𝑖 =

𝑉𝑜
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

(𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 − 𝜌𝐹 )2
[1 −
𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
}](8.22)
2(𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2 )
√𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2
𝛾
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Where 𝑉𝑜

is the volume of spilled reservoir fluid for a specified reservoir

drawdown, represented as a difference in pressure gradient. It is worth mentioning
that the environmental response loss largely depends on the magnitude of the
production loss; hence, the justification for their similar LF of MINLF.
8.3.3.5.

Company Reputation Loss(L5 ): it is very difficult to quantify the effect of a
blowout on the reputation of a company. Various indices have been suggested that
include: the fall in stock price of the company; fines such as criminal charges on
natural resources damages; civil claims; economic damages to private parties,
punitive damages and the safety rating of a company (Richardson, 2010; Cohen,
2010; Cohen et al., 2011). These are often expressed as per unit volume of the oil
spilled. Further research in this regard is recommended to better characterize the
impact of blowout on the reputation of a company.

8.3.4 Determine Total Loss as an Aggregation of Loss Categories(𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 ): The total loss is
determined by aggregating the applicable losses to the specific scenario considered. There
are various ongoing studies on the methods of aggregating the component losses in the
literature. One of such is an investigation into the degree of dependencies among the
component losses in which the use of copula function is proposed for process safety risk
assessment (Hashemi et al., 2015). In this study, a simplified approach is adopted,
involving the summation of the component losses as expressed in Eq. (8.23).
𝑛

𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝐿𝑖 (8.23)
𝑖=1

Where, 𝑛, is the number of the applicable losses from the loss categories in Section 8.3.3.
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8.3.5. Determine Blowout Risk: Finally, the blowout risk is expressed as Eq. (8.24):
𝑅𝑏𝑙 = 𝑃𝑏𝑙 𝑥𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 (8.24)

8.4. Application of Loss Aggregation Methodology to a Case Study
The developed methodology is applied to a deep water drilling operation in which a blowout
occurred while drilling an exploratory well. The well depth is about 18,000 ft. below sea
level. The pressure gradient equivalent of the initial reservoir pressure is 0.656 psi/ft. About
3 million barrels of oil were spilled, leading to the death of 9 crew members and injuries of
different degrees to 15 personnel. In the blowout risk analysis, the operational cost of the rig,
sequel to the occurrence of the blowout, is considered insignificant compared to the blowout
scenario. Mechanical recovery method is not used; hence, no oil was recovered from the
spill. The proposed methodology as presented in Fig. 8.2 is implemented. The details of each
step are discussed below:
Step 1: The blowout probability is determined using probabilistic risk analysis tools. For a
typical offshore drilling scenario, a similar study has been undertaken to determine the
probability of a blowout considering different drilling techniques of conventional
overbalanced drilling (COBD) and underbalanced drilling (UBD) (Abimbola et al., 2014).
Abimbola et al. (2015a) has developed a dynamic model that enables updating of the blowout
probability of a MPD using BN. In this study, both the blowout probability for COBD and
CBHP technique of MPD in Abimbola et al. (2014) and Abimbola et al. (2015a) respectively
have been adopted for a comparative analysis. These blowout probabilities are 7.97E-04 and
4.96E-07 respectively.
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Step 2: The loss categories identified for this case study include: production loss, asset loss,
human health loss, environmental response loss and company reputation loss. Detailed
explanation of the loss categories has been presented in Section 3.3.
Step 3: The LFs for each of the loss categories are analyzed. To assess the production loss,
the shape parameter, 𝛾, is set at ∆/0.5, considering the specific knowledge of the loss
scenario in the given region. The production loss, 𝐾∆ , is determined as $ 6 million for a
pressure gradient deviation of 0.05 psi/ft. The production loss expressed as a function of BHP
gradient as it varies from the FPP gradient is presented in Fig. 8.4.
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Figure 8.4 – Production loss as a function of the BHP gradient deviation from the FPP
gradient due to underbalance condition developed considering MINLF

In evaluating the asset loss, 𝐾1 is set at $ 10 billion while 𝐾2 is $7 million, 𝛼1 = 10.5 and 𝛼2
= 6.5. 𝐶1 is determined as 1.12E+04 while 𝐶2 is calculated as 2.21E+02. The asset loss profile
is shown in Fig. 8.5. The shape of the loss profile changes with variations in the shape
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parameters, 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 . Optimum values, based on expert knowledge, were adopted for these
parameters.
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Figure 8.5 – Asset loss profile as a function of the BHP gradient for two different
maximum losses on either side of the target, the FPP gradient considering IBLF
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The human health loss comprising the loss from injuries and fatalities determined by step
function is prominent during the early stage of the blowout. Considering the region under
study, the average civil claim per death is about $ 364 million. The loss profile is presented
in Fig. 8.6. This represents a 3-step loss profile for the human health loss.
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Figure 8.6 – Human health loss profile indicating the variation of civil claims from
injuries and fatalities with the BHP drawdown considering step function
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The environmental response loss for the region of the case study has the following
parameters: 𝐶𝑛 = $35/gallon; 𝑟𝑖 = 1; 𝐼𝑖 = 0.46; 𝑡𝑖 = 0.55; 𝑜𝑖 =1.06; 𝑚𝑖 = 0.46; 𝑠𝑖 = 0.01; 𝑉𝑜 =
1.26 billion gallons. The unit reputation loss determined for the blowout scenario in the
region under study is $200 per gallon of oil spilled. Since both the reputation and
environmental response losses are dependent on the amount of oil spilled, they are
aggregated and presented in Fig. 8.7.
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Figure 8.7 - Environmental response in addition to the reputation loss profile against
BHP gradient due to underbalance scenario considering MINLF
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Step 4: The total loss is determined by summing up the individual categories of loss against
the corresponding BHP gradient. Figure 8.8 presents the total loss profile as a function of the
BHP gradient.
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Figure 8.8 – Total loss profile as a function of the BHP gradient
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Step 5: From the blowout probability and the total loss, the blowout risk is determined using
Eq. (8.22). The blowout risk profile is shown in Fig. 8.9 against the BHP gradient.

Figure 8.9 – Blowout risk profile expressed as a function of the BHP gradient for COBD
(a) and CBHP technique of MPD (b)
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8.5. Discussion
It is apparent from Fig. 8.4 that higher loss is incurred due to larger deviations from the target
FPP gradient of 0.656 psi/ft. Maximum loss is attained at a BHP gradient deviation of about
0.526 psi/ft. It is worth mentioning that the target pressure gradient is not static during
blowout condition; rather, it reduces and shifts to the left of the original target value.
However, the shape of the loss profile remains the same over the course of the blowout
accident. In Fig. 8.5, both the underbalance and overbalance regimes which can lead to a
blowout; and stuck pipe, loss circulation and fractured formation respectively are
represented. Since blowout which can occur in an underbalanced condition is studied; the
overbalanced (right of the target pressure gradient) region is not considered in the total loss.
In the step function profile of Fig. 8.6, most part of the human health loss occurs during the
early part of the blowout when there is rapid change in the BHP gradient. This is generally
the case for other loss categories; hence, the steep curvature in the loss profiles. The loss
profiles stabilize around the maximum anticipated loss in the long run, as expected. The
blowout risk profiles of Fig. 8.9 take semblance of the total loss profile since it involves
factoring in the probability of blowout on the total loss. Considering the operational risk
management strategy for the COBD (Fig. 8.9a), the blowout risk threshold is set at $2.5
million. If the blowout risk is less than the risk threshold, the drilling operation may be
continued with the crew at alert as the risk approaches the risk threshold. However, if the
blowout risk exceeds the risk threshold, the drilling operation should be halted and revised
while the safety barriers such as the RCD, BOP system, kick detection mechanisms, flow
and pressure measurement devices are adjusted, replaced or supplemented in order to prevent
the escalation to a blowout accident. A similar characteristic is observed for the CBHP
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technique (Fig. 8.9b) with a set risk threshold of $1500. By this scheme, the blowout risk is
monitored and managed while being prevented from escalation. Apparently, if the same risk
threshold of $2.5 million were applied to both techniques; the CBHP technique would not
require any revision as the whole risk profile falls below the risk threshold. This is
tantamount to over-specification and will not improve the drilling operation. Conversely, if
a risk threshold of $1500 were applied to both techniques; the COBD method would be
operated with frequent interruptions. The CBHP technique allows a very low risk threshold
compared to the COBD due to the outperformance of the former over the latter. Finally,
studies considering various degrees of dependency among the loss categories and the
sensitivities of the loss profiles to changes in the parameters of the loss functions should be
conducted.

8.6. Conclusion
This study presents a methodology for conducting a blowout risk analysis comprising both a
probability of occurrence and a detailed consequence analysis. The blowout probability is
determined using various probabilistic risk analysis tools while, on the other hand, the
categories of the consequences, including: production loss, asset loss, human health loss,
environmental response loss and reputation loss are modeled with appropriate LFs. Both the
production and environmental response loss are modeled with MINLF in the underbalanced
region of the pressure regime. The asset loss is modeled using an IBLF with different
maximum losses on either side of the target pressure gradient and the human health loss
represented with a step function. The profiles of loss categories show that most part of the
losses occur during the early stage of the deviation from the target. The loss profiles stabilize
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after about 0.3psi/ft from the target pressure gradient. This study has enabled the
standardization of the measured parameter from absolute bottom hole pressure to pressure
gradients; thus, enabling the universality of the application of the loss models to any depth
of the formation with minimal alteration of the loss model parameters. The operational risk
management strategy enables the setting of a risk threshold by which the blowout risk is
controlled to prevent escalation of the blowout risk. This has been used to illustrate the
outperformance of CBHP technique over the COBD method of drilling. Lastly, further
studies to investigate dependencies among the LFs and sensitivities of the loss profiles to
changes in the parameters of the loss functions are thus recommended for enhanced analysis.
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Chapter 9
9.0

Development of an Integrated Tool for Risk Analysis of Drilling
Operations

Preface
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Process Safety and Environmental Protection. I am the primary author. Along with Co-author,
Faisal Khan, I developed the conceptual model and subsequently translated this to the numerical
model. I have carried out most of the data collection and analysis. I have prepared the first draft
of the manuscript and subsequently revised the manuscript, based on the feedback from Coauthors and also peer review process. As Co-author, Faisal Khan assisted in developing the
concept and testing the model, reviewed and corrected the model and results. He also contributed
in reviewing and revising the manuscript.

Abstract
Most risk analysis of drilling operations failed to distinguish and capture evolving risk during
different stages of drilling operations. This part of the dissertation presents a new integrated
dynamic risk analysis methodology. This methodology comprises models applicable at different
stages of drilling operations. These models capture evolving situations in terms of changes in the
probability and consequences of unwanted scenario (unstable well condition). The dynamic
consequence models are developed in terms of loss functions dependent on changing bottom-hole
pressure during different stages of drilling operation. The proposed methodology is tested using
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real life case. It is observed that the proposed methodology help monitoring and maintaining well
stability during different stages of drilling operations.

Keywords: Blowout risk analysis, Well integrity operations, Tripping operation, Loss functions,
Bottom-hole pressure

9.1.

Introduction

On the 21st of August 2009, at the Timor Sea offshore Australia, the Montara wellhead platform
experienced a blowout at the H1 well. The probable cause was later identified as a failed casing
shoe cementing. It was the worst of its kind in the Australian offshore industry which led to the
spill of about 400 barrels of crude oil per day for over 10 weeks into the sea until it was killed with
heavy mud from a relief well after 4 attempts on November, 3, 2009. The fortunate part of the
accident was the safe evacuation of all 69 personnel on board; however, the cleanup operation was
highly complex, consuming large volumes of dispersants and many response teams (Christou &
Konstantinidou, 2012; IAT, 2010). About four months later, on December 23, 2009, Transocean
crew narrowly avoided a blowout on the Sedco 711 semi-submersible drilling rig in the Shell North
Sea Bardolino field due to a misinterpreted positive pressure test from a damaged valve at the
bottom of a well (Feilden, 2010). Again, four months later, on April 20, 2010, an unprecedented
blowout occurred in the history of the US oil and gas industry. 11 crew members died and 16
others were injured with the destruction and sinking of the Deepwater Horizon rig, and a spill of
about 4 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico. Coincidentally, Transocean was involved in
the drilling of the well and again, poor casing shoe cementing and poor interpretation of negative
pressure test were identified as some of the contributing factors (BOEMRE, 2011; Chief Counsel's
Report, 2011). The proximity of these events and the frequency, with which incidents occur in the
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industry, implies the existence of a vacuum in the safety culture of personnel involved in the
operations. Risk assessments are often conducted in the design stage of the operations prior to the
implementation to reduce design risk whereas the mechanisms to reduce operational risks are less
rigorously implemented. This dissertation seeks to bridge the existing gap in the safety and risk
assessment of oil and gas drilling operations. In so doing, a detailed risk analysis of the operational
phases or sub-operations involved in drilling operations is conducted.
A sound knowledge of the stages/phases of drilling operations is essential for an accurate and
reliable risk assessment of drilling operations. According to Arild et al (2009),(Arild et al. 2009)
there are five (5) operational phases of drilling operations, namely: drilling ahead, tripping, static
conditions, casing and cementing operations. These operational phases are studied in this part of
the dissertation. A brief description of these stages is presented in Section 2. It is our belief that a
detailed understanding of these stages of drilling operations will help forestall or reduce future
occurrences of accidents. Among the factors contributing to a blowout include: cementing,
swabbing, equipment failure, stuck pipe and drilling into other well (Danenberger 1993; Izon et
al. 2007). A summary of the findings from the studies of Danenberger (1993) and Izon et al (2007)
on the incidents in The US Outer Continental Shelf is presented in Fig. 1. It is observed that these
factors transcend all the stages of drilling operations. A blowout is an uncontrolled flow of
hydrocarbons (oil and gas) from a well to the surface (surface blowout) or to an adjacent
underground formation (underground blowout). A blowout occurs when a kick – an influx of
formation fluid into the wellbore when the bottom hole pressure falls below the formation pore
pressure - is not detected or has not been properly killed when detected. The killing of a kick
involves the use of well control methods in preventing a kick from resulting to a blowout.
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Studies on risk assessment and analysis of drilling operations have looked into various aspects of
drilling without a linkage among the sub-operational stages. For instance, in evaluating the
performance of the blowout preventer (BOP) system during drilling operations, Cai et al. (2012)
conducted a reliability analysis based on Markov method to establish the preferential stack
configuration for subsea BOP systems. In the study, seven independent Markov models were
developed for the segmented BOP system modules to investigate common-cause failures. The
subsea control pods and control stations were determined to be of higher priority in the design of
subsea BOP system (Cai et al. 2012). In the use of reliability data to calculate the failure rates of
BOP components and rig downtime, Holand and Rausand (1987), and Holand (1991, 1999, 2001)
estimated the availability of subsea BOP systems using fault tree analysis (FTA) method (Holand
& Rausand, 1987; Holand, 1991; Holand, 1999; Holand, 2001). Fowler and Roche (1994) used
both Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for the reliability analysis of a BOP and a
hydraulic control system, and FTA in tracing undesired events to their primary causes (Fowler &
Roche, 1994).
In addition to the studies on the BOP, modelling of blowout phenomenon to determine the causal
relationships among successive events, leading to its occurrence has been conducted. Foremost
was Bercha (1978) in the development of a fault tree model for the analysis of drilling operations
in the Canadian arctic waters on both artificial island and offshore rigs. As the study employs a
static model and specific to the Canadian arctic region; the deductions from the study are of less
applicability to other tropical regions of the world. Andersen (1998) presented a fault tree model
for the stochastic analysis of a kick as an initiating event to a blowout during exploration drilling.
In line with the studies of the aforementioned authors, Khakzad et al. (2013b) conducted a
quantitative risk analysis of offshore drilling using bow-tie and Bayesian network techniques for
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dependability and updating analysis. A bow-tie technique was also employed by Abimbola et al.
(2014) using physical reliability models and Bayesian theory principle to update failure
probabilities of basic events and safety barriers respectively in the analysis of varied drilling
techniques. For well specific blowout risk assessment and management, Arild et al. (2008, 2009)
developed a BlowFlow software to determine blowout occurrence frequency and KickRisk model
for the quantification of risk during well control. BlowFAM has also been developed, based on
SINTEF database, considering reservoir characteristics, drilling activities and management
parameters in adjusting blowout probability to well specific values (Dervo and Blom-Jensen,
2004). From the foregoing discussion, it is observed that these studies failed to examine in detail
each stage and/or sub-operation of drilling operations highlighted earlier. As these stages do not
occur at the same time during drilling operations, it is thus essential, to develop a dedicated model
for each of these sub operations. Besides, managed pressure drilling techniques which are fast
replacing the conventional drilling techniques are not considered in the aforementioned studies.
Apart from the works of Khakzad et al. (2013b) and Abimbola et al. (2014) which adapt Bayesian
theory principle, other studies employ the use of static probabilistic tools, leading to uncertainties
in the results of the studies. Further, nominal values are usually adopted for the consequence
component of risk calculations. Apparently, this does not represent the reality as the magnitude of
the consequence changes over the course of the accident. In this study, loss function approach is
incorporated into the risk analysis to address the drawbacks of static consequence analysis. This
research aims at developing sub-models for these stages of drilling operations and integrating them
for a holistic approach to risk analysis of drilling operations.
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Section 9.2 discusses the different stages of drilling operations. Section 9.3 explains the developed
models and their integration for risk analysis. In Section 9.4, the analysis of the integrated model
is presented and discussed while Section 9.5 is devoted to the conclusion from the study.

Figure 9.1 – Factors contributing to blowouts from The US Outer Continental Shelf
from (a) 1971 – 1991 and (b) 1992 – 2006
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9.2.

Stages of drilling operations

Considering the sub-operational phases of drilling operations, the drilling ahead operation or
simply drilling is the drilling process through which drill cuttings are removed from the formation
by the cutting action of the drill bit. The drilling fluid besides balancing the formation pore pressure
at the wellbore and lubricating the drilling process, carries the cuttings to the surface as drilling
progresses. This constitutes the major portion of the productive time of the drilling operations since
an access is created towards the target depth. A well is drilled in a form resembling an inverted
telescope with the larger size at the top. The first shallow section of the well is for the conductor
casing which prevents the collapse of unconsolidated formation around the top of the well while
drilling the surface hole. The surface hole is drilled to the base of the fresh water zone or aquifer
for the surface casing to establish a seal across the fresh water zone or aquifer when cemented.
This may be followed by an intermediate hole for the intermediate casing to help stabilize the
formation and isolate abnormally pressured zones. Lastly, the production hole for the production
casing is drilled across the productive interval of the formation. Further discussion can be found
in Bommer (2008) and Bourgoyne et al. (1986).
Tripping operation is the movement of drill string out of the well or its replacement in the well.
The movement out of the well is associated with a swabbing effect caused by a reduction in the
BHP, equivalent to the volume of the drill-string moved out while drill-string replacement in the
well causes a surging effect by an increase in BHP, equivalent to the volume of the drill-string
replaced. In conducting tripping-out operation, the drill-string is suspended on the rotary table with
the slips around the tool joint. The connection between two stands of drill-pipes is broken with an
iron roughneck and the isolated drill pipe stand transferred to the fingerboard or catwalk. This
completes the process of pulling one stand of drill-pipe out of the wellbore during tripping-out
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operation. This is continued until the whole length of the drill-string is pulled out. As the mud
column in the wellbore falls by an amount equal to the product of the annular capacity and the
length of the drill-string pulled out; an equivalent amount of mud volume is flowed into the well
from the trip tank to keep the BHP constant. The active mud pit system is bypassed during tripping
operation due to its large cross sectional area that hinders accurate volume monitoring. A trip tank
system with a smaller cross section enables finer volume resolution for precision in volume
measurement (Tuset, 2014; Abimbola, et al., 2015b).
Static conditions include the stages in which there is no circulation of the mud and no increase is
made in the depth of the well. The rig pump is off and the BHP is balanced by the hydrostatic
pressure of the mud column only or supplemented by some backpressure. Apparently, as no
activities are being conducted in the well during this state; no problems are envisaged during this
stage and hence, is not considered in detail in this study.
Casing operation is the running of casings of a particular size into an open hole. Each casing size
is run in succession together into the open hole. Casings in use include: conductor casing, surface
casing, intermediate casing and production casing. The conductor casing is the first outermost
casing and may be cemented or driven into the formation. The surface casing is run in the surface
hole and cemented back to the surface to protect an aquifer. The intermediate casings are used to
isolate problematic regions; such as abnormal pressured zones, lost circulation zones, fractures
etc.; of the well en route to the reservoir. The production casing or liner is run across the reservoir,
bearing the hydrocarbon. The production casing is perforated during completion operation to allow
the flow of hydrocarbon to the surface. Cementing operations involve the formulation of a cement
slurry, based on the predetermined characteristics and the pumping of the slurry into the annulus
between the casing and the open hole through the internal diameter of the casings. The cement
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when set holds the casings in place and secures the well permanently from collapsing. A well is
cased and cemented in succession. The general sequence involves conductor casing, surface
casing, the intermediate casing, and lastly, the production casing or liner, depending on the well
design. Again, further discussions on casing and cementing operations can be found in (Bourgoyne
et al. 1986; Bommer 2008).

9.3.

Development of an integrated risk analysis methodology and related

models
The operational phases highlighted in Section 9.1 are the focus of this research. A segmented submodel has been developed for each of the phases discussed in Section 9.2. The structure of the
integrated methodology is shown in Fig. 9.2. The drilling ahead operation sub-models comprise
the underbalanced and overbalanced pressure regimes. These sub-models are presented in Figs 9.3
and 9.4. Discussions on these models can be found in Abimbola et al. (2015a). For the tripping
operation, the tripping-out operation model developed in Abimbola et al. (2015b) for CBHP
technique of MPD is considered and shown in Fig. 9.5. This is because of the dominance of well
control problems from underbalanced condition during tripping-out operation over tripping-in
operation. A well integrity model-comprising casing and cementing operations discussed in
Abimbola et al. (2016a) is presented in Fig. 9.6. Furthermore, the loss function approach to
consequence modelling, presented in Abimbola and Khan (2016b) is adopted for the analysis of
the loss categories of the consequences. The expected production loss arising from the loss
hydrocarbon during a blowout accident is given by Eq. (9.1).

𝐿1 =

𝐾∆
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

[1 −

𝛾
√𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

(𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 − 𝜌𝐹 )2
}](9.1)
2(𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2 )
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Where, 𝐾∆ , is the production loss at a known bottom-hole pressure (BHP) deviation,∆, from the
formation pore pressure is represented as:
𝑡

𝐾∆ = ∫{(𝑞𝑜 − 𝑞𝑜𝑟 )𝑃𝑟𝑜 + 𝑞𝑔 𝑃𝑟𝑔 + 𝐶𝑅 }𝑑𝑡 (9.2)
0

𝑞𝑔 =

𝐺𝑂𝑅𝑞𝑜
(9.3)
1000

𝜌𝐹 and 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 are the pressure gradient equivalents of formation pore pressure (FPP), the target value
and the drilling fluid BHP, in 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡 respectively.
∆ = The specified negative pressure gradient deviation of 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 from 𝜌𝐹 .
𝛾 = The shape parameter, which is a function of ∆. This is equal to ∆/4, for SINLF and
∆/0.1, for QLF (Sun, et al., 1996).
𝜎 2 = The variance of the mean BHP gradient.
Considering the ECD of the mud as the determinant of the dynamic condition of the wellbore
during drilling operations. The ECD is given by Eq. (9.4),

𝑀𝐷𝑑 =

𝐴𝑃𝐿
+ 𝑀𝑊𝑠 (9.4)
0.052 ∗ 𝐷

By converting 𝑀𝐷𝑑 in 𝑝𝑝𝑔 to 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡, Eq (9.4) is multiplied by the conversion factor, 0.052.

𝜌𝐸𝐶𝐷 =

𝐴𝑃𝐿
+ 0.052𝑀𝑊𝑠 (9.5)
𝐷

where
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𝑀𝐷𝑑 = Equivalent circulating density in 𝑝𝑝𝑔
𝐴𝑃𝐿 = Annular Pressure Loss in 𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝐷= True vertical depth in 𝑓𝑡
𝑀𝑊𝑠 = the current Mud Weight in 𝑝𝑝𝑔
𝜌𝐸𝐶𝐷 = Equivalent circulating density in 𝑝𝑠𝑖/𝑓𝑡

The asset loss resulting from the damage to a well, equipment and rig from a blowout is determined
by Eq. (9.6) or Eq. (9.7), considering absolute pressures.
𝐾1 〈1 − 𝐶1 [𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ](𝛼1 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓0 < 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝜌𝐹
𝐿2 =  {𝐾2 〈1 − 𝐶2 [𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ](𝛼2 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝜌𝐹 < 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 1
𝐶1 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(1−𝛼1 )

𝐶2 = [𝜌𝐹 𝑃𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

,

(1−𝛼2 )

(9.6)
}

𝐾1 〈1 − 𝐶1 [𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝑃𝐹)⁄𝑃𝐹 ](𝛼1 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝑃𝐴𝐼𝑅 < 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝑃𝐹
𝐿2 =  { 𝐾2 〈1 − 𝐶2 [𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 (1 − 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 )(1−𝑃𝐹)⁄𝑃𝐹 ](𝛼2 −1) 〉𝑖𝑓𝑃𝐹 < 𝑃𝐵𝐻𝑃 < 𝑃𝑂𝑉
𝐶1 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹 )⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(𝛼1 −1)

,

𝐶2 = [𝜌𝐹 (1 − 𝜌𝐹 )(1−𝜌𝐹)⁄𝜌𝐹 ]

(𝛼2 −1)



(9.7)
}

𝐾1 represents the maximum loss due to wellbore collapse, kick or blowout. On the other hand, 𝐾2
is the maximum loss due to differential pipe sticking, lost circulation or fractured formation. 𝛼1
and 𝛼2 , are the shape parameters for the underbalanced and overbalanced pressure regimes
respectively.
The human health loss due to civil claims from injuries and fatalities is denoted by a step function
in Eq. (9.8).
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𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹1 + 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹1 ,𝜌𝐹 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 𝜌𝐹1
𝐿
+ 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹2  ,𝜌𝐹1 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 𝜌𝐹2 
𝐿3 = 𝐼,𝜌𝐹2
⋮⋮,⋮
𝐿
{ 𝐼,𝜌𝐹𝑛 + 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹𝑛 ,𝜌𝐹𝑛 > 𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 > 0

(9.8)

Where𝐿𝐼,𝜌𝐹𝑛 , and 𝐿𝐹,𝜌𝐹𝑛 , are the cumulative losses due to injury and fatalities respectively from
the beginning of the blowout incident to the pressure drawdown. The pressure drawdown is
ascertained by the difference of the absolute pressure equivalents of the pressure gradients.
The environmental response loss from the environmental clean-up and accruable fines is estimated
using Eq. (9.9).
𝐶𝑒𝑖 =  𝐶𝑛 𝑟𝑖 𝐼𝑖 𝑡𝑖 𝑜𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝑠𝑖 𝐴𝑖 (9.9)
Where 𝐶𝑒𝑖 , is the estimated total response cost for scenario, 𝑖; 𝐶𝑛 , the general cost per unit spilled
in nation, 𝑛; 𝑟𝑖 , regional location modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝐼𝑖 , local location modifier for
scenario, 𝑖; 𝑡𝑖 , oil type modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑜𝑖 , shoreline oiling modifier factor for
scenario, 𝑖; 𝑚𝑖 , cleanup methodology modifier factor for scenario, 𝑖; 𝑠𝑖 , spill size modifier factor
for scenario, 𝑖, and 𝐴𝑖 , specified spill amount for scenario,𝑖. 𝐴𝑖 is determined with Eq. (9.10).

𝐴𝑖 =

𝑉𝑜
1 ∆ 2
1 − exp {− 2 (𝛾 ) }

[1 −

𝛾
√𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

(𝜌𝐵𝐻𝑃 − 𝜌𝐹 )2
}](9.10)
2(𝜎 2 +  𝛾 2 )

Where 𝑉𝑜 is the volume of spilled reservoir fluid for a specified reservoir drawdown, represented
as a difference in pressure gradient. Lastly, the company reputation loss is determined from the
assessment of the prevailing factors per unit volume of the oil spilled (Abimbola & Khan, 2016b).
The integrated model analysis involves the determination of the stage at which risk-based analysis
is desired. The probabilistic risk analysis is performed with the appropriate sub-model that has
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been presented in addition to the consequence analysis. Finally, risk management involving
revision and adjustment of critical elements of the operation is executed so as to reduce the risk
below the risk threshold or as low as reasonably practicable.

Figure 9.2 – Integrated Methodology and Tool for Drilling Operations
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Figure 9.3 – Bayesian Network for Underbalanced Drilling Scenario (Abimbola et al.
2015a)
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Figure 9.4 – Bayesian Network of Overbalanced Scenario of CBHP techniques
(Abimbola et al. 2015a)
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Figure 9.5 – Bayesian Network equivalent of tripping-out operation in CBHP
technique of MPD (Abimbola, et al., 2015b)
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Figure 9.6 – The equivalent BN model of well integrity operations during drilling
operations (Abimbola, et al., 2016a)
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9.4.

Analysis of Model

The integrated model is analyzed as a BN model. The analysis is conducted using GeNIe 2.0
software developed by the Decision System Laboratory of the University of Pittsburgh and
available at http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/. The assumptions of the analysis have been discussed in the
afore-mentioned references of the sub-models.
9.4.1 Predictive analysis of stages of drilling operations
The drilling ahead operation is analyzed by instantiating other branches of the model that are not
related to the operation to a no-failure state. A predictive analysis of drilling ahead operation gives
a blowout occurrence frequency of 9.21E-07. This is of the same order of magnitude as that of
Grayson and Gans (2012). Other consequences occurrence frequencies presented in Table 9.1 are
also of the same order of magnitudes as those in Abimbola et al. (2015a). The slight variations are
due to the incorporation of other components such as the riser and BOP control systems which
were hitherto not considered in detail but were parts of the integrated model. Besides, tripping
operation is isolated from the drilling ahead operation as an independent phase of drilling
operations. The production loss risk profile from the product loss considering a blowout scenario
(Abimbola & Khan, 2016b) is shown in Fig. 9.7. The target bottom-hole pressure gradient is 0.656
psi/ft with a production loss, 𝐾∆ , determined as $ 6 Million for a pressure gradient deviation, ∆ ,
of 0.05psi/ft. Though the maximum expected production loss was about $ 50 Million; the
corresponding production loss risk is reduced to about $ 47 due to the low frequency of occurrence
of a blowout. The overbalanced scenario is determined with the frequency of occurrence of a
differential stuck-pipe. This is obtained as 2.13E-02.
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Considering the asset loss risk profile using the aforementioned frequencies of occurrence for both
the underbalanced (blowout) and overbalanced (stuck pipe) scenarios. The asset loss risk profile
is presented in Fig. 9.8 using Eq. (9.6). The human health loss risk which accounts for the injuries
and deaths that can occur as a result of a blowout is represented in Fig. 9.9. The risk profile
increased step-wisely as the bottom hole pressure deviated from the targeted formation pore
pressure. The environmental response loss risk profile is shown in Fig. 9.10, bearing semblance to
the production loss risk profile. The above analysis can be repeated for all the other stages of
drilling operations.

Table 9.1 – Predictive occurrence probabilities of the consequences for drilling
ahead operation
Consequence Description
1
2
3
4
5
6

Near balanced condition
Wellbore collapse
Kick
Blowout
Explosions, fire, major injury to few deaths,
minimal environmental pollution
Catastrophe (loss of rig, multiple fatalities, major
environmental damage)

Predictive occurrence
probabilities
9.99E-01
9.45E-04
8.27E-05
9.21E-07
1.07E-07
2.99E-09
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Figure 9.7 – Production loss risk profile for a blowout scenario
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Figure 9.8 – Asset loss risk profile for a blowout and/or stuck pipe scenario
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Figure 9.9 – Human health loss risk profile for a blowout scenario
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Figure 9.10 – Environmental response loss risk profile for a blowout scenario
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9.4.2 Diagnostic analysis of the integrated model
Aside the findings of the independent diagnostic analysis of the sub-models developed, it is
observed that tripping-out operation contributes most (77.27%) to underbalanced condition,
followed by well integrity operations (20.40%) of casing and cementing operations and 8.16% for
drilling ahead operations. This is in agreement with the findings of Danenberger (1993) and Izon
et al. (2007) which identified swabbing (an effect of a failure in tripping-out operation) and
cementing failure as the most prominent contributing factors to a blowout. Considering the fact
that sufficient mud density is ensured before tripping-out operation is conducted; a failure in
tripping-out operation out operation attributed 84.22% of the failure to swabbing effect with
18.05% due to the BHP falling below pore pressure as a result of a fall in the mud column height.
Swabbing effect could be due to either the calculated pulling speed exceeded the actual maximum
pulling speed or due to the driller’s error in pulling too fast with BHP falling outside the pore
pressure margin. On the other hand, a fall in the mud column height might be either due to lost
circulation caused by surging while lowering the drill-string, or the trip tank system failed to ensure
hole fill-up during pulling out of open hole.
A failure in the cementing operation, completely leads to the failure of well integrity operations;
whereas a failure in the casing operation will contribute about 80% to the failure of the well
integrity operations. The occurrence of a blowout during casing and cementing operation would
be due to an increased posterior probability of cementing operation by a factor of about 19.73
(from 4.14E-07 to 8.17E-06) while that of casing operation would have increased more than 99%
of the prior probability.
Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis on the contributors to the underbalanced condition revealed that
the MPD system hardware; comprising the RCD, MPD control system, in addition to the riser
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system and the rig pump; are paramount in preventing the adverse effects of kicks, ballooning, gas
cut mud as well as the pressure effects of swabbing and surging. The strength of influence diagram
identified kicks due to unexpected pore pressure and lost circulation as major contributors to
failure during drilling ahead operation. The major determinants of well integrity operations
include: poor slurry formulation, casing eccentricity and casing running effects (surging and
swabbing).

9.5.

Conclusion

An integrated model has been developed for the safety analysis of the stages/sub-operations of
drilling operations. The stages include drilling ahead, tripping, casing and cementing operations.
The predictive analysis enables the monitoring of risk through the analysis of the risk profiles of
the applicable consequences identified, and the management of risk through the review of critical
safety components when risk thresholds are exceeded. The diagnostic analysis identified, in
succession, the degree of contributions to blowout occurrence the following sub-operations:
tripping-out, well integrity with prominence in the cementing operation, and drilling ahead
operations. A sensitivity analysis on the integrated model identified the paramount role of the MPD
system in preventing the adverse effects of kicks due to abnormal formation pore pressure,
ballooning, gas cut mud and the pressure effects of swabbing and surging.
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Chapter 10
10.0

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

10.1. Summary
The present work has demonstrated the use of Bow-tie, Bayesian network and Loss functions in
dynamic risk assessment and safety analysis of drilling operations with advancement into managed
pressure drilling techniques. It is apparent from the literature that most risk and safety analyses of
drilling operations have been limited to reducing design risk, HAZOP and enhancing evacuation
procedures. However, development of risk-based monitoring mechanisms and conducting
dynamic risk assessment during various stages of drilling operations is sparingly undertaken or
lacking. This research has been conducted to bridge the gap existing in the risk assessment and
safety analysis of drilling operations.
From this work, a physical reliability model for predictive monitoring of drilling ahead operation
is developed. In conjunction with Bayesian updating principle for safety barrier failure
probabilities using accident precursors, a complete dynamic risk assessment mechanism has been
developed for drilling operations. Furthermore, bow-tie models for drilling ahead and cementing
operations have been developed to enabled detailed analysis of these operations with extension to
constant bottom-hole pressure drilling technique of managed pressure drilling. Besides, a failure
analysis of tripping operations in both conventional overbalanced drilling and constant bottomhole pressure drilling has been conducted to identify safety critical elements of the operation and
to demonstrate the out-performance of the latter over the former.
Bow-tie approach has been preferred over other risk assessment methodology due to its simplicity
and logical connection of the causal factors of an accident to the possible consequences through a
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top event and safety barriers. However, as with its component parts of fault tree and event tree,
which are static and not easily updated or used to model conditional dependencies among related
events, bow-tie is limited in its applications. Consequently bow-tie has been adapted through the
application of physical reliability models or mapping into Bayesian network. Bayesian network
enables both predictive and diagnostic analysis in addition to multi-state analysis, conditional
dependency modelling and probability updating.
A novel approach to loss functions application to blowout risk analysis in consequence modelling
has been conducted. The selected loss function models were modified to incorporate formation
pressure as pressure gradient. This has enabled dynamic risk assessment and management through
risk threshold monitoring and revision.
Finally, an integrated tool for risk analysis of drilling operations has been developed. This provides
an improved analysis of the distinct stages of drilling operations, enabling a better characterization
of the operations.

10.2. Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work are:
10.2.1.

Development of a real time predictive model:

This study has developed a physical reliability model based on constant strength-variable stress
principle for real time failure probability prediction during drilling operation. This model is
applicable to the critical components of various drilling techniques of conventional overbalanced
drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling. Through this model, the static
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nature of conventional risk assessment methods can be relaxed; enabling their application in
dynamic risk analysis.

10.2.2.

Bayesian theory application in bow-tie analysis of drilling operations:

This study has extended the application of Bayesian theory to probability updating for safety
barriers in a bow-tie model for both onshore and offshore drilling conditions in a practical usable
manner. Safety related events during drilling, identified as accident precursors, are used for realtime updating of safety barrier failure probabilities. This has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 using
a typical case study for a varied comparative analysis of the drilling methods of conventional
overbalanced drilling and underbalanced drilling.

10.2.3.

Development of a dynamic risk assessment model for constant bottom-

hole pressure drilling (CBHP) technique:
This study has developed a risk assessment methodology based on Bayesian network for analyzing
the safety critical components and consequences of possible pressure regimes in CBHP techniques
of managed pressure drilling. Based on the pressure regimes, different scenarios - underbalanced,
overbalanced and normal or near balanced conditions were defined and investigated in detail for
potential unwanted conditions. Bow-tie models were developed and mapped into BNs to conduct
predictive as well as diagnostic analyses. In each scenario, the safety critical components and
events relevant to the success of CBHP techniques were identified by estimating their posterior
probabilities. Furthermore, a diagnostic model for the most critical component of CBHP - rotating
control device (RCD) – was developed to analyze its sub-components. This has led to the
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identification of the bearing assembly failure of the RCD as the most probable explanation to the
failure of the CBHP technique.
10.2.4.

Development of a well integrity model:

This study has developed a well integrity model for analyzing casing and cementing operations of
an oil and gas well. This model utilized the characteristics of a Noisy-OR gate to capture the unique
relationships between casing and cementing operations in leading to well integrity failure. The
order of magnitudes of ratios of posterior probabilities to prior probabilities was used to identify
the degree of contributions of the critical components to the well integrity failure. Safety functions
and inherent safety principles were further presented for each primary causes as well as the safety
barriers to improve the reliability of well integrity operations.

10.2.5.

Failure analysis of the tripping operation and its impact on well control:

This study has presented a comparative analysis of both COBD and CBHP technique of MPD
considering the effects of tripping-out operation from on primary well control. FT models of the
operation in the two techniques were developed and mapped into BNs to enable dependability and
diagnostic analysis. The CBHP technique was found to be safer in the two scenarios, compared.
Further diagnostic analysis of the models identified RCD failure, BHP reduction due to insufficient
mud density and lost circulation, DAPC integrated control system, DAPC choke manifold, DAPC
back pressure pump, and human error as critical elements of the operation.
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10.2.6.

Application of loss functions to blowout risk analysis:

This study has presented an innovative approach in the application of loss functions to blowout
risk analysis. Blowout loss categories were identified and modelled with suitable loss functions
that best presented their features. The standardization of the measured parameter from absolute
bottom hole pressure to pressure gradients has enabled the universality of the application of the
loss models to any depth of the formation with minimal alteration of the loss model parameters.
Through the setting of risk threshold, an operational risk management strategy was developed by
which the blowout risk was controlled to prevent escalation.
10.2.7.

Development of an integrated tool for risk analysis of drilling

operations:
This study has developed an integrated model for the safety analysis of the stages/sub-operations
of drilling operations. These stages include: drilling ahead, tripping, casing and cementing
operations. The predictive analysis enabled the monitoring of risk through the analysis of the risk
profiles of the applicable consequences identified, and the management of risk through the review
of critical safety components when risk thresholds were exceeded. The diagnostic analysis
identified, in succession, the degree of contributions to blowout occurrence the following suboperations: tripping-out, well integrity with prominence in the cementing operation, and drilling
ahead operations. A sensitivity analysis on the integrated model identified the paramount role of
the MPD system in preventing the adverse effects of kicks due to abnormal formation pore
pressure, ballooning, gas cut mud and the pressure effects of swabbing and surging.
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10.3. Recommendations
This study has attempted to introduce new concepts in the safety analysis of managed pressure
drilling techniques. However, there still exists gaps that could be further worked on. These include:


The concept presented in this study involving the safety analysis of drilling operations can
be extended to other managed pressure drilling techniques such as: dual gradient drilling
and pressurized mud cap drilling. This is because this work has discussed mainly the
constant bottom-hole pressure drilling technique of managed pressure drilling.



Completion operations consisting of activities such as production tubing and Christmas
tree installations, perforations, hydraulic fracturing, etc. towards the preparation of the well
for oil and gas production have not been discussed in this study. Dynamic safety analysis
of completion operations can be conducted to improve the safety of the operation and
enhance production.



Safety assessment of the mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU) or other drilling and
production rigs used in the industry has not been fully explored. These can be further
studied, particularly, looking into risk-based structural and control systems analysis of
MODU.



Methodologies of reducing uncertainties in the analysis of the models should be
investigated. This includes, but not limited to independent-causality-except-inhibited
assumption in populating conditional probability tables. Other methodologies that could be
explored include: Markov Chain Monte Carlo, hierarchical Bayesian networks, fuzzy
Bayesian network may be explored to reduce uncertainties in the data analysis.



Dependency which often exist among the blowout loss categories has not been discussed
in this study. The use of copula function has been suggested in the literature and can be
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explored. In so doing, the marginal error of the analysis in representing the reality can be
greatly reduced.
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